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ABSTRACT

Author: Huang, Yingying. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: The Alien Eye: Chinese Self-Images and the External Observer, 1874–1911.
Major Professors: Daniel Hsieh, Aparajita Sagar

This dissertation is a literary study of how and why late Qing Chinese self-image
formation involved the “alien eye,” by which I mean the view of the foreigner observing and
writing about China. I investigate writings and occasionally images produced within the period
from 1874 to 1911, framed by the founding of the first Chinese-owned modern newspaper and
the overthrow of the Qing empire. The literary genres I address include essays, short stories,
novels, and plays. While effects of foreign views of China on the Chinese varied from positive
stimulation to psychological damage, I argue that Chinese’ appropriation of the alien eye in their
public writings empowered while at the same time complicated their reexamination of China,
shaping modern Chinese self-identity in intricate ways. Instead of being passively configured in
the unifying gaze of the other, Chinese self-images acquired varied forms as a result of the
diverse interpretations and rewriting of the foreign vision by Chinese writers in the transnational
exchanges of views.

1

INTRODUCTION

In 1839, amid the growing tensions which eventually led to China’s war with Britain,
Qing (1644–1911) Imperial Commissioner Lin Zexu 林則徐 (1785–1850) organized the
translation of English newspapers in Guangdong to obtain military- and opium- trade related
information for the government and the emperor. The collected translation, known as the Aomen
xinwenzhi 澳門新聞紙 (Macau news), had as its sources newspapers published by the British in
Guangdong (Canton) and Macau, including the Canton Press, the Canton Register, and the
Chinese Repository (Wang and Chen 92). 1 Besides the opium trade and British military
activities, Lin’s team translated foreigners’ opinions on the subjects of tea, military strategies,
and China (Wang and Chen 94). To present-day scholars, Lin was the first Chinese to make use
of the modern press to serve China’s interests (Fang, ed. 458); this and Lin’s lead in the
translation of other foreign publications earned him the reputation as the “first Chinese to open
his eyes to see the world” (Huang Dan 69). However, Lin’s initiative was not always appreciated
by the predominant wisdom of his time. Given the Chinese literati’s shared contempt for
foreigners, Lin’s translation endeavor could be considered disreputable among his official
colleagues; his successor as the Commissioner of Guangzhou, for example, disapproved of Lin
demeaning himself, a high official of the Celestial Kingdom, by spying into “barbarians’” affairs
(Huang Dan 71).
The complacency of China’s self-inflicted isolation was shattered, however, over the
decades following the Opium War (1839–1842), and by the turn of the century, it had become
common practice for the Chinese to translate foreign books and articles and disseminate them
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The translation is reprinted in Yapian zhanzheng 鴉片戰爭 (The Opium War), vol. 2, 365–522.
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through the burgeoning Chinese press. Modern knowledge imported from the West and Japan
fostered progressive intellectuals’ demand for political and social changes, and scholar-officials
began to consider not knowing foreign affairs a sign of ignorance and a threat to China’s
development.
The enthusiastic translations of foreign writings showed particular interest in one subject,
which Lin had included but never treated as the primary focus in his intelligence operation. That
subject is how foreigners viewed China. Although never noted by modern scholars, Lin was not
only the “first Chinese to open his eyes to see the world,” but also among the first few to open
their eyes to and transcribe Western perceptions of China, 2 for the Aomen xinwenzhi translated
many comments on Chinese culture, education, politics, armed forces, and so on. Many of the
comments are critical of the Qing government, its officials, and even the emperor (Aomen 438).
It makes one wonder what Lin expected to achieve by sending copies of these negative
evaluations to those criticized, but we can at least be sure that Lin, a loyal servant to the Qing
empire and firm advocate of resistance against the “barbarian” invaders, did not intend the
translations as a prod to mend China’s political system, as the reform-minded intellectuals half a
century later did. As a result of the eventual shift in outlook, foreigners’ views of China
penetrated late Qing debate on reforms of social conventions, educational institutions, literary
and artistic traditions, etc., exerting a considerable shaping power on Chinese culture and
literature throughout the course of China’s modernization.

2

As an earlier example, the Jesuits had had an impact on the Chinese self-image by mapping out
the world with China in it. They not only produced for the Kangxi 康熙 Emperor (reigned 1661–
1722) the first comprehensive map of China, but made the map of the kingdom available to the
Chinese elites, whose nationalist consciousness would be shaped by the new cartography (Dirlik
113).
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How did this change happen? What marks did external observations leave on China’s
nationalism, reform movement, and revolutionary discourse during the last decades of the
imperial dynasty? Why did Chinese essayists and journal editors involved in the struggle over
reform find it necessary to include in their arguments foreigners’ views of China—translated,
adapted, and often even reinvented? With the intensified sense of being seen by the other, how
did story writers, novelists, and playwrights imagine and appropriate foreign visions in their
portrayals of China and the Chinese and to what purposes? What impact, material or
psychological, did that appropriation have on modern Chinese identity formation in the late Qing
and what legacies—political, cultural or literary—does it offer for understanding China today?
These are the questions I seek to answer with this project, a literary study of how and
why late Qing Chinese self-image formation involved the “alien eye,” by which I mean the view
of the foreigner observing and writing about China. The word “external” in my title often equates
to “foreign,” but broadly it means outside the political, cultural, linguistic, and national
boundaries of what was conventionally, if not always consistently, defined as Chinese. As such it
does not have to signify difference in nationality, but can encompass outside positioning in
multiple senses. Throughout my dissertation phrases like “foreign vision,” “alien eye,” and
“external perspective” are used interchangeably, and “transnational” specifically to emphasize
the travel of visions across cultural and national boundaries. If “external” sounds neutral, “alien”
signals more intention and disruption, and I use “self-alienation” to mean the deliberate
distancing from the “inside.” I investigate writings and occasionally images produced within the
period from 1874 to 1911, framed by the founding of the first Chinese-owned modern newspaper
and the overthrow of the Qing empire. While effects of foreign views of China on the Chinese
varied from positive stimulation to psychological damage, I argue that Chinese’ appropriation of
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the alien eye in their public writings empowered while at the same time complicated their
reexamination of China, shaping modern Chinese self-identity in intricate ways. Instead of being
passively configured in the unifying gaze of the other, Chinese self-images acquired varied forms
as a result of the diverse interpretations and rewriting of the foreign vision by Chinese writers in
the transnational exchanges of views.
From its first major clash with the West in the Opium War (1839–1842), to its defeat by
its once tributary neighbor Japan in 1895, and finally to the demise of the empire, China
struggled with its identity as a vanquished nation in the world, a pilgrimage prolifically
documented by contracts and treaties and reflected in art and literature. Chinese attitudes towards
foreigners who attempted to, in British botanist and plant hunter Robert Fortune’s (1812–1880)
words, rend asunder the “curtain which had been drawn around the celestial country for ages”
(4), were suffused with suspicion and hostility. The voyeuristic foreigner was often seen as a
threat, a scoundrel spying on China’s land and people for sinister intrigues. Such understanding
persisted through the century, but was complicated in late century by the fear that the foreigners
could see and know more of China than the Chinese did, which caught the attention of scholars
and officials concerned about China’s international relations. More and more began to realize
that it was useless covering things up, and some recognized the advantage of the foreign
perspective with its putative objectivity and foothold in modern knowledge. In a reform
movement, foreigners’ criticism could provoke shame and the desire to change; in debating the
best course for the nation, intellectuals borrowed the external vision to see China anew; in
imagining the future world, writers invoked the alien eye to assist optimistic national image
construction through literature. Seeing the Chinese self through the eye of the other became a
common but heterogeneous mode in Chinese literary writing in the late Qing.

5
The Gaze of the Imperial Other
Before moving to the nature of the imperial gaze, it will be helpful briefly to position
China as a category of analysis vis-à-vis various theories of the other in today’s cultural studies.
Post-colonial studies offers rich analysis on the relationship between the identity of the
colonial/non-Western subject and the gaze of the colonizer/imperial other. However, the
application of post-colonial theory to the Chinese context often meets with objection because
China was never formally colonized. Often referred to as a semi-colony after the Marxist
formula, 3 modern China is seen by many historians as a special case that requires a separate set
of terms and theories to study. But the unique status attributed to China has also been forcefully
challenged. As early as 1927, Nationalist Party (Guomindang) leader Sun Yet-sen 孫逸仙 (a.k.a.
Zhongshan 中山, 1866–1925) protested that this terminology of exceptionality misled the
Chinese to think that they were better off than the colonized, while the truth was the Chinese
were in a worse situation by being slaves to many countries (Goodman and Goodman 3). More
recently, China historian James Hevia rejects treating the Western informal empire in China as a
distinctive analytical category and shows how closely imperialism in China was related to
colonial projects elsewhere, the British rule over India in particular. In my own research of late
Qing writings about the condition of China, I am reminded by myriad expressions of horror and
indignation over China’s subjugation to the foreign nations that at least in the understanding of
numerous Chinese writers, China’s slavery to the colonial order was real. The psychological
impact of Western imperialism cannot be dismissed on the ground that China was not entirely
colonized, and instead calls for a study of Chinese identity formation in the gaze of the other.

See, for example, Mao Zedong 毛澤東, “Guomin geming yu nongmin yundong” 國民革命與
農民運動 (The national revolution and the peasant movement) (1926), Mao Zedong ji, p. 175.
3
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One of the most important approaches to studying the imperial gaze borrows Foucault’s
model of surveillance. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault describes a power regime constructed
through Jeremy Bentham’s design of a panopticon, a circular prison with individual cells all
observable from a centrally positioned vantage point. Discipline of the incarcerated bodies is
guaranteed through constant surveillance from the center, which in the colonial context
corresponds with the dominating imperial order, whose gaze regulates and defines the colonized
subject. Edward Said’s Orientalism also examines the ways in which the colonial discourse
molds the non-Western others into manageable subjects. With the Eurocentric discourse in
various academic disciplines, European colonialism produced the Orient to keep the latter in
subjugation and maintain the superiority of Western civilization. Said’s analysis of colonial
discourse has been central to understanding the ideologies and practices of imperial dominance,
and has provided a vocabulary for subsequent research on the imperial gaze, such as Mary
Louise Pratt’s discussion of the “imperial eyes” of the expansionist European travelers.
However, both Foucault and Said have focused on the operations of power while largely
precluding the agency of the subject on whom power is imposed. As Said himself puts it,
“Orientalism is premised upon exteriority, that is, on the fact that the Orientalist, poet or scholar,
makes the Orient speak, describes the Orient, renders its mysteries plain for and to the West”
(20–21). Not only Orientalism itself, but its critics’ focus on the exterior also shuts out the voices
of the Orient, which may help reveal the heterogeneous contributors to Orientalism, such as
Asian self-representations that are in collaboration with Western orientalist discourse to produce
what Arif Dirlik calls self-orientalization (13, 111). Surveillance similarly leaves the visible
subject with little choice: he or she may either resist—and face the consequences—or accept the
imperial view. In the latter case, the subject internalizes the values and presumptions of the gaze
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and mends his or her conduct to conform with the expectations of the other, resulting in what is
termed “conversion” by Erving Goffman (Asylums 63). Imperial surveillance produces the
mimetic colonial subject, defined by the power and knowledge exercised on him/her.
From a different angle, Frantz Fanon’s existential analysis of anti-black racism exposes
the psychological effect of colonialism on the colonizer as well as the colonized people. In Black
Skin, White Masks (1967), Fanon details the black man’s internalizing of colonialism and reveals
how the white man’s (woman’s, child’s) gaze can depersonalize and fracture the colonial self,
which has been built up in imitation of the colonizer over years. Drawing on Fanon, Homi
Bhabha analyzes the colonial subject “overdetermined from without” (61), sustained by the
fantasies, fears, and desires of the colonizer. Instead of a perfect conversion, Bhabha describes a
partial, ambivalent colonial imitation which he calls ‘mimicry’, “a complex strategy of reform,
regulation and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other [other] as it visualizes power” (122).
By producing subjects of difference “almost the same, but not quite,” mimicry bears a relation to
the dominant power that is at once resemblance and menace, disrupting the narcissistic authority
of colonial discourse from within. It threatens the civilizing mission by enabling the colonial
subject to resist the imperial gaze, to the point where the look of surveillance “returns as the
displacing gaze of the disciplined” (127).
To what extent do I find all this pertinent to China? Admittedly, late Qing China was
very different from European colonies in Africa, the Caribbean, or South Asia in the degree of
institutionalized colonial control of administration, education, language, religion, etc. Yet
Chinese literature supplies rich examples to corroborate the above-formulated mimetic
conversion, ambivalent imitation, and the return of the gaze back on the eye of power. The
obsession with the eye of the dominant other in the subject’s identity formation does not require
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formal colonization. One can also see it in Japan, a nation never colonized by the West yet
subjecting its modern nation-building to the disciplinary gaze of Western imperialism. Ayako
Kano shows that process as mirrored in the theater reform movement of early Meiji, when
reformers sought to showcase Japan to the West by eliminating what they considered
embarrassing practices in their theatrical convention. It is the asymmetrical power relation that
gives power to the act of looking, and the disciplinary operation of surveillance depends on the
observed subject’ recognition of the observer’s dominance. If I had to find a symbolic space for
China in visuality’s imperial restraint, it would be between the Western colonies and Japan. That
position also helps set off the unique nineteenth-century Chinese mentality. Theodore Huters
writes, modifying Paul Cohen’s observation of China in the twentieth century, that “the West
has … been at all times and at the very same time in modern China ‘hated as an imperialist
aggressor and admired for its mastery’” (3). I would like to add that China’s perception of the
Western nations and Japan was more complicated for mixing contempt with awe. It was the
complacency of a once great empire assaulted by an exceptionally strong sense of humiliation
that accumulated and perpetuated China’s claim of victimhood, which eventually led China to be
called the “professional victim” by the end of the twentieth century (Schell). My discussion of
the Chinese subject formation in the gaze of the imperial other will address this mixture of
sentiments.
My major departure from post-colonial theories about the gaze of the other is that instead
of locating the agency of the subject in his/her power to disrupt the colonial discourse, I am more
interested in tracing the impact of the appropriation of the gaze on the Chinese. In other words, I
will focus on how Chinese writers and thinkers took over and refashioned the alien eye to
impress and mobilize their Chinese audience. More than adopting the “imperial gaze” to cast it
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upon him/herself and be defined passively, the subject usurped the power of the gaze to effect
change in a broader scale. One of the intended effects was to convert shame and humiliation into
national pride, the mechanism of which process comes into focus with the help of John Steiner’s
psychoanalytical discussion of being seen, which I will elaborate in Chapter 3.
Images, Metaphors, and Vision
Scholars have written prolifically on the foreign—primarily Western—images of China
and Chinese self-identity construction in the late Qing. On the former topic, Harold R. Isaacs,
Jonathan D. Spence, Colin Mackerras, Zhou Ning, and Joshua A. Fogel have examined how
China featured as the other in Western and Japanese writings, while these nations’ selfunderstanding unfolded in the reflection of China’s cultural mirror. Research on the latter subject
is even more voluminous, and scholars such as Shen Sung-chiao, Larissa Heinrich, Rebecca
Karl, and Ying Hu, to name just a few, have shown from varied perspectives that late imperial
China perceived and constructed its modern, national, international, and gendered identities visà-vis the West, Japan and other foreign nations.
Despite this rich scholarship, there is what Yang Jui-song calls an intersection of the two
approaches that still calls for further research. Yang’s own study aside, Lydia Liu’s research on
Chinese intellectuals’ assimilation of the term, “Chinese national character,” translated from
American and Japanese writings, Jing Tsu’s discussion of the appropriation of the Western
epithet, the “Yellow Peril,” and Rudolf Wagner’s study of the history of the “China asleep”
metaphor/image, which originated in the West and was revived in Chinese literature, all point to
the fact that foreign perceptions and representations of China became pivotal references in the
late Qing intellectuals’ writings about their nation and culture. As wars and foreign
encroachments corrupted the authority of the Qing imperial order and Confucian moral codes,
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Western philosophies and values found their way into these intellectuals’ introspective quest.
Building on previous scholarship, Yang examines three images of (allegedly) Western origin,
namely the Sick Man, the Yellow Peril, and the Sleeping Lion, to see how they were
appropriated and reinvented by the Chinese in modern Chinese identity formation. These
groundbreaking studies bridge the two approaches, foreign images of China and Chinese selfidentity construction, the relationship between which I also explore in this project with new
materials. But I also posit that Chinese writers’ responses to foreign perspectives should not be
limited to a group of images/metaphors. However important and numerous, we need to look
beyond specific images and investigate the very act of looking, where the foreign vision itself
became the site of power struggle.
My research pushes beyond the discussion of images to address the relationship between
Chinese self-image and the alien eye. The Chinese writers did not only appropriate foreign
images of China, but the foreign vision itself, borrowing the power of the alien eye to shape
Chinese self-identification. While some writers confronted the external observer about his
representations of China (as a few participants in the 1895 fiction contest did, briefly mentioned
in Chapter 2), most of the time the look was directed inward, to shame and provoke, or inspire
and empower, the Chinese audience. It was in this borrowing, I argue, that the literati
intellectuals experienced a self-alienation and gained power in the discourse of reform and
revolution. The alien eye, therefore, served as the lever in the intellectuals’ power contention.
Writing on the relationship between the mode of looking and Chinese modernity, Carlos
Rojas points out a shift:
from a late nineteenth-century visual and cultural economy grounded on a logic of
reflection to an early twentieth-century one grounded on a logic of representation
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and external observation. That is, in contrast to the late imperial period’s attempts
to locate its own identity through an involutive return to a prior Chinese cultural
tradition, by the early twentieth century China became increasingly concerned
with how it was perceived in the eyes of foreigners, a concern that contribute to a
mood of what Lin Yu-sheng calls “totalistic antitraditionalism,” or a
determination to radically rethink many of the conventional aspects of Chinese
culture and society. (109)
To Rojas, the shift is symbolized by a mirror scene in a Chinese painting, culminating in the
moment when the mirrored image of a lady appears to be returning the gaze of the maid standing
beside her. Perceptive as his description of China’s visual economies is, Rojas does not explain
how that shift can be observed in social changes or the development of Chinese literature and art,
when he leaps from the late Qing into the mid-twentieth century. His observation therefore
remains largely symbolic and abstract, inattentive to details which can prove, as I argue in the
chapters that follow, that the “shift” actually took place earlier than the turn of the century. 4
In Chapter 1 I look into these details to trace when and why referencing the alien eye
developed into a recognizable motif in Chinese literary writings. Literary portraits of China and
the Chinese in the post-Opium War age were generated in an increasingly interactive network of
foreign and indigenous ideas, fertilized by the emergence of modern Chinese journalism in the
1870s. The heteroglossia of the press helped to dispel the China-centeredness in the literati and
convey the image of China as one among many nations in the world. The press popularized a
new way of seeing, that of viewing China through the visual and textual descriptions and

4

Dirlik similarly, and inaccurately, writes, “It is in the twentieth century … that EuroAmerican
Orientalist perceptions and methods become a visible component in the formulation of the
Chinese self-image, and Chinese perceptions of the past” (113).
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comments by foreign observers, whose vision shaped China in the imaginings of the Chinese
intellectuals. By focusing on translated, reprinted, and quoted foreign comments on China in
Chinese newspapers and periodicals, I show that the press promoted the appropriation of the
foreign vision and the desire to represent China to the world, which had an enduring impact on
subsequent literary writings.
As long as the alien eye occupied the attention of China’s writing and reading public, it
could not but arouse the public imagination and be fictionalized. Fiction allowed more room for
envisioning the real and imagined foreign perception of China, and my next two chapters are
devoted to the analysis of works of fiction. Chapter 2 focuses on a collection of texts submitted
to a Chinese fiction contest in the late Qing but only published recently. Organized by an
Englishman and influenced by Western missionaries in China, the contest helps expand the
discussion on how the Chinese writers viewed themselves and their culture when the other was
watching. By examining the presence of the foreign observer in and out of the texts and their
illustrations, I aim to decode the ways the contest participants respond to and appropriate the
alien eye, a crucial force in their argument for reform of China’s conventions.
Chapter 3 examines a different group of fictional works, futurist texts all containing a
fantasy about an international expo held by China. I draw on psychoanalyst John Steiner’s
(2011) clinical studies to understand the exhibitionistic mentality in the texts, and argue that the
forward-looking expo fantasies register the general sense of spatial deprivation and exposure
caused by foreign cultural and economic hegemony, which reinforced both shame and the desire
to be strong in the foreigner’s eye. In their efforts to create through literature a new China with
influence in recovered spaces, the authors join the discourse of repositioning China in the world,
while the ultimate aim is to inspire and motivate their Chinese readers.
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Like the expo, the theater stage provides a venue for showing, and the metaphor of a
world stage recurred frequently in political essays and writings promoting the reform of
traditional theater around 1902. My fourth chapter explores late Qing critics’ and artists’
conception of China’s performance on the international stage, when “world stage” was used
figuratively to advocate social or theatrical reform and invoked in plays that featured
international settings and foreign characters. While foreigners—Chinese actors in foreign
disguise—help construct a world stage on the small stage, the Chinese heroes and heroines these
plays are supposed to celebrate are foreignized, so much so that their national identities become
ambivalent. Performing China to the world may be a straightforward rhetoric inviting the view of
the other, but its application in late Qing theater is fraught with paradoxes, and its appeal
ultimately was to the gaze of the Chinese.
My research enables me to rethink the “Western impact–Chinese response” approach
once prevalent in China studies in the late twentieth century, which has been criticized for
oversimplifying the West–China relation by placing China at the passive receptive end of
Western influences. Historians and literary scholars have been uncovering what Paul Cohen calls
“China-centered” histories (1984) to locate Chinese agency. Most recently, Qian Liu (2017), in
her study of early-twentieth-century Chinese writers’ creative translation and borrowing of
foreign literature, pushes the limits of traditional influence studies by understanding the writers’
proactive engagement with and transformation of the foreign texts as dynamic intertextuality,
which can also serve as an alternative to the impact and response model in literary studies. In my
own research, I have adjusted my previous search for evidence of influence to focus more on the
background, political agenda, and literary beliefs of the Chinese writers who sought out the alien
eye for their public expressions. I set myself the task of pointing out Chinese agency, and while
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insisting that for late Qing writers, the “impact” was real; so were their own powers of response
and creation.

15

CHAPTER 1 A NEW NETWORK OF LOOKING: THE PRESS MEDIA
AND THE FOREIGNERS’ EYES ON CHINA

1.1 Introduction
To answer the question, “when and why did referencing foreign images of China become
a recognizable and reproducible mode in modern Chinese literary evaluations and
representations of China?” I will look at the political and cultural environment after the first
Opium War (1839-1842), when avenues of exchange necessary for the cross-cultural circulation
of opinions were made available in the treaty ports and Hong Kong. Such interaction gave
enough Chinese men of letters access to the foreign perceptions of China, which they
incorporated in their own expressions. It was not sufficient, however, that these men merely
wrote about how the foreigners looked at and represented China; they had to share the
transnational images and vision in a broader network to achieve wide recognition and impact,
conditions that were facilitated by the modern press emerging in the late century. In this chapter,
I trace the early formation and circulation of the mode of referencing the external comments on
China in the Chinese press to the early 1870s, when Chinese editors and writers began to assume
important roles in the influential Chinese periodicals. With examples of prominent individuals
contributing to and making themselves heard through the press media, I will show that the alien
eye entered the public discourse via the same network to have far reaching influence on Chinese
writings about China and its people.
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When the Treaty of Nanjing was signed to open ports to foreign trade and cede Hong
Kong to Britain, interactions between the Chinese people and foreigners grew frequent. 1 Western
merchants, travelers, and missionaries came and expanded cultural exchanges beyond the
military and commercial to the intellectual in what Mary Louise Pratt calls the contact zones, i.e.
“social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly
asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination” (Pratt 7). In the following decades of
prolonged clashing and confusion, modern schools, book translations, and periodical
publications were the primary media through which foreigners sought to open up the Chinese
mind to external perspectives. A new network of opinions was formed with the circulation of
foreign-owned Chinese newspapers and journals, which played an important role in molding the
worldview of a growing reading population in China. 2
The foreigners’ promotion of a new print culture set the example for the Chinese literati
and scholar-officials. After the second Opium War (1856-1860), as a part of the technologyoriented Self-Strengthening Movement 洋務運動/自強運動 (1861-1895), the Qing government
set out to establish schools and translate foreign science books; official investment in the power
of the press also began in the late 1870s, after non-governmental figures initiated the first

1

The Treaty opened five ports: Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Ningbo, and Shanghai. Article 2
first granted foreign families the right to live in China. See Treaty of Nanjing, 3. Before that,
foreigners lived and worked in factories outside the city walls of Guangzhou (Canton), in an area
that became known as the Canton Colony. They were not allowed to enter the city (Booth 107122).
2
The earliest modern Chinese periodicals were founded by protestant missionaries outside or on
the periphery of China. The first Chinese language periodical was the evangelical Ca shisu
meiyue tongji zhuan 察世俗每月統記傳 (Chinese monthly magazine), founded in August 1815
in Malacca by British missionary William Milne, and the first one launched within China was the
Dong Xi yang kao meiyue tongji zhuan 東西洋考每月統計傳 (Eastern Western monthly
magazine), founded by the Prussian Protestant missionary Karl Gützlaff in August 1833 in
Canton (Guangzhou). The magazine was moved to Singapore in 1837 due to the strained SinoBritish relations.
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Chinese language newspapers owned and run by Chinese. 3 At the time, foreign-owned Chinese
newspapers included The China Mail (Huazi ribao 華字日報) and The Chinese Daily (Zhong
wai xin bao 中外新報) in Hong Kong and the Shen bao 申報 in Shanghai, all of which
employed Chinese editors. 4 These newspapers published mainly news reports, commercial
information, and advertisements. Occasionally they carried critical or scholarly essays, such as
Wang Tao’s 王韜 (1828-1897) 1873 Chronicle of the Franco-Prussian War (Pu Fa zhan ji 普法
戰紀). In 1874, when the Xunhua ribao 循環日報 (Universal circulating herald), edited by Wang
Tao, was launched, it opened a new phase in Chinese newspaper editing, featuring editorials
declaring the newspaper’s political stand. Owing to the editor’s deep concern about China’s
affairs and long-term interaction with the foreign countries, which I shall elaborate on later, the
Xunhuan ribao established an example that integrated the transmitting of new knowledge with
in-depth comments on domestic and international affairs. Many more examples followed. The
nascent modern press brought about significant transformative consequences in the 1890s, when
influential scholars of the gentry and Western-educated intellectuals joined the experiment to
propagate their ideas about reform and revolution. 5 The journals, magazines, and newspapers

The first Chinese-owned newspaper on record was the Zhaowen xinbao 昭文新報, launched in
1873 by Ai Xiaomei 艾小梅 in Hankou. However, as no issues have been preserved, Wang Tao’s
Xunhuan ribao, begun in 1874, is generally referred to as the first Chinese-owned modern
newspaper. In 1876, the Xin bao 新報 was begun in Shanghai, jointly sponsored by the
provincial guilds and the governor of Shanghai, Feng Junguang 馮焌光, and it thus became the
first newspaper founded with support from the government. See Britton 72, and Chen Yushen 64.
4
By that time, the treaty ports that had been opened since the signing of the Treaty of Nanjing
(1842) were Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Xiamen (Amoy), Ningbo, Shanghai, Niuzhuang (Yingkou),
Dengzhou (Yantai), Tainan, Shantou, Haikou, Zhenjiang, Hankou, Jiujiang, Danshui, Nanjing,
and Tianjin.
5
For the development of Chinese journalism in this period, see Ge Gongzhen 157, and Chen
Yushen, Chapter Three.
3
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cited and responded to each other, creating an opinion network for Chinese writers and a means
to join in the international discourse previously monopolized by foreigners.
Literary portraits of China and the Chinese were thus generated in an increasingly
interactive network of foreign and indigenous ideas. Besides the dissemination of Western
thought in China, the heteroglossia of the press helped to dispel the China-centeredness in the
literati and convey the image of China as one among many nations in the world. The press
popularized a new way of seeing, that of viewing China through the visual and textual
descriptions and comments by foreign observers, whose vision shaped China in the imaginings
of the Chinese literati-intellectuals.
This chapter traces the change in China’s intellectual climate through the examples of
prominent individuals; I will focus on changes of outlook at the individual level, before I follow
the consequences of those changes to see how they epitomized and influenced the trend of a
larger conversation. I discuss what I call the borrowing of the alien gaze, ranging from
reprinting, translating, and reinventing foreigners’ comments on China and the Chinese, to
adopting the privileged stance of the outsider looking in to enable critiques of China, which
hinged on the writers’ personal agendas as well as their social concerns. I argue that in the
borrowing process, the external gaze ceased to be merely a source of reference, but promised a
discursive power in the construction of political visions, and even became for many writers a
desired identity marker, through which they sought to achieve an alienated viewpoint, an
ambivalent footing which was both a blessing and a curse. This self-alienation highlights the
external motivation of China’s modern identity construction, and renders the story of the Chinese
intellectuals’ introspective quest more complicated and resistant to closure.
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Wide-ranging cultural transformation generally began with the experiment of a small
number of pioneers, to which Wang Tao, the first individual I will study, belongs. In the China
of the 1870s, these individuals’ involvement in the modern press prepared the way for the fastdeveloping discourse of reform and revolution in the decades to come, when periodicals became
the common media in which Chinese intellectuals explored the world and themselves. I will
compare Wang with some of his contemporaries of similar and different profiles, whose
responses to the foreign views of China were shaped by their public positions and personal
experiences. While they all had different degrees of contact with the West and put forward their
views on or/and through the opinion network of the newspapers and periodicals, these
individuals came from different walks of life, and could be roughly divided into two often
antagonistic yet intricately overlapping groups: those who offered their opinions from the usually
more conservative world of the bureaucracy, and those who, with less restraint, carried on the
reformist discourse into the 1890s and 1900s with projects more daring than Wang Tao had
conceived, culminating in the revolutionary voices in Hong Kong and abroad. Chronologically,
the circulation of foreign images of China in the Chinese periodicals falls into two stages, that
before China’s defeat by Japan in 1895 and that after it. I propose the categorization and
periodization for the convenience of analysis, while acknowledging that such a division is at best
arbitrary and imprecise, for it may create a deceptive tidiness where intellectual exchanges were
messy and boundary crossing. Nevertheless, the grouping enables our understanding of the
particular incentives for and hindrances to the transnational viewing process. Seeing 1895 as a
turning point helps to explain the changes of focus and the value of the transnational vision in the
unstable intellectual environment of the late Qing.
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1.2 Wang Tao and the Cultural Brokers
A rigorously trained Confucian scholar, Wang Tao nevertheless failed the provincial
examination, which would have granted him a position in government. To support his family, he
accepted the offer of British missionary Walter Henry Medhurst (1796-1857) to work as editor
for the London Missionary Society Press in Shanghai. In 1862, amidst the turmoil of the Taiping
Rebellion (1850-1864), Wang was suspected of communication with the rebel army, and under
the protection of his British connections he fled to Hong Kong, where he assisted James Legge
(1815-1897) in the translation of the Chinese classics until 1867. Upon Legge’s invitation, Wang
toured Europe between 1867 and 1870, an experience which greatly broadened his horizons and
enhanced his admiration of the West. After returning to Hong Kong, he wrote with a growing
interest in introducing the West to his countrymen, and eventually launched the Xunhuan ribao
in 1874, the first newspaper ever to be owned entirely by Chinese.
The Xunhuan ribao soon achieved wide circulation. Within a month, its subscription
network reached Foshan, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Shanghai, Ningbo, Tianjin, and many other places on
the mainland, and even overseas to Tokyo, Yokohama, Singapore, San Francisco, and so on. 6 At
the same time, Wang’s editorials were often reprinted and generated responses to in the other
major newspapers, just as Wang quoted and reprinted articles from those sources. The Shen bao,
for example, reprinted Wang’s editorials quite frequently, considerably enlarging the readership
and impact of the Xunhuan ribao.
The newspaper’s popularity nourished the literary fame of its editor. As Elizabeth Sinn
points out, Wang’s European stay helped to elevate his position in Hong Kong society as

Wang Tao, “Benju bugao” 本局佈告 (Announcement), Xunhuan ribao 12 February 1874, qtd.
in Xia Liangcai 165. See also “Benju gaobai” 本局告白 (Announcement) in the issue of 2
February 1881.
6
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someone of great understanding of the West, while editing and publishing the Xunhuan ribao
drew admiration for his Chinese scholarship (Sinn 61–62). Wang’s efforts to open the minds of
Chinese readers to foreign ideas and influence policy making also opened up new prospects for
himself; for Wang Tao, “whose search for power and influence by the traditional channels had
been frustrated, the newspaper thus became a new vehicle for self-realization” (Cohen 80). When
Wang returned to Shanghai with Chinese high official Li Hongzhang’s 李鴻章 (1823–1901) tacit
consent in 1884, it can be said that it was Wang’s achievements in journalism that won him the
way back to Shanghai society.
This double-track accomplishment marks Wang Tao as a cultural broker, that is, one who
mediates between and transmits knowledge, ideas, and values across cultures. Rudolf Wagner
uses the term to describe the treaty-port intellectuals whose introduction of Western ideas and
practices stimulated reform and revolution in China, and explains: “The economic metaphor of
‘broker’ is chosen because the life (and often livelihood) of a broker hinges on the willingness of
one side to ‘sell’ and the other side to ‘buy’ without instruments of power being wielded … The
broker must know both sides well enough to see what is available on the one side that might be
of interest to the other” (93). This description applies to Wang Tao, as well as to his
contemporaries whose cross-cultural transmission subjected their life and intellectual outlook to
the shaping force of both cultures. In particular, Wang’s brokerage of an external perspective to
Chinese self-inspection catered at once to the social and political demands of his countrymen and
to his personal fortune.
This external perspective gained in value with the growing dominance of the West, which
fact Wang Tao was quicker to recognize than most Chinese from the interior. Writing at the
borderlands of Confucian culture, Wang had more opportunity and freedom to acknowledge the
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advantage and inevitability of the alien eye. In an article from his 1883 collection, Essays from
the Tao Garden (Taoyuan wenlu waibian 弢園文錄外編), Wang wrote, “I used to say that China
had been thoroughly spied out and examined by the Westerners, with no secret or detail spared,
so the Chinese officials who tried to cover things up with gloss and pretense were only making a
laughing stock of themselves” (3:24b; see also 10:13a). 7 He was reiterating a view that he had
expressed repeatedly in his newspaper. To him, it was not only impossible to avoid the alien eye,
but also unnecessary. Instead, he appreciated the objectivity in the other’s viewpoint, and readily
seconded foreigners’ criticism of China when it made sense to him. 8 He acknowledged the
foreigners’ potential to see and correct what the Chinese on the inside could not see or dared not
attack, and contrasted the foreigners’ freedom of speech with the “fear of hurting others’
feelings,” “bias and tendency to cover up their own mistakes,” and “dread of inviting complaint
and resentment” of the Chinese. 9 In his critique of China’s affairs, Wang found reason, and even
power, in the words of the foreigners who were also observing China.

7

Wang republished some of the editorials in the Xunhuan ribao in the Taoyuan wenlu waibian
(henceforth Waibian). As the Xunhuan ribao preserved today is incomplete, it is yet impossible
for scholars to decide exactly how many of the Waibian essays were originally published as
editorials. See Nishizato Kiko, and Zeng Jianxiong. My access to the copy is through the Hong
Kong Public Libraries’ Multimedia Information System (MMIS) database, which stores the most
complete issues available, on top of which I add some editorials reprinted in the Shen bao,
accessed through the Dacheng Shen bao Database. All of Wang’s essays that are retrieved from
those online copies are dated in the footnotes. All translations of the Chinese materials are my
own.
8
“Xiren lun ju’an luqiu” 西人論鞫案錄囚 (Westerner’s opinions on China’s criminal detention
and trial), Xunhuan ribao 24 July 1874.
9
“Yue Xibao lun Zhongguo junzheng shu hou” 閱西報論中國軍政書後 (Written after reading a
Western newspaper’s comments on China’s military administration), Xunhuan ribao 2 July 1880.
See also “Da wen Yingjiang celüe” 答問英將策略 (Reply to questions about the British
general’s advice), Xunhuan ribao 28 August 1880.
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Far from endorsing foreign evaluation of China indiscriminately, however, Wang on
various occasions refuted Westerners on the ground that as outsiders they failed to fully
comprehend China’s internal affairs and the profound Chinese culture. The foreigners, “without
knowing China’s condition well enough to pry deep into China’s policies,” could make wrong
judgment by harshly applying Western formulae to China. 10 For that reason, Wang often quoted
Western opinions about China in order to critique or revise them, predicating his assimilation of
foreign ideas on dialectic examination of the external comments.
Wang’s negotiation with the foreign observers is best showcased in his discussion of
“change.” Change characterized Chinese people’s perception of Western materiality in the SelfStrengthening Movement, which promoted borrowing Western science and technology without
impairing the integrity of Chinese institutions and culture. Advanced weapons and a strong army,
many believed, would lead to strength and wealth for China. During the same period, Japan
implemented extensive Westernization in the Meiji Restoration, causing enormous changes to its
political and social structure. While Wang was often discontent with the Qing government’s
perfunctory application of Western methods, he considered Japan’s reform excessive and selfdestructive. His recommendation of Western “methods” stopped with the material, or the qi 器,
focusing on canons and battleships. 11 When it came to spiritual and cultural values, he adhered to
Chinese tradition, often distilled as the Confucian dao 道, or the Way, which, he declared, was

“Lun Zhong wai chouban junwu butong” 論中外籌辦軍務不同 (On the differences between
Chinese and foreign military administrations), Xunhuan ribao 16 August 1880.
11
“Dang yong Taixi xinfa” 當用泰西新法 (Must adopt Western new method), Xunhuan ribao 7
July 1874, and “Dang fang Xifa zhizao zhanjian” 當倣西法製造戰艦 (Must imitate the Western
way to make battleships), Xunhuan ribao 15 July 1874.
10
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the only thing that did not need change at all. 12 Although he used bian 變 for “change” most of
the time, it is obvious from his many editorials that when culture and social systems were
concerned, his preference was for the gradual, imperceptible change, hua 化, over the more
immediate, sometimes radical bian, which was to become the Chinese equivalent of “reform” in
the 1890s. 13
Therefore, in the 1870s, when Westerners praised Japan’s reforms and compared it
favorably over a “senile” China, which only changed when forced to, Wang thought otherwise.
How could Westerners know, Wang protested, that “China changed by remaining unchanged” (
以不變為變 yi bubian wei bian), tolerating all alien cultures since ancient times only to have
them conquered and assimilated into the eternal Chinese culture? 14 Although he was increasingly
attracted to the values of the Western nation states, Wang retained a strong attachment to
Confucian moral and political codes, which were sacrosanct to the elites of that culture. Japan’s
aggression towards Taiwan in May 1874 also exacerbated Wang’s antipathy, and his writings
from this period often expressed contempt for a reformed Japan. 15 At those moments, as Cohen
says, Wang “retreated into the smug, cocoon-like world of the Confucian moralist and

“Ba Tiecheng Qiyousheng yiyan hou er” 跋鐵城杞憂生易言後二 (Written after Qiyousheng’s
discussion on change, second part), Xunhuan ribao 27 August 1880.
13
Wang’s response to Westerners’ comments on China’s need for immediate change can be seen
in “Xibao lun Zhongguo buneng biantong” 西報論中國不能變通 (Western newspaper said
China was unable to adapt to change), reprinted in Shen bao, 22 December, 1874, and “Xibao
lun Zhongguo dang yibian” 西報論中國當一變 (Western newspaper said China should have an
extensive change), reprinted in Shen bao, 29 December, 1874. In the former, Wang does use hua
in contrast to the changes Westerners recommended, which he dismisses as material, and
therefore nonessential.
14
“Xiren lun Riben xinzheng” 西人論日本新政 (Westerners on Japan’s new policies), Xunhuan
ribao 1 June 1874.
15
In another essay probably from this period, “Xiren zhong Ri qing Hua” 西人重日輕華 (The
Westerners respect Japan and despise China), Wang criticizes Japan as unaware of being
seriously ill (Waibian 5:11).
12
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condemned the whole edifice of Japanese ‘Westernization’ as resting on a foundation of
quicksand” (Between Tradition and Modernity 106). 16
Nevertheless, Wang agreed that China must adopt Western instruments, science and
technology, methods of training troops, mining, constructing roads and railways, etc., though all
of which, he insisted, were only the “traces” (ji 跡) of a country’s course to strength and wealth,
and not the dao. 17 He meant to correct the Westerners’ misconception about China, yet in doing
so, he also incorporated the new, Western appreciation of “change,” seeking to justify China at
once in resistance to and in accordance with the foreign criteria. He discusses this subject at
length with the foreign observers in mind in a series of articles titled “On Reform” (Bianfa 變法
), included in the Waibian, the first of which begins by recalling the Western misunderstanding
of China:
Westerners read books on Chinese history and think that China has not changed at
all for five thousand years. How can that be true? [The ancient emperors]
Youchao, Suiren, Fuxi, and the Yellow Emperor broke through the primeval
chaos and ushered in the era of institutional reign. Then, Yao and Shun inherited
the institutions and declared China the center of the world, which marked the era
of civilization. From the Three Dynasties to the Qin, China underwent another
complete change, and from the Han and Tang to the present yet another.
Westerners often ridicule Chinese scholars for slavishly following the Confucian

16

In another place, however, Wang also names Japan as a successful example of “changing” after
the Western model, and his assessment of the progressive Japan seems to be entirely positive.
See “Bianfa ziqiang xia” 變法自強下 (On reform and strengthening the self, last part), Waibian
2:9b–11b.
17
“Xibao lun Zhongguo dang yibian” 西報論中國當一變 (Western newspaper says China
should have a thorough change), reprinted in Shen bao, 29 December, 1874.
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Way and not changing. They do not know that had Confucius himself been living
today, he would have lent his support to changes too. (Waibian 1:10a)
Significantly, the Westerner is not posed as an objective viewer, but someone who “ridicules”
the Confucian scholar, who “laugh[s] at China’s inability to change” (Waibian 1:11a). By
opposing the Westerner Wang apparently aligns himself with his proud countrymen and
expresses the desire to challenge the gaze of the dominating Other, while the linking of “not
changing” with shame serves to prod the Chinese into action. Cohen thinks that Wang could
have treated the criticism of stagnancy as a compliment to China’s eternal values, but the fact
that he chose to insist on China’s change “implied an emotional identification with the idea of
change that was not commonly encountered in the traditional Chinese setting” (Between
Tradition and Modernity 152). Aware of the lack of legitimate ground, Wang even invokes the
model of Confucius as a would-be reformer. That reform, however, is still about instruments and
“traces.” 18 One must be cautious not to exaggerate the extent to which Wang embraces
substantial change, for the dynastic successions he enumerates took long time to realize, and he
disapproves of immediate and thorough reform of age-old institutions. He does allow, however,
that similar extensive changes may happen in the future, when China may have to “change its old
ways to adapt to the new environment” (Waibian 1:11b), by which he probably means
institutional reform, or even gradual cultural transformation, which he believes will be prepared
for by ongoing improvement of instruments and minor institutions. This openness to change,

18

In another place, Wang argues that had Confucius been born into this age, he would have
adopted Western instruments and technology. See “Ba Tiecheng Qiyousheng yiyan hou er” 跋鐵
城杞憂生易言後二 (Written after Qiyousheng’s discussion on change, second part), Xunhuan
ribao 27 August 1880.
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indeed, shows a change of Wang’s worldview as he continued to engage Western viewers of
China, and anticipates the intellectual prospects of the 1890s.
Cohen is certainly right in saying that Wang Tao was not a systematic thinker, who could
be pinned down to a set of concepts and theories. Instead, Cohen suggests, “we have to be
especially careful not to overschematize, not to impose rigor and order where in fact there is
untidiness, even inconsistency” (Between Tradition and Modernity 88). Although we can infer
that at the core of the dao were the Chinese imperial order and Confucius’ political and moral
teachings, Wang did not have a well-articulated scheme to differentiate what he meant by the
“traces” and the dao. The division was rendered more fluid when, in defending China to the
Westerners, Wang eventually predicted convergence of the dao across the world as a result of
material merging, envisioning the future Western and Chinese cultures in a datong 大同, great
unity (Waibian 1:11b). 19
Wang’s cultural brokerage engaging the foreign observers of China therefore inevitably
led to a merging of borders, a process not necessarily apparent to the broker himself. To the
reader, the merging is also observable on the linguistic level—in Wang’s choice of words and
expressions, which was perhaps not as obvious to Wang himself. His argument about China’s
need for technological and military reform was typically supported by his criticism of China’s
drawbacks, a format adopted by most advocates for reform in the 1890s. An article included in
the Waibian again shows Wang’s awareness of another critic looking from behind his back, as he
quotes criticism of China by Westerners who contrast China with Japan,

See also, “Lun liuhe jiang hun wei yi” 論六合將混為一 (On the inevitable union of the
universe), reprinted in Shen bao, 18 January 1877.
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They say that although China is a big country, its higher and lower officials
deceive each other, and all business depends on bribery; that the actions of the
Chinese do not match their words; and that they are proud and boastful, not to be
relied on for practical affairs … [The Chinese] follow old routines to live aimless
lives, gloss over reality, and shut themselves up, not caring to be enlightened …
Their so-called “learning the Western methods” does not go beneath the
superficial. (Waibian 5:10)
The article’s purpose is to repudiate the Westerners and defend China against the
Japanese example, but the persistence in reiterating criticism of China seems out of tune with the
occasion. Despite his denunciation of Japan, Wang could admire, though not without perceptible
envy, Japan’s reform efforts, and in another article, he praises Japan’s desire to learn from the
West and audacity to break with the old ways (Waibian 2:10), qualities for which he denounces
this Asian neighbor in the current article. One might suspect that despite Wang’s contempt for
Japan’s radical reform, he is not entirely happy with China’s contrast with Japan after all. As
Cohen has observed, Wang’s proposals for China’s national defense and economy in the early
1890s often drew on Japanese examples (“Wang T’ao and Incipient Chinese Nationalism” 569,
570). More interestingly, what are quoted as the Westerners’ opinions are repeated throughout
Wang’s own evaluation and admonition of China and its stewards. Words such as yinxun 因循
(to follow old routines), fenshi 粉飾 (to gloss over reality; veneer), and kuazhang 誇張 (to
exaggerate), found in the quotations, had appeared again and again when Wang expressed his
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own assessment. 20 It was not just the Westerners’ opinion, but also Wang’s firm belief that what
the Self-Strengtheners had been doing was merely “picking up the superficial portion” of
Western learning (Waibian 1:12a, 1:15a, 2:3b). Wang’s identification with the alien eye
manifests itself in a merging of vocabularies. It is impossible to tell how much of Wang’s
portrait of China was of direct Western origin, and how much his own judgment assigned to the
foreign observer. His predisposition for change, too, was the combined result of his personal
discontent and the persuasion of the West. Marginalized by his native society, he was inclined to
criticize the status quo just as many frustrated Confucian scholars had done before him, but to
him was made available a new, imported vision. In his exchanges with the West, he was able to
test the periphery of the orbit around the Chinese cultural center, assuming a view from the
outside in.
Wang’s concern about how China was viewed by foreigners also led him to urge
defending China’s international image in the press. He suggested that Chinese ambassadors,
when seeing China not fairly represented in the foreign newspapers, should protest and make it
known to all the people of that foreign country, so as to “communicate the affairs of China to
distant places” (2.26). In order to break up Westerners’ monopoly on public opinion, Wang
proposed launching foreign language newspapers. He explained that if a Westerner in China had
violated treaties or disrupted peace in his dealings with the Chinese, the Chinese government
might “report all in the newspaper to let that foreigner’s country know, so that they will see it
was the Westerner, not the Chinese, who has caused the dispute. That is called ‘communicating

Examples abound. To name just a few, see “Zhibing lun” 治兵論” (On training troops),
Xunhuan ribao 8 April 1880, “Lun Yazhou daju ke wei” 論亞洲大局可危 (On the imminent
danger over Asia), 17 May 1880, and “Lun Yazhou yi ban shu Ouren” 論亞洲已半屬歐人 (Asia
is half European possession), 16 July 1880. See also Waibian 1:12a, 1:13a, 2:10a, 3:24b, 5:16b,
and 7:11a.
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the domestic affairs to the outside’” (2.27). This new function Wang proposed for the Chinese
press anticipated the role of the official media of the twentieth century. 21 It signaled a move from
China’s collective hostility to the foreigner’s gaze since the first Opium War, to interaction with
the foreign observer to convert his conception of China. Instead of concealing, China must
represent itself.
Wang was not the only one to show and promote an awareness of being observed by the
other. Chinese editors of foreign-owned newspapers regularly cited and reprinted the Chinese
translations of foreigners’ comments on China, perpetuating the presence of the external viewer.
Nevertheless, Wang was one of the few Chinese writers with the vantage point to view China
anew, whose embrace of Western values and freedom of speech did not reflect the dominant
mood of the 1870s and 80s but contrasted with the restraint imposed on individuals by the
conservative political center as well as by cultural conventions. Wang and the cultural brokers of
the 1870s and 1880s, therefore, should be regarded as pioneers, whose radical practice remained
for others to normalize. The resistance to and borrowing of the foreign vision, and the desire to
represent China to the world in Wang’s engagement with the alien eye became a commonplace
in the journalistic and literary writings of the last decades of the nineteenth century; fiction, in
particular, allowed rich room for the appropriation of the transnational vision—the real and
imagined foreign perception of China, on which I shall elaborate in the following chapters.
In his study of Wang Tao’s progression toward nationalism, Cohen points out that Wang
could develop a hybrid of commitment to Chinese culture and belief in nationalist values ahead

It had been attempted by Governor of Shanghai, Feng Junguang 馮焌光 (1830-1878), who
helped launch the Xin bao 新報 in Shanghai in 1874 as a bilingual paper, with the intention to
reach the English reading public and influence foreign opinion. It was not well received by the
foreigners and the English matter had to be dropped (Britton 72).
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of most of his contemporaries mainly because of three factors: the intellectual freedom he
enjoyed in Shanghai and Hong Kong, his contact with the West, and his noninvolvement in the
Chinese bureaucracy (“Wang T’ao and Incipient Chinese Nationalism” 573). These factors also
contributed to Wang’s reexamination and public portrayal of China from an alienated
perspective, while his identification with Chinese culture still directed all the changes he
proposed to the goal of preserving many traditional values. I will compare Wang’s frame of mind
with those of his contemporaries and successors, who included moderate and radical non-official
reformists, revolutionaries, and open-minded officials, with the year of 1895 as a turning point.
1.3 Near and Far from the Imperial Center: Before 1895
As mentioned above, during the 1870s and 80s not many Chinese had the opportunity to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the West; fewer were able to develop any sympathy, let
alone admiration, for Western culture. Access to foreign views was achieved through some rare
cases of travel, interactions with the Westerners in China, or reading of translations of Western
books and articles, the popularity of which had begun to increase only recently. Envoys to
foreign countries, students abroad and in the Christian schools founded by Westerners in China,
and compradors composed the majority of the small population with one or more of these
experiences, among which Wang Tao was an exceptional figure, with his extensive immersion in
Confucian scholarship and substantial contact with the West. His unique position put him in
contrast with others, such as the diplomats and envoys designated to deal with foreigners without
the freedom to express their views contrary to the will of the court.
One example was Guo Songtao 郭嵩燾 (1818-1891), the first Qing resident minister to
Britain and France, whom Wang Tao in 1880 praised as the “only one capable of handling
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foreign affairs.” 22 During his stay in the West from 1876 to 1879, Guo abandoned his earlier
faith in the industrial achievement prioritized by the Self-Strengtheners, and turned to praise
Western political institutions and education to the disadvantage of China in his journals, for
which reason he was impeached, deposed from office, and suffered lingering criticism from
people in his hometown. 23 While Wang was able to articulate his support for Guo’s views from
Hong Kong as an independent journalist, 24 neither the Qing political center nor the Chinese elite
could tolerate worship of the West or use of foreign authority by a diplomat to challenge China’s
institution and scholarship.
On the other hand, Wang was different from the Hong Kong Chinese with long-term
Western education or immersion, whose cultural identities were generally more British or
American than Chinese. “Cosmopolitan in outlook, nationalist before their time,” Cohen writes
about those intellectuals, “their attachment was less to Confucian culture than to the Chinese
nation” (Between Tradition and Modernity 76). These Chinese were more easily inclined to
thorough changes in political institutions and traditional culture to achieve wealth and strength
for the nation, and prepared the intellectual environment for the development of the
revolutionary forces of the 1890s. Among these figures was Yung Wing 容閎 (Rong Hong,
1828-1912), the first Chinese to graduate from an American college (Yale in 1854), whose
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experience showcased a Western-educated intellectual’s transition from a government-sponsored
reformist to a supporter of revolutionary parties. 25 When they examined China, it was already
through a Western lens, and their reformist or revolutionary campaigns were typically based on
conveying to their compatriots the image of a nation in need of change seen from an alien
viewpoint.
These two groups apparently formed an opposition, notwithstanding their overlaps—Guo
leaned towards changes of a degree that scandalized his fellow bureaucrats, while Yung held
government offices for intermittent periods when trying out different formulas of reform. The
contrast between the Qing imperial center on the one hand and colonial Hong Kong and the
treaty ports on the other would persist into the twentieth century, contributing to the tension
among various voices contending to explain China’s present condition and future course.
Newspapers and periodicals provided the stage for this discursive power contention, bringing
before a growing Chinese readership floods of transnational images of China. Metaphor, simile,
and image, Rudolf Wagner reminds us, “do not simply illustrate existing concepts, but … can be
crucial elements of historical experience that enter into the constitution of these concepts” (8).
Graphic and literary images of China circulated in the print media greatly influenced the way the
Chinese thought about their nation and culture. Opium smoking, women’s bound feet, and
metaphors like the “Sick Man of Asia,” the “yellow peril,” and the “sleeping lion” all came
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under transcultural scrutiny in the 1880s and 90s through the press and called the attention of the
Chinese to their international visibility. 26
The “China asleep” metaphor/image perhaps serves best to illustrate the debate among
Chinese thinkers of opposing political stands, who grappled with this allegedly foreignoriginated notion about China to confront the alien eye or to appropriate the transnational vision
in representing China to the Chinese readers. Wagner has studied the case at length, assembling
and documenting the distribution and reaction in detail, on which my analysis relies heavily. 27
While Wagner concentrates on how the Chinese literati-intellectuals conceptualized and coped
with the asymmetry between China and the Western powers, I hope to use the examples to
demonstrate the tension surrounding the adoption of the alien view point and the conditions that
motivated or hindered the acceptance of the transnational viewing practice.
The notion of China being “asleep,” “sick,” “senile,” or “dying” became widely shared in
Western writings about China after the Opium War (Yang 115-116; Wagner 57-58). Wagner’s
research shows that the China asleep metaphor was initiated in the West before it was adopted in
China, where its use had a steep rise after 1896, spreading from newspapers and periodical
publications associated with the small group of reformers (57, 34-35). Zeng Jize 曾紀澤 (18391890), succeeding Guo Songtao as minister to Britain, France and Russia, is said to be the first
and most important Chinese to engage with the Western image of China asleep (Wagner 58). On
leaving his diplomatic post in 1886 after eight years of service, Zeng wrote an article, “China,
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The Sleep and the Awakening,” in English, which was published in the British journal, the
Asiatic Quarterly Review, in January 1887. 28 It was a bold response to the Western debate. Zeng
quotes British diplomat and sinologist Thomas Wade, who had remarked in 1849 on China:
“With a fair seeming of immunity from invasion, sedition, or revolt, leave is taken to regard this
vast empire as surely, though it may be slowly, decaying” (Zeng 2). Zeng’s article sets out to
reject this view, stating that “China was asleep, but she was not about to die” (2). On the
contrary, Zeng argues, China has already shown signs of waking up after the Opium War:
“Towards the end of the Tau Kwang [Daoguang 道光, reigned 1820-1850] … the sleeper
became aware that her situation scarcely justified the sense of security in which she had been
reposing” (2). China has surely been further awakened, Zeng maintains, by continuing external
stimulations, which, “in teaching China her weakness, also discovered to her strength” (4), and
the Self-Strengthening movement is a clear sign of this awakening (3-4).
Zeng’s tone is full of confidence as he defends China against the accusations of its decay
and affirms China’s progress in coastal defenses. Yet with the sense of a seasoned diplomat,
Zeng is also aware of the risk of portraying China as a strong, expanding neighbor and potential
rival to the Western powers. Therefore, as for what China will do after awakening, Zeng assures
his Western readers that it is not China’s wish to seize more land or urge emigration, for China
“is under no necessity of finding in other lands an outlet for a surplus population” (4); nor is
China, a nation of peaceful people, bent on wreaking vengeance on the Western powers (6-7).
Instead, Zeng announces China’s steady but peaceful rising. By this Zeng does not only refute
the “China asleep” stereotype, but confronts the “China threat theory” prevailing in Europe in the
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1880s. Within one decade this China threat would acquire a popular title, the “yellow peril,” the
connotations of which included the potential harm of its massive population to Western
civilization and China’s military revenge on Western hegemony. 29
The validity of his assessment aside, Zeng’s article displayed the diplomat’s sensitivity to
China’s international image, a sensitivity that was not commonly shared among Chinese
officials. Zeng was the son of the eminent Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 (1811-1872), a former military
general and a key figure in the Self-Strengthening Movement. At an early age, he developed an
interest in Western technology with an openness that astonished the local gentry, and was able to
read and speak simple English when he was appointed envoy to Britain and France (Lee 19-26).
In the international context where his voice represented China, however, he adopted a defensive
position, one that became a sign of conservatism to the reformers. Himself a supporter of the
Self-Strengthening reforms, Zeng was positive about China’s recent achievements in coastal
defense and endorsed military construction’s priority to any institutional reforms. He saw the
necessity of communicating his views to the Westerners, which task he entrusted to the press.
The China Mail in Hong Kong noted in 1884 that while in England, Zeng “quickly discovered
what an enormous power the Press is in England and, anxious that his country should stand well
in public opinion, and that its attitude should not be misconstrued or misrendered, he gave free
access to newspaper reporters.” 30 He had witnessed the misunderstandings the Europeans held
about China’s culture and politics, and realized that the situation could not be remedied with the
self-aggrandizing rhetoric on the part of China and its evasion of the foreigners’ gaze. With a
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direct response to that gaze, Zeng sought to appeal to the Westerners’ sympathy for China and
eliminate the contempt and arrogance China had suffered at the hands of the West.
Zeng’s article succeeded in stirring up discussions in the Western press. It was widely
read, quoted, and responded to, with opinions divided regarding his judgments. 31 In China, it was
reprinted in English language newspapers and journals such as the China Mail in Hong Kong,
the North China Herald in Shanghai, and the China Times in Tianjin (Chiu 49), and was
eventually translated into Chinese, and published in the Shen bao the same year. 32 However, it
was less enthusiastically noticed by the Chinese readers at the time. Before its publication in the
Shen bao, it was “only circulated in private and hardly discussed among the high officials at
court or in the provinces” (Lee 280-81); the publication alone did not awaken much public
response at first on the mainland as the original did among the Westerners.
It is perhaps not difficult to account for this lack of official attention. Although Zeng
joined the “China asleep” discourse as a high Chinese official, we cannot assume that his view
represented the opinion of the Qing court. As someone with a wide circle of foreign
acquaintances and very likely the only one among the high officials in the court to have learned a
foreign language, Zeng was regarded as an open-minded official by the foreign nations (Lee 2829). But his understanding of the importance of promoting China’s positive international image,
as mentioned earlier, was not shared by many of his bureaucratic colleagues, to whom it was still
a suspicious matter to discuss China’s internal affairs in detail with the foreigners. Even the Self-
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Strengthening reforms, operated under important official figures such as Li Hongzhang, were
never fully endorsed by all the high officials in court, although in the 1880s, these reforms were
not the chief target of attacks from the conservative forces in the government, for the fire was
concentrated on the more advanced reformist projects, such as educational reforms. 33 All this
contributed to the lukewarm reaction to Zeng’s article among Chinese officials. Nevertheless, the
metaphors adopted by Zeng, namely China’s sleep and awakening, were appropriated by
reformers in the late 1890s, and as Wagner informs us, “[a] large number of the articles that used
the sleep metaphor for China between 1897 and 1910 referred to this source” (35).
The most noteworthy early response to Zeng’s article from the Chinese side was written
in English under the pseudonym Sinensis, published in the China Mail a few days after Zeng’s
article was reprinted in the same paper. 34 The author was Ho Kai 何啟 (He Qi, 1859-1914),
barrister, physician (medical instructor), and educational reformer in Hong Kong with a British
education. Ho was actively involved in Hong Kong public life, serving on a good number of
boards and committees that were devoted to the advancement of Hong Kong society. Among his
major contributions, Ho helped establish the Alice Memorial Hospital (1887), named after his
late wife, and the Hong Kong College of Medicine (1887), which aimed to teach Western
medicine to the Chinese (Choa 57-78). Sun Yet-sen 孫逸仙 (1866-1925), leader of the 1911
revolution to overthrew the Qing dynasty, was among the first class of students enrolled in 1887
(Choa 69). Ho wrote extensively advocating reforms for China in Hong Kong’s English
newspapers and in his letters to his friend and old schoolmate, Hu Liyuan 胡禮垣 (1847-1916),
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who translated, often with expansion, some of those essays into classic Chinese and published
them in the local Chinese newspapers. Some of the essays were also reprinted by newspapers on
the mainland, but their proposals solicited no response from the government. Ho began to
associate with the revolutionaries in Hong Kong in the 1890s, and, seeing that reform towards a
constitutional monarchy could not be achieved, more and more assisted Sun and his Republican
cause (Choa 189-192).
Ho’s letter “To the Editor of the China Mail” was prefaced by the editor’s note, which
announced that
if the discussion here entered upon should lead the more advanced and more
highly enlightened of China’s sons—her men of light and learning—to reconsider
or to modify their views as to the true road to progress in the Chinese Empire, the
object of the writer will doubtless be fully accomplished. (Ho 2)
In other words, it was with an aim to facilitate discussion and revise the Chinese perception of
China that the China Mail published the two articles in sequence. Ho Kai’s letter was meant to
critique Zeng’s interpretation of China’s sleep and awakening, and he enumerated the signs Zeng
had given of China’s awakening to question their credibility. China, he agrees, might wake up,
but not without first effecting thorough reforms to her political institutions and education. At
present, “[t]he exertions and energy which are alleged as being put forward … are like the
convulsive strugglings of a sleeping man suffering from a night-mare or delirium, utterly
illogical and without the shadow of guiding principles” (2). What provoked Ho the most, as
Wagner points out, was perhaps Zeng’s assurance that China was in no hurry for economic,
political or educational reforms at present. Zeng had assured his audience,
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China will steadily proceed with her coast defences and the organization and
development of her army and navy, without, for the present, directing her
attention either to the introduction of railways, or to any of the other subjects of
internal economy which, under the altered circumstances of the times, may be
necessary. (Zeng 7-8)
Ho believes, however, that Zeng, in putting coastal defense before internal reforms, has mistaken
the effect for the cause, the secondary for the primary; that “without complete and sweeping
reforms in her internal administration, China can never succeed in carrying out these purposes,
and that internal reforms must in every case precede, and cannot come after or accompany such
otherwise praiseworthy undertakings” (2).
In their attempts to grasp China throught the Westerners’ eyes, Zeng and Ho saw
different images. For Zeng, China was looked down upon because it did not have a formidable
army and strong ships, whereas Ho concludes, “it was owing to the distrust with which
Europeans universally regard the Chinese system of law and especially its administration” (3).
With this internal weakness, Ho argues, China would not have been respected had it been twenty
times stronger in military force. With a physician’s coolness Ho compares China to a patient:
It is of no use to hide our defects and defer the remedy. They are like our bodily
ailments; the more one conceals, the longer will the appropriated wholesome
treatment be withheld and the more disastrous will this prove to our constitution.
The searching touch of the surgeon’s probe must sometimes be painful to the
patient and trying to the medical man himself, but it is necessary. To know the
disease is half the cure. (3)
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Like Wang Tao, Ho is impatient with the concealment busily conducted by the Qing officials
against the critical eyes of both the foreigners and the Chinese. His disease metaphor can be
placed within a larger medical discourse that, as scholars have pointed out, was responsible for
the association of China with sickness in narratives in the late nineteenth through early twentieth
centuries. 35 At the same time, the idea of China being institutionally ill anticipated the
dissemination of the “Sick Man”, a term originally used in the West to refer to politically
paralyzed countries like the Ottoman Empire and later China, but was reinterpreted by the
Chinese to be the Westerners’ insult to the Chinese people’s weak and sickly bodies (Yang 1767). Though not practicing medicine at that time, Ho acted like a doctor, equipped with his
Western training to examine and diagnose China’s internal defects. Ho had, as he says in the
letter, “watched over the condition of China with much hope and anxiety” (2), and offered
unreserved criticism of the imperial center thanks to the freedom of speech Hong Kong provided.
That freedom did not come without a price. Hu Liyuan translated Ho’s letter into
classical Chinese with amplification and published it in a local Chinese newspaper. 36 However, I
have so far found no evidence that the translated article was reprinted by any of the Chinese
newspapers on the mainland. It is not likely, either, that Zeng Jize was aware of this article. It
was in 1901, when Ying Lianzhi (1867-1926), founder of the Dagong bao 大公報 in Tianjin,
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republished Ho and Hu’s collaborated essay collection Xinzheng zhenquan 新政真詮 (A true
exposition of the reform of the polity) in Shanghai, that the names of the two writers became
widely known on the mainland (Fang Hao 2105-2118). Chance occurrences aside, the
geographical distance must have established a communication barrier. Besides, although Hu
Liyuan was a “bicultural scholar” (Tsai 197), proficient in both English and classical Chinese, 37
Ho was more a Westerner in intellectual outlook, and together they did not achieve the influence
among the Chinese that Wang Tao and his Xunhuan ribao secured in the 1870s. Hu was
primarily a merchant and translator, while Ho was appointed by the British Crown as a member
of the Hong Kong Legislative Council and eventually knighted. With their bourgeoisie
background and influence by Western liberalism, they were alienated from the gentry officials on
the mainland and tried to interpret China’s affairs from Westernized perspectives (Tsai 201-109).
At times they demonstrated a reliance on Western imperialism more than the mainland-based
reformists were comfortable with. Modern scholar Jung-Fang Tsai has labeled them “comprador
ideologists,” who were trapped in the predicament of seeking China’s independence on the one
hand, and advocating collaboration with the imperialists, often at the price of compromising
China’s sovereignty, on the other (209-219). Even reformists like Kang Youwei 康有為 (18581927) and Liang Qichao 梁啟超 (1873-1929) scorned the treaty-port merchant-compradors for
their subservience to Western imperialism (Tsai 219).
A month later, the Shen bao, where Wang Tao was one of the Chinese editors, published
an editorial titled “Written after the Essay on China’s Sleep and Awakening,” but it does not
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mention the sleep metaphor or Ho’s letter. 38 The discussion seems to have subsided. While the
reformists in the 1890s who picked up the metaphor again to attack China’s politics and culture
would refer to Zeng, they do not seem to be aware that they argued in more or less the same vein
as Ho Kai and Hu Liyuan did. In Zeng’s and Ho’s translingual configurations of China, the
appropriation of the alien eye had already become a contest of political vision and power.
1.4 Reexamining China for Reform and Revolution: After 1895
It is often the case in history that the introduction of an idea precedes its popularization
by many years, and it requires repeated introductions and adaptations as well as the preparation
of a proper timing for the idea to filter into the people’s minds. In 1895, when China was
defeated by Japan, the opportunity was ripe for the majority of the Chinese literati intellectuals to
find fault with an aging and decaying China, and the influence of the imported “China asleep”
metaphor was revived.
This metaphor and its derivatives populated the Chinese national discourse at the turn of
the century, generating symbols of China’s rejuvenation or omens of its collapse. 39 As Yang Juisong points out, the Chinese usage of one of the derivatives, the “sleeping lion,” was often
pessimistic and full of self-criticism, a tendency initiated by Liang Qichao (120-129). In April
1898, when Liang was pushing for reform, he gave a speech to the literati, stating:
Zeng Huimin [Zeng Jize] wrote the “China, the Sleep and the Awakening,” and
Englishman Wolseley (Viscount, now Field Marshal of Britain) used to say that
China was like the monster Frankenstein, which, if left lying alone, would
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slumber on without doing anything, but if alerted, would rise up brandishing its
fangs and claws. They said those things because both thought China still had
hope. (qtd. in Ishigawa 87)
Liang was very likely under the influence of an article published in March 1898 in the Guowen
bao 國聞報 (National news), founded by Yan Fu 嚴復 (1854-1921) (Ishigawa 89-90). 40 The
article, it was claimed, was translated from the English Guoyun bao 國運報, the identity of
which, however, is unclear. The article asserts that the then British commander-in-chief of the
army (Lord Wolseley) used to say that China would rise and overcome Europe if a Napoleon
were born to the Chinese people (23b). It then uses the metaphor of the sleeping “Fulanjinxian”
佛蘭金仙 (Frankenstein) for China, stressing its monstrous power, and Yan Fu’s comment after
the translation explains that the said commander-in-chief is Lord Wolseley, who used to argue in
this way. Although Lord Wolseley in fact, contrary to Liang’s impression, never used the
metaphor of Frankenstein for China in any of his writings—critical response to his assessment of
China did (Wagner 78)—he did acknowledge China’s potential on various occasions (Ishigawa
90), and both Yan Fu and Liang relied on the foreigner’s positive assessment to stimulate the
Chinese readers.
When the reform movement failed, Liang fled to Japan to avoid persecution, and in an
essay written in 1899, he again recalled Zeng’s article, but this time his attitude had changed.
Liang’s essay was published in the 13th issue of the Qingyi bao 清議報 (Journal of disinterested
comments), a journal he founded in Yokohama. Liang describes a fictional machine monster, the
“Frankenstein,” at a museum in London: “The Chinese ambassador Zeng Jize once translated its
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name into Shui Shi [睡獅 sleeping lion], and also called it ‘the sleeping and awakening giant.’”
This giant, however, Liang writes, has not been used for a long time, and is left there to rust
away in an eternal sleep (Shen Yunlong 4:75-76). By ascribing the metaphor to Zeng, Liang
makes the whole thing appear to be the Chinese diplomat’s ill-grounded boasting. Over a decade
after Zeng’s prophecy, China did not “awake” to its people’s expectation, and Liang’s
conception of a slumbering China deep in crisis could not echo Zeng’s confident tone, though it
did revive the metaphor for many literary works to come. 41 The sleeping body under the gaze of
the Westerners reverted to a negative sign, carrying Liang’s last hope to warn and stimulate the
Chinese people.
If we zoom out of the specific images/metaphors and look at the popular discourse
through the press, we will find that Chinese public opinions after 1895 were often permeated
with self-criticism and even resentment against the Manchu government. Before 1895, with rare
exceptions such as Wang Tao’s Xunhuan ribao and the British-owned Shen bao in Shanghai,
periodicals did not freely discuss Chinese politics, and still less did they dare target any official
(Britton 81, Ge 134). The Sino-Japanese War saw a significant change, not only in that foreign
and Chinese periodicals became more critical of China’s political institutions and culture, but
also because the defeat by a Westernized Asian neighbor greatly advanced the credibility of the
Western model, urging the reinvestigation of China through the foreign lens.
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1.4.1 Reforming the People
Reformist writings grew more radical. For all Wang Tao’s admiration for Western
constitutional democracy, he never explicitly advocated the introduction of the parliamentary
institution into China (Cohen, “Wang T’ao and Incipient Chinese Nationalism” 567). His ideal
was founded on the rituals and political order of the three dynasties (the Xia, Shang, and Zhou,
ca 2070BC-771BC), which he hoped to revive to gain strength and wealth for China. In the
heteroglossia of the post-1895 era, new ideas about China’s condition and future course
exploded. Among the literati who proposed solutions for China, the scholar-officials and the
revolutionary intellectuals again stood in polarity. In between these opposing forces, there were
the active reformists, most notably Kang Youwei, who pushed for constitutional reform while
firmly defending Confucian values; Liang Qichao, whose faith vacillated between reform and
revolution around 1900; and Yan Fu, who, though never caught in the whirlpool of reform of
1898, was one of the most articulate voices in 1895 proclaiming “change.” How did all these
men of letters—for they were all men, although I will address women later—view China now
defeated and exposed to the critical eyes of foreign nations? It would not be surprising if their
examinations of China were informed by an awareness of being looked at by the other. In what
follows, I will use examples in the discourse of reform from the post-1895 period to examine the
developments in the Chinese borrowing and appropriation of the foreigners’ views of China.
In response to China’s defeat, Yan Fu, headmaster of Beiyang Naval Officers’ School,
published four articles in the Zhi bao 直報 (Chihli Gazette) in Tianjin, calling for “change.” His
attacks on China’s corrupted systems were so impactful on the disillusioned public, that Yan
immediately became one of the leading icons in the reformist campaign. None of Yan’s four
articles, however, targeted political reform. The first, “On How Fast the World Changes” (Lun
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shibian zhi ji), published in February 1895, criticized traditional culture and warned the audience
that if China did not adopt Western ideas (shu 術, learning or techniques), it would not be able to
survive in the fast changing world. The second article, “On the Origin of Strength” 原強 (Yuan
qiang), explored the principles of a nation’s wealth and power, and concluded that the well being
of a nation must be evaluated according to its people’s physical strength, intelligence, and
morality (minli 民力, minzhi 民智, minde 民德) (Yan 18). Western education, Yan argued, was
the key to boosting the three qualities of the people. He went on to denounce China’s
dictatorship and urge reform in the next two articles, but the reforms he proposed were all about
education and culture. His criticism of China’s political oppression of the people was unreserved,
but he nevertheless advised against handing power over to the people—who, he argued, were not
ready—through political reforms (Yan 31). This political attitude was a result of Yan’s Western
education and early career.
Yan was born into the gentry and received formal traditional education till his father died
in 1866. Financial support of his education being thus cut off, together with his prospects of
entering the officialdom through the imperial examination, Yan had no other choice but go to a
Western-style school, the Fuzhou Shipyard School (Schwartz 25-26). After five years of study
and then training at sea, he was sent to pursue higher education in 1877 at the Royal Naval
College in England for three years (Schwartz 28). The exposure to Western science and
philosophy facilitated Yan’s quest for the roots of a nation’s wealth and power, which led him to
the study of British political, economic, and social institutions. He also became acquainted with
Guo Songtao, who was then in England, and the two exchanged ideas about the differences and
similarities between Chinese and Western thought and political institutions (Lin Qiyan 3-5).
Their theoretical exploration to achieve national wealth and power went beyond focus on the
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navy and gunboats and reached to Western ideas and values. Influenced by the evolutionary
theories and belief in Western science of Herbert Spencer, whose A Study of Sociology (1872)
Yan translated in 1903, Yan found the source of state and social order in Western learning. He
was famous for translating Western philosophical works into Chinese, such as Thomas Huxley’s
Evolution and Ethics (trans. 1896-1898) and Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations (trans. 1901).
He sought to cure China’s plight and guide the nation through social evolution towards
modernity with a gradual enlightenment of its people.
After returning to China in 1879, Yan found that his talent and training could not earn
him an important position in the government, and he remained much an outsider to policy
decision-making (Schwartz 30). When he decided to try the traditional path to officialdom again,
he, like Wang Tao, became a victim of the imperial examination, failing three times to pass as a
provincial candidate (Schwartz 32). Such humiliating experiences, Yan’s modern biographer
Benjamin Schwartz suggests, “added an edge of personal bitterness to his extraordinarily
vehement attack on the [examination] system after 1895” (32). The traditional and the Western
did not coexist as peacefully in Yan’s intellectual identity as they did in Wang Tao, partly
because only Yan received systematic foreign training, on the basis of which he could critique
the root and branch of traditional Chinese education. His attack on officialdom and its talent
selection as responsible for China’s plight was the result of combined personal resentment and
national concern. When China lost the war in 1895, Yan raised his voice. “It was only then,”
writes Schwartz, “that all his pent-up thoughts finally found public expression” (32).
It is also in Yan’s criticism of traditional education and culture that we see his
appropriations of the alien eye. In “On the Origin of Strength,” which repeatedly mentions shame
and humiliation, Yan calls China a “sick man,” whose people were physically, intellectually, and
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morally deficient, thus ill prepared for political reforms (13). As mentioned, the “sick man” had
been used by foreigners to refer to China for its enervated state power. Yan’s “equating the
people’s power with state power and his argument that political reforms must begin with the
reforms of the people,” writes Yang Jui-song, “can be seen as a significant change in the late
nineteenth-century Chinese intellectual discourse of political reform” (36). It is consistent with
Yan’s belief in gradual renewal of the people’s physical, intellectual, and moral conditions
through modern education and cultivation. Believing that the Chinese are not qualified for
political reforms, Yan suggests glimpsing at the present condition through a “small matter
witnessed by the public”:
Once a Western visitor to Beijing saw our imperial examination compound and
said to the guide, laughing, “Does China select its officials out of this place? It’s
worse than the prisons in our country, and too filthy even to keep our dogs and
horses.” These are most disrespectful words, but [the Westerner] only said the
fact. (13)
Yan then lists the possible obstacle in each step to construct and maintain a decent environment
for the examination: the officials above are reluctant to raise the fund; the ones assigned to
supervise the construction embezzle the money; the workers slacken and use inferior materials;
finally, the exam takers, even if blessed with a well-constructed shelter, do not appreciate the
benefit but indulge themselves with damaging the place and smearing the process. The
compound will therefore eventually be unfit to keep dogs and horses. From this single matter,
Yan says, the rest of the unfortunate conditions in China follow. The example Yan gives does
seem to be a minor one, but in Yan’s opinion, since the literati involved are the elite among the
Chinese and supposed to be the model for the people, when the model is corrupted, one can only
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expect worse from the rest. His use of a foreign critic adds to the sense of shame. The foreigner
does not only pose as an objective viewer who can all the better analyze China’s problems, but is
a mocking presence, making a laughing stock of the best products of the Confucian culture.
Shame, as Jing Tsu argues, was a key affect that was utilized in China in the construction
of a modern Chinese national identity (34-43). Although writers like Wang Tao already
employed this element in criticizing China in the 1870s and 1880s, it is after 1895 that shaming
became a frequent tool reformists and revolutionaries used to realize change: they hoped to
shame the Chinese into action. In 1898, Kang Youwei (1858–1927) was indignant when
foreigners took photos of China’s despicable customs and distributed them for ridicule. “Among
all,” writes Kang, “nothing is more ridiculous and shameful than women’s bound feet, which
makes me feel extremely ashamed” (43). Footbinding, among other conventions, contributed to
the literary men’s sense of exposure, which subject I shall return to in the next chapter. The sense
of shame in front of foreign observers was widespread in the newspapers and journals with the
aim to bring about change. The awareness of being the spectacle of a superior other was an
ascending regulating force of late Qing China’s reexamination and refashioning of the self, and
Yan could rely on its influence as a mode gaining currency.
In a substantially revised version of his article, Yan drops the “small matter” about the
examination compound, together with the foreigner’s comment. He continues to call China a
“sick man,” calling for improvement of the physical strength, intelligence, and morality of its
people. The renewal of the people’s moral condition, Yan says, is the most difficult among the
three. It is in exposing the decadent morality of the Chinese that Yan again brings up the alien
eye. Due to the lack of proper education, Yan writes, the people become so selfish and traitorous
that some profiteers even substituted iron dross and sand for gunpowder used in the Sino-
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Japanese War. He quotes the foreign newspaper(s), saying, “[they] said our people coveted the
tiniest benefit, not caring that the country was defeated, army annihilated, and land lost.
Therefore, China’s defeat today and fall tomorrow cannot be called undeserved misfortune” (30).
This scandal, Yan declares, is enough to make one’s blood boil. He certainly expects the foreign
criticism to provoke more indignation and shame at China’s moral failure.
Once again, in the last of this group of articles, “On Saving the Nation from Perishing”
(Jiuwang juelun), Yan turns to the Westerner after berating Chinese education and culture,
How well the Westerner says, “China calls itself a civilized nation, but why then
[does China retain the conventions like using eunuchs, binding women’s feet, and
extorting confessions through torture?] These are worse than savage culture.
Mercy and righteousness [renyi] are not in China.” (54)
“Alas,” exclaims Yan, “although these words are unpleasant to the ear, I only wish the persons
who are concerned could think dispassionately and carefully to judge whether [what the
Westerner said] is right” (54). That Yan quotes the Westerner towards the end of his essay
assigns to the foreigner’s words some conclusive weight, although Yan assumes an open attitude
and advises his reader to wait and see instead of arguing about it. The foreigners/Westerners
quoted in Yan’s 1895 proclamations of “change” thus serve as both spokesmen of a superior
education and stimulus of cultural reform, as it is Yan’s firm belief that the only way to save
China is through “eradicating the eight-legged [examination] essays and promoting Western
learning widely” (43).
Yan’s belief in social evolution and gradual change would be labeled conservative by the
rising voices of reformists and revolutionaries, a group of figures who increasingly received
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Western education or were otherwise exposed to Western learning. 42 All this despite the fact that
Yan’s attack on traditional education was much more radical compared with the preservative
strategy of reformists like Kang Youwei. Yan’s quoting the foreign observer at the moment of
crisis was to become almost indispensable in the explosive debates on national survival. Writings
on China’s politics, economy, and foreign affairs flourished in foreign newspapers and in the
Chinese publications citing them, and translation of foreign articles became a prominent feature
of many Chinese-owned periodicals launched in a boom in the late 1890s. It was because of the
press, in the words of Hao Chang, that the “cultural gap which had separated the world of
Western learning from the world of traditional thought in the greater part of the nineteenth
century was thus gradually bridged” (5).
Like Yan, the reformists, though with varied plans and goals, would generally avoid
criticizing the monarch before 1898. Liang Qichao, as contemporary scholars point out, was once
inclined towards revolution after the reform movement failed, and harshly attacked the Qing
government in the journals he founded in Japan, the Qingyi bao 清議報 (Journal of
Disinterested Comments) and the Xinmin congbao 新民叢報 (New Citizen). 43 His writings on
Western politics and philosophy and people’s rights and education greatly inspired a whole
generation of literati, among whom revolutionaries bent on abolishing the Manchu regime.
However, Liang’s attack on the Manchu government should not be confused with anti-
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Apart from a few who studied abroad at their own expenses, the Qing government began to
send students to America and Europe in the early 1870s, and to Japan in 1896. The number of
students studying in Japan increased significantly and reached 8,000 between 1905 and 1906
(Huang Fuch’ing 24).
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For Liang’s revolutionary inclination, see Zhang Pengyuan, especially Chapter 4, and Hao
Chang, Chapter 5. Zhang’s interpretations of Liang’s writings, however, tend to be biased by
Zhang’s own wish for Liang to take the lead in the revolutionary discourse, and he sometimes
overstates the duration and intensity of Liang’s radical intention.
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Manchuism, for his proposal to overthrow the government under Empress Dowager Cixi was not
incompatible with installing Emperor Guangxu as the new leader, be it as a monarch or a
president. 44 Though Liang was fully aware of the pressure from foreign imperialism and the
reactionary forces in the government, he considered the moral and intellectual backwardness of
the people the primary obstacle to China’s progress, and focused more consistently on the
transformation of the Chinese citizenry.
Liang’s writings widely engaged the foreign observer of China. He would sometimes
begin with foreigners’ views and treatment of China, which he analyzes, justifies, or
repudiates. 45 When Liang founded the Qingyi bao, he often cited translations of foreign, mostly
Japanese writings on China, communicating to the Chinese audience China’s image abroad. 46
His exile gave him an extensive exposure to Western thought through Japanese translations and
writings (Zhang Pengyuan 27-28). As the war of 1895 reaffirmed the superiority of the West
through Japan and compelled intellectuals to question what was known as Chinese, contact with
the West also increased their comprehension of the international sphere and China’s place in it.
From the way Liang wrestled with foreign perceptions of China, it is apparent that he was
endeavoring, in Tang Xiaobing’s words, to inscribe China as a nation-state into the modern
world space, a task that Liang predicated on the renewal of the people. For Liang, “the urgent

See, for example, Liang’s articles, “Aiguo lun” 愛國論 (On patriotism), and “Lun jinri geguo
dai Zhongguo zhi shanfa” 論今日各國待中國之善法 (On the best way for foreign nations to
deal with China at present), published in 1899 in the Qingyi bao and reprinted in the Yinbingshi,
3 juan, 65-77, and 5 juan, 51-55, respectively.
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See, for example, “Lun Zhongguo zhi jiang qiang” 論中國之將強 (On China’s imminent rise,
1897), Yinbingshi, 2 juan, 11-17, “Lun Zhongguo renzhong zhi jianglai” 論中國人種之將來 (On
the future of the Chinese race, 1899), Yinbingshi, 3 juan, 48-54, and “Shaonian Zhongguo shuo”
少年中國說 (On young China, 1900), Yinbingshi, 5 juan, 7-12.
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The translations were republished in Shen Yunlong ed., Qingyi bao quanbian, vols. 17-18.
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task of renovating the people and building the nation consists of developing a collective political
consciousness and claiming a national space on the contemporary world map” (Tang 23). It was
Liang’s hope to help the people “adopt new attitudes and discover themselves as responsible
citizens of the nation-state” (Tang 23), so as to establish China eventually on the world stage. In
1899, Liang saw that the foreigners’ negative portraits of the Chinese had not been unfounded,
and it was the obligation of the Chinese diaspora not only to defend their community but also to
reform it morally and culturally. In an article proposing the establishment of chambers of
commerce, he considered why the overseas Chinese were often excluded from foreign
communities. “It is indeed abominable,” he writes,
that those countries dealt harshly with us out of selfish motives. But some of our
people have also deserved it. The foreigners say, “The Chinese are greedy, mean,
and filthy, and their customs are corrupted. If they keep coming, their evil practice
will spread across our country like a plague, leaving no plot of land
uncontaminated.” Thus they justify their hostility to us. Therefore, if our people
want to be established in foreign countries, we must get rid of evil habits and
conduct ourselves with dignity, so as to leave foreigners with no excuses against
us. 47
Opium smoking, gambling, armed street fighting, and prostitution are the practices Liang
identifies as being most in need of eradication. By explicitly advising the Chinese to conform to

“Shanghui yi” 商會議 (On commercial chambers, 1899), Yinbingshi, 4 juan, 1-7, quotation
from page 5.
47
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the foreigners’ values, Liang illustrates Goffman’s idea of “conversion”; 48 the purpose in his
case, of course, is not to ingratiate oneself with the foreigners, but to improve the condition of
the Chinese, partly by “leaving the foreigners with no excuses.” Taking over the foreigners’ view
and casting it upon oneself was not a strategy Liang invented, as I have shown with other
examples. It was indispensable in Liang’s project of inscribing China’s national space on to the
world’s historical timeline, now led by the West.
The call on the Chinese to mend their ways so as not to give the foreigners any cause for
faultfinding became quite popular, as Chinese writers’ exposure to varied foreign writings
expanded their notion about the alien eye. Meanwhile, few nations shared the sense of
humiliation and inferiority of China at the turn of the century or matched it in its people’s
relentless self-disparagement. In their writings about China, self-reproach and attack on the
Manchu government often outweighed accusations against the foreign powers. The intellectuals’
reaction to the imperialist foreign viewer, the persecutor and teacher, was compounded of
animosity and overwhelming awe. Foreign criticism of China did not so much reveal new
information as correspond with the Chinese’s own judgment painfully formed in the process of
Westernization. Compared with attacks on China’s political institutions, criticism of the culture
and custom perhaps conveyed more personal, and therefore more humiliating, messages, to the
partakers of that culture. Practices such as opium smoking, foot binding, unclean sanitary
practices, and some recognized characteristics such as disregard for the public interest, were
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One consequence of the surveillance of inmates has been termed by sociologist Erving
Goffman “conversion,” a process whereby “the inmate appears to take over the official or staff
view of himself and tries to act out the role of the perfect inmate” (63). Goffman’s study deals
with the social world of the mental inmate in particular, but it also sheds light on the discussion
about any social group involuntarily subjected to the surveillance of an outer party of dominance.
In colonization, as the colonized subject acculturated to the imperialist values, he/she virtually
adopted the “imperial gaze” to cast it upon him/herself.
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often picked up by Chinese writers for admonition, a point I shall return to in the next chapter.
Focusing on the people encouraged the reinvention of the “Sick Man of Asia” into a cultural
reference, to be conflated with what Yan Fu means by the “Sick Man,” the physically,
intellectually, and morally defective Chinese. This, in turn, fostered the preference for medical
expressions such as the “plague” (chuanran zhi bing 傳染之病, contagious disease) in Liang’s
article under discussion (5), and “mending one’s ways” was often enwrapped in the metaphor of
curing diseases.
Liang wrote the above article at a time when Chinese emigration met with harsh
resistance. The exclusion of Chinese immigrants began in the United States in the 1860s as a
reaction to the influx of cheap labor. In Japan, following the signing of the Sino-Japanese Amity
Treaty (Nisshin shūkō jōki 日清修好条規) in 1871, whether to allow Chinese immigrants,
mostly traders, merchants, and laborers, to mix with the Japanese community became the topic
of heated debate until the new treaty about mixed residence permitted foreigners to live freely in
Japan in 1899 (Sato 118–123). Contact with working class Chinese immigrants gave rise to the
usual array of negative examples, such as filthiness and opium smoking, in the Japanese press
(Sato 121–122). These foreign accounts were often translated and reprinted in the Chinese
press. 49 As China’s image plunged after the war of 1894–95, the Japanese attitude toward the
Chinese deteriorated drastically (Sato 121). In the Qingyi bao, Liang’s discussion of the issue
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See, for example, the translated and edited article, “Xiangji Riben yuzhun Zhinaren zaju neidi
shi” 詳記日本允準支那人雜居內地事 (A detailed account of Japan’s permission to the Chinese
to live in the interior), in Zhongwai dashi bao 中外大事報, issues 1 (first half) and 4 (second
half), 1899.
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called for the attention of both sides. 50 While defending the interests of the Chinese to the
Japanese public (Liang’s articles were selectively reprinted in the Japanese periodicals such as
the influential Taiyō 太陽 [The Sun]), he tried to transmit the negative international images of
the Chinese to the Chinese readers, appealing not only to their sense of shame but also guilt and
responsibility. While the fear that China was the source of plague threatening to contaminate
foreign lands could be felt only by the Chinese who cared for the external world, the shame of
being looked down upon by foreigners weighed on all who were invested in China’s
international image. It was a transnational looking predicated on the Chinese awareness of the
international space.
During the famous debate between the New Citizen and the revolutionary journal Min
bao 民報 (The people) from 1905 to 1907 on whether China should resort to political and racial
revolutions, Liang’s commitment to reforming the people was more consistently maintained. 51
He believed that the physical, intellectual, and moral health of the people determined the strength
of the government, the reform of which must begin with creating new citizens. The
revolutionaries, similarly, considered China’s internal problems more serious than the foreign
challenges it faced, but instead of focusing on renovating the people, they insisted on abolishing
Manchu rule and promoting a Han Chinese nationalism. It can be seen from the increasingly
radical attacks on the government in the newspapers and journals that the revolutionary cause

“Lun neidi zaju yu shangwu guanxi” 論內地雜居與商務關係(On the relationship between
mixed residence and commerce), in June 1899, and “Ji Zhongguoren qingqiu neidi zaju shi” 記
中國人請求內地雜居事 (An account of the Chinese’s request for mixed residence,” in July
1899, reprinted together under the title “Lun neidi zaju yu shangwu guanxi” in Yinbingshi wenji,
4 juan, 11-18.
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For a detailed account of the topics and writers involved in the debate, see Zhang Pengyuan
155-161.
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gained the upper hand in the debate, and it was in this political tension that the real and nominal
foreigner became an almost ubiquitous icon, appropriated by Chinese intellectuals in the battle
against the Manchu government.
1.4.2 Revolutionizing the Foreign Gaze
Before I discuss how Chinese intellectuals used the external observer to empower their
revolutionary discourse with the example of a lawsuit and its fictional afterlife, it is interesting to
note that it was common in the 1890s for Chinese editors and authors to use the name of a
foreigner to dodge censorship and political persecution. The Zhi bao 直報, where Yan Fu
published his provocative essays in 1895, was a foreign-owned Chinese language publication,
the status of which was convenient for Chinese writers bent on criticizing the Qing government.
The Shen bao was founded and owned by an Englishman, Ernest Major (1841–1908), but as
Roswell Britton observes, “[t]he editorial management of the paper was virtually wholly in
Chinese hands, though by this time a foreign editor’s name was printed on the paper for reasons
of extraterritorial identity” (69). “Foreign missionaries,” Britton notes, “sometimes lent their
names in purely fictitious technical proprietorship, for the good of the cause of free press and
enlightened leadership, and others did the same service for a fee, and the papers would be
registered at foreign consulates as foreign properties and thus obtain extraterritorial status” (124).
The real and “fictional” foreigner became a shelter, under whom the Chinese writers and editors
launched their blows at the Qing government. Chinese-owned examples include the Hui bao 匯
報 (彙報) in Shanghai, which asked an Englishman to be its nominal distributor and published
radical opinions; the Guang bao 廣報 in Guangdong, which attacked politics under the borrowed
name of a British merchant; the Su bao 蘇報 in Shanghai, which was registered under the name
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of its first Chinese editor’s Japanese wife, and when it changed ownership, its contributors took
refuge in the foreign Settlements after provoking the Chinese government; and the first Chinese
women’s journal, Nü xue bao 女學報, which assumed the roles of Westerners in the editing and
publishing after the coup d'état against the reform movement of 1898 (Xia Xiaohong 28). 52
Among these newspapers and journals, the Su bao provides a good example for the
discussion of how real and imagined foreign observers were appropriated in the revolutionary
discourse. In the radical intellectuals’ endeavor to affirm the dignity and power of the Han
Chinese against the Manchus, who were often seen as lackeys to foreign nations, relying on
foreigners’ judgment about China’s internal affairs might perhaps smack of foreign worshipping
and reduce the revolutionaries to the level of their Manchu enemies. Yet most of the
revolutionary leaders had varying degrees of foreign education, and, like Liang, would have
liked to position China in the modern world by appealing to international order and justice after
the Western model. Their reference to foreign views was not so much intended for self-criticism
as for distancing the Han Chinese from their internal enemy, the Manchus, who were declared
responsible for the negative images China presented to the world. 53 The extraterritoriality of
Shanghai also meant that public writing was bound to involve the foreign other, whose influence
could help maintain freedom of publication or at least complicate the matter when disputes arose,
making it less convenient for the Qing government to suppress speech. I do not intend to start a
new round of examples of articles borrowing the authority of the external viewer in anti-Manchu
speeches, but will use the famous “Su bao case” of 1903 and its aftermath to show that when
China was split into the antagonized Chinese and Manchus, the alien eye, itself an interested
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party, exerted all the more leverage in the power struggle; aware of this, the Chinese writers
readily acknowledged and enlisted this external assistance in their accounts of the Su bao case,
which crossed the journalistic and fictional realms.
The Su bao was published in the Shanghai international settlement. When Zhang Shizhao
章士釗 (1881-1973), a cofounder of the revolutionary Huaxing hui 華興會 (China’s revival
society), took over as the journal editor in May 1903, the already outspoken Su bao turned
radical and attacked the government unreservedly. It published and advertised the anti-Manchu
writings by Zhang Taiyan 章太炎 (1869-1936) and Zong Rong 鄒容 (1885-1905), which led to
what was known as the Su bao case 蘇報案 (Su bao an) when these two writers were arrested in
the foreign concession at the request of the infuriated Qing government. 54 What followed was a
demonstration of extraterritoriality and an interaction between what Elizabeth Dale calls
“overlapping sovereignties” and “multilayered citizenship.” Because Zou and Zhang and the
editors of the Su bao lived and wrote in the international settlement, they were outside the
control of the Qing sovereignty, and even after those associated with the Su bao were arrested,
the foreign governments, out of concern that their extraterritoriality should be compromised,
eventually refused to turn the prisoners over to the Qing officials (Zhang Huangxi 372-373, 379380). In that same year, the Qing court tortured the journalist Shen Jin 沈藎 (1872-1903) to death
for exposing the secret treaty to be signed between the Qing government and Russia (the Li–
Lobanov Treaty). Such brutality convinced the foreign settlements that the Chinese government
was not capable of providing proper judicial processes, and did not even deserve to be
recognized as a sovereign nation (Dale 114). Chinese nationals or Qing citizens as they were,

For writings about the Su bao case by its contemporaries, see the section under “Su bao an” 蘇
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Zou and Zhang were tried in the settlement before a special court with two Qing officials and the
British vice consul as judges. The two defendants were found guilty of sedition, but in spite of
the Qing government’s demand for severe punishment, Zhang was only sentenced to three years
in prison within the international settlement, and Zou to two. Zhang was released in 1906, while
Zou died in prison in 1905 (Zhang Huangxi 384).
Zhang Taiyan’s contemporary, Zhang Huangxi 張篁溪, wrote the “True Record of the Su
Bao Case,” which all scholars who study the case cite. Zhang Huangxi was attentive to the sway
public outcries and foreign opinions held over the course of the case. He writes that after Zhang
Taiyan and Zou were arrested, the Qing government tried to have the men extradited, but the
Municipal Council of Shanghai, the Westerners’ administrative organization overseeing civil
affairs in the settlement, refused, declaring that it must defend the foreigners’ extraterritorial
rights (379). The Chinese officials then turned to the foreign consuls, whose attitudes varied. At
that time Chinese and foreign newspapers and journals in China were closely following the case
and generally protesting extradition. As the defendants were kept in prison during the dispute
about where to hold the trial, the press also expressed great discontent. The North China Herald,
the most influential English newspaper in Shanghai and one that gave serial coverage of the case,
published several articles criticizing the delay of the trail and blaming both the Qing government
and the foreign consuls (Zhang Huangxi 381-382). It was because of the pressure from the press,
Zhang Huangxi notes, that the Qing government agreed to have a mixed court in the foreign
settlement (383). It is hard to say to what extent the news reports helped bend the will of the
Manchu court, but it is clear that the Su bao defendants’ exposure to international surveillance
and alienation from the imperial center saved them from the fate of common Chinese offenders
of Qing sovereignty.
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The recognition of the swaying power of the alien eye reemerges in a fictional
representation of the event. Inspired by this incident, Chen Tianhua 陳天華 (1875-1905), a
student in Japan and member of the China’s Revival Society, wrote the novel Shizi hou 獅子吼
(The roar of the lion). It was begun in the winter of 1904, left unfinished when Chen committed
suicide in November 1905, and serialized in the Min bao in 1906. 55 Chen weaves the history of
China, including the Su bao case of 1903, into his rather intricately structured novel, and tells
how the patriotic youths of Zhoushan island in Zhejiang rise up to save the nation with modern
(i.e. Western) education and revolution. From this anti-Manchu and anti-imperialist piece, we
also get a glimpse of Chen’s attitude towards the foreign assessment of the Chinese and the
Manchus.
The story opens with the history of the fictional Hundun 混沌 (primal chaos) nation,
which was once a great civilization but has long perished under the oppression of foreign
nations. After reading the manuscript of the history, apparently an allusion to China, the narrator
falls asleep and dreams about the Russian and British military aggression against China. Like the
nation in crisis, the narrator in the dream is surrounded by tigers and wolves, until a giant lion,
having slept for ages, is roused, gives a powerful roar, and chases the beasts away. The Yellow
Emperor, the legendary ancestor of the Chinese, appears to tell the narrator that China will also
drive out the barbarians, apparently referring to the Manchus. Finally the narrator visits the
future China, where the fiftieth anniversary of national rejuvenation is celebrated. On waking up,
he finds that he has brought back from his dream a book, titled The Complete Record of
Rejuvenation. He works the book into a novel, and as a roaring lion is painted on the book cover,
renames it The Roar of the Lion. All this frames the central story to be told in the remaining
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chapters, creating a complicated structure with a futurist perspective, which mode I will discuss
further in Chapter Three. Chen’s novel seems to have been informed by a short piece of the same
title, signed by Juefo 覺佛 (pen name of Gao Zeng 高增) in the journal Juemin 覺民
(Awakening the people) in 1904. 56 Juefo’s narrator calls himself an “old man of the Hundun
nation,” who is transformed into a passionate individual (rexie ren 熱血人) after witnessing the
Western powers, all like tigers, take advantage of the sleeping lion of East Asia. Similarly, Chen
sees in the giant but lethargic China a lion, and by framing his story with images of dream and
awakening, he engages the popular view of China as deep in a slumber. As I have discussed
above, the metaphor of the sleeping lion was encoded with the Chinese intellectuals’ awareness
of the other’s view, and its reinvention documented the contention to represent and reform the
nation.
In the framed story, China’s history is unveiled. After recounting past and recent
invasions and a group of enlightened people’s efforts to bring about change, Chen relates at
length how the Qing government’s attempt to persecute the editors of an anti-Manchu newspaper
is obstructed by the foreign powers, an account based on the Su bao case. Interestingly, Chen
brings up another side of the story to satirize the Manchus under foreign surveillance. When
Empress Dowager Cixi is exasperated by her inability to punish the defendants, a Miss Yu,
daughter of Qing Minister to Russia, advises Cixi to bribe the wives of the foreign ministers, in
the hope of influencing their husbands’ decisions. However, the foreign ladies refuse to
intervene, to the discomfiture of the Empress Dowager and her translator Miss Yu. Shamed and
infuriated, Cixi has a newly caught revolutionary—a reference to Shen Jin—tortured to death.
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This brutality further antagonizes the foreign powers, and Western newspapers declare that
Cixi’s cruelty proves her to be the enemy of civilization (wenming 文明), and that the foreign
powers must not give over the editors to this murderous woman (156). Eventually the foreign
consuls imprison the defendants for only three months before releasing them, and “for the first
time the Han people stood equal with the Manchu government” (156).
Chen’s response to the foreign assessment of China, centered on the sleeping lion
metaphor, frames his celebration of the triumph over the Manchus under foreign surveillance.
His account, presumably based on newspaper reports, shows Cixi at the mercy of the foreign
observers. Cixi’s anxiety about the foreign gaze, interestingly, is testified to in a memoir, Two
Years in the Forbidden City (1911), by the actual Miss Yu, Der Ling 德齡 (Deling, 1885-1944).
Daughter of the Manchu minister to Japan and France, Yugeng 裕庚, Der Ling became the first
lady-in-waiting to Empress Dowager Cixi after being educated in France. She stayed at the court
until 1905 and wrote in English about this experience a few years later. The author presents an
ongoing tension between the foreigners’ attempts to see and the Qing court’s anxiety about being
seen, most remarkably exemplified in the character of the Empress Dowager. According to Der
Ling, Cixi was obsessed with the idea of being watched, especially by foreigners. Cixi takes care
that what foreigners might consider “barbarian” Chinese behavior should not be seen when the
Legations come for an audience. Afterwards she asks Der Ling, who speaks three languages and
is able to entertain the foreign visitors, what they have said about her, telling Der Ling, “You will
see how differently I act in their presence, so that they cannot see my true self” (40). On how the
consciousness of being watched affects the behavior of the subject, Foucault has written, “He
who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes responsibility for the
constraints of power; he makes them play spontaneously upon himself; he inscribes in himself
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the power relation in which he simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his
own subjection” (Discipline and Punish 202-03). Being the principal agent of her own
subjection, Cixi allows the constraint to fall on herself, just as the Qing court had to give way
when besieged by the press and the foreign consuls. Ironically, Der Ling eventually wrote about
the court secrets to a foreign readership. “[A]fter all,” Der Ling admits in her book, “the
attractions of Court life had not been able to eradicate the influences which had been brought to
bear upon me while in Europe. At heart I was a foreigner…” (382). Cixi’s anxiety to shun the
foreign gaze is exposed to a “foreign” observer at the same time she and her government were
coping with the alien eye in the Su bao case and in Chen’s representation of it.
Chen’s satire of the Manchus, however, did not exempt the Chinese from the critical gaze
of the foreign nations. During his stay in Japan, Chen, like Liang Qichao, was constantly
reminded of the alien eye on China. Before he wrote The Roar of the Lion, he had composed two
revolutionary pamphlets, the Sudden Turn Around (Meng huitou, 1903) and the Alarm Bells
(Jingshi zhong, 1903), in both of which he revisited his concern about China’s image among his
passionate calls for arms against the imperialist powers and the Manchus. In the Alarm Bells, he
deplores the humiliation the Chinese suffered at the hands of the foreigners and, not unlike Liang
Qichao, maintains that Chinese can earn respect only by first getting rid of their dishonorable
practices. With their “barbarous” behavior, the Chinese are denounced as an “uncivilized base
race” wherever they go and are refused entry by foreign countries; what is more lamentable, they
seem to be unaware of the shame and go on with their despicable ways (77). Chen’s vehement
indictment of Chinese conventions, rare among his otherwise positive assessment of the Chinese
people, is fraught with generalization and a scorching sense of shame, just as his hope is inspired
with a fervent desire for esteem. “Hurry,” he calls on his compatriots, and make China strong so
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that “the cohort of snobs will not dare to hold us in contempt, but will fawn on us, and show
reverence when they see China’s national flag. A word said by China will be treated as law, and
all nations will praise us and fear us—wouldn’t that be the most gratifying?” (64-65). This
fantasy is no doubt compounded in Chen’s conception of The Roar of the Lion, as well as in
many other late Qing futurist novels, which I shall examine in my third chapter, but Chen’s
articles stand out with a surging passion and the fervor of a fighter. This patriotic devotion
eventually became the trigger of his death. In 1905, when Chinese students in Japan boycotted
class in protest of the Japanese government’s restrictions on their activities, Japanese newspapers
criticized the students for being “dissolute and debased” (hōjū hiretsu 放縦卑劣) (Itoh 25). The
situation greatly disturbed Chen, who left a letter and drowned himself at the Ōmori beach. “Do
not think,” writes Chen in the letter, “that I died to protest against the restrictions” (231). It was
the shame of being “dissolute and debased” that Chen revolted against, and his suicide, which
became an international spectacle, was committed with the hope to shatter that image by calling
on the Chinese to conduct themselves with dignity and wipe out the stigma.
1.5 “Know the Self”: Reform in the Official Language
The reexamination of modern China with reference to the alien eye, as I have shown
above, was inaugurated and presided over by intellectuals who were consciously straddling
national boundaries. From appropriation of the foreign perspective in their writings, to selfalienation from China’s political and cultural restraints, progressive Chinese editors and writers
experimented with different strategies in condending with the official discourse, as the structure
of imperial rule was tumbling. By focusing on the activities of intellectuals unaffiliated with the
officialdom, however, I do not intend to encourage the misconception that only nongovernmental forces were actively seeking to know and utilize the foreign image of China, while
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the royal court and the scholar-officials formed a monolithic conservative whole bent on
resisting external surveillance and punishing any dalliance with the alien eye. Yan Fu, for
example, was a government employee, though with minimum administrative power. Admittedly,
government-sponsored publications were slower to authorize external comments on China, but
attentive scholar officials showed it was possible to learn from the foreign perspective within
limits, and my argument will not be balanced without considering these efforts.
In the early 1870s, even before Wang Tao launched his paper, Feng Junguang 馮焌光
(1830-1878), Governor of Shanghai, organized news translations at the Translation Bureau of the
Jiangnan Arsenal at Shanghai. The translations, printed in a regular serial entitled Xiguo Jinshi
Huibian 西國近事匯編 (Collected news of Western affairs) from 1873 to 1898, “contained only
foreign news, and omitted items which might be construed as reflecting adversely upon China”
(Britton 62). By the turn of the century complaints had arisen from among the officials about this
censorship. In 1901 official Shen Linyi 沈林一 (1866-?) complained: “In the official publishing
house’s translation of Western periodicals, whenever China was mentioned, it would not be
translated. It was abandoning the useful for the useless” (24-25). Zhang Zhidong 張之洞 (18371909), Viceroy of Huguang, also commented that “all the news is from two months ago, and
anything touching upon a sensitive subject at the time [about China] is cut out, which renders the
translation useless” (131). The social turbulence in the late 1890s left the official class more
inclined to heed critical foreigners on Chinese affairs. They felt that what foreigners said about
China’s politics, culture, and education in their journals and newspapers had to be considered, if
only to know the other’s strategies against the Chinese, a lesson that, as I noted in the
Introduction, Lin Zexu had tried to teach half a century ago.
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Zhang Zhidong, a prominent figure in the Self-Strengthening Movement, found it
indispensable for Chinese officials to learn about external opinions on China. Zhang was key in
China’s military modernization and educational reform, employing foreigners to train and equip
the army with European standards and supporting the establishment of modern schools in
Guangzhou, Nanjing and Wuchang. An apologist for the old imperial system, Zhang promoted
Western learning not to challenge tradition, but to preserve the absolute Manchu monarchy and
Confucian order. He supported the reformists’ activities in the early phase of the reform
movement, but turned against them when he saw they aimed at something more radical than he
could sympathize with (Li Zhongxing 7-8). In 1898, against the tide of the reform movement, he
published his famous Quanxue pian 勸學篇 (Exhortation to study), expounding on his notion of
conservative reform. The work, though vehemently attacked by radical intellectuals including He
Qi and Liang Qichao, was approved of by the emperor and promoted by the government. It
became so popular that probably over two million copies were printed, and it was translated into
English in 1900 and French in 1908 (Li Zhongxing 37-38).
The Quanxue pian is often cited by scholars to prove Zhang to be an opportunist who
harvested fame and fortune by riding political tides. 57 Its injunction to have “Chinese learning
for the fundamental principles and Western learning for the practical application” (Zhongxue wei
ti, xixue wei yong 中學為體, 西學為用), though not Zhang’s invention, became regularly
associated with Zhang’s name after Liang Qichao quoted it as Zhang’s pet phrase (Li Zhongxing
39). For Liang, this maxim reflected Zhang’s intention to keep reform at the technical level
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without touching China’s philosophical foundations. 58 While many modern scholars share this
view, Tze-ki Hon contends that instead of a political ploy to counter radical reformers, Quanxue
pian was Zhang’s attempt to implement steady reform by reconciling two extreme views: the
plan for drastic sociopolitical changes and the conservative preoccupation with preserving
Chinese tradition. A closer look at Zhang’s book indeed reveals that Zhang, although nowhere
sanctioning political reform, proposes social and educational changes, many of which were later
implemented, and calls for a critical reexamination of China’s traditional institutions with
substantial borrowing from the West. For the purpose of this chapter, it will be useful to ask how
Western yong 用—use, instrument, and application—informs the improvement of Chinese ti 體
—substance or fundamental principle. Of the two sections of the book, namely the Inner
Chapters (nei pian 內篇) and the Outer Chapters (wai pian) 外篇, the latter is devoted to
reforming Chinese learning by adopting the form and content of Western education, foreign book
translation and publishing, technical training, and the like. Contrary to the popular impression
that Zhang wrote the book primarily to preserve tradition, the Outer Chapters, if only by echoing
the prevalent contemporary opinions, advocate reform.
One of the Outer Chapters is on reading newspapers. Without pushing for drastic
remedies, Zhang discusses the role of the newspaper in a way reminiscent of Ho Kai’s disease
metaphor with the foreign observer as a disinterested physician,
In my opinion, the chief benefit of newspapers to the people lies less in spreading
knowledge than in showing them their illness. […] In general, the people of a
country cannot know all the gains and losses of their country, as they are blinded

Liang, “Qingdai xueshu gailun” 清代學術概論 (Intellectual trends in the Qing period, 1921),
Yinbingshi heji, “zhuanji” 34:71.
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by conventions. Even with what they know, they dare not discuss freely. But if
the criticism is offered by a foreign country, especially a powerful one, it is
expressed freely without scruples. Would it not be a blessing to our country if our
princes and statesmen could read those comments and be touched or shamed into
rectifying the situation? The Chinese fly into fury when reading the foreign
newspapers’ unsparing criticisms of China, which compare China to a drunkard or
a decrepit being and talk about dividing up China and having the largest slice. Yet
I wonder what is there to be furious about? […] Is it not a pleasure to have
neighbor nations to admonish us? (101)
While in the 1870s these words could have cost a high official his career, the idea of correcting
China’s mistakes after the admonition of foreign countries now was promoted through official
channels. Zhang mentions another official, Lin Zexu, whose pioneering work of translating
foreign newspapers first opened the eyes of the Chinese to foreign affairs (131). No one carried
on Lin’s work, Zhang says, until 1895, when progressive scholars founded modern newspapers
and translated foreign publications in substantial numbers. By this Zhang indicates the activities
of men like Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao, as well as Zhang’s own role in supporting the
founding of the modern journals, the Qiangxue bao 強學報 (Journal of self-strengthening) and
the Shiwu bao 時務報 (Journal of current affairs). Although Zhang later found the reformists’
opinions too radical, knowing one’s illness had become such an urgent demand in 1898 that, as
Zhang urges here, even the most provocative assessment by the foreigners should be appreciated.
On the other hand, although Zhang advises his readers to forgive the unsparing foreign critics, he
does not adopt a scathing tone of self-criticism, but offers his advice in a calm and reserved
manner, such as befits a statesman. He disapproves of the foreigners’ diagnosis of Confucianism
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as the root of China’s defects, objecting to the view that Confucianism has caused China’s
reluctance to reform and strengthen itself (90). What he means by “knowing one’s illness” (zhi
bing 知病) through the foreigners is of a limited scope, not to exceed the boundaries laid down
by Qing rule and Confucian orthodoxy, as he stipulates in the Inner Chapters.
Zhang’s argument echoes the view promulgated in the press. Newspapers and journals
often valorized the alien eye by translating, reprinting, and quoting foreigners opinions on China,
mostly to point out China’s “illness” or “evils.” In January and February of 1896, the Shen bao
carried seven editorials entitled “A Western Friend on the Subject of China’s Evils” 述西友論中
國之弊 (Shu Xiyou lun Zhongguo zhi bi), the last of which reiterated the inevitability of China’s
exposure to the other:
If you think that the Western friend, being a foreigner, cannot know the details of
China’s affairs, and therefore must be confused, you are yet to know the time and
the situation of the world. […] I’m afraid even the Westerners who have never set
foot in China already know the nation’s affairs [thanks to their newspapers which
publish everything]. […] What evils in China can be kept unknown to the
Westerners? 59
These words recall Wang Tao a decade ago, when he reminded his readers, “China had been
thoroughly spied out and examined by the Westerners, with no secret or detail spared” (Taoyuan
wenlu 3:24b). By the time the high official Zhang Zhidong adopted this line of argument, China
had been further penetrated by the look from the outside in and was only two years away from
yet another large-scale military aggression by foreign powers, this time the Alliance of Eight

“Jie shu Xiyou lun Zhongguo zhi bi” 接述西友論中國之弊 (A Western friend on the subject
of China’s evils, continued), Shen bao 4 Feb 1896.
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Nations, which did not just withdraw after the Boxer Uprising was quelled. It was feared that the
foreigners saw and knew more about China than an ordinary Chinese did.
In the disorienting political crisis, the notion of knowing China through the other began
to appear frequently in the official discourse and complemented the official language about
change. After the shock of 1900, as a way to placate the people and also to gain support from the
international world, the Qing government began to implement a series of political, economic,
military, cultural, and educational reforms, known as the New Policies (xinzheng 新政), with the
consent of the Empress Dowager Cixi. Foreign newspaper translation was again on the agenda.
Wang Zhichun 王之春 (1842-1906), Provincial Governor of Anhui, presented a memorial to the
court, petitioning for the establishment of a newspaper translation agency:
If I may summarize the causes of China’s weakness and peril in one phrase, it
would be “not knowing the other or the self.” Why? We are now competing with
the foreign nations, yet we do not know about the people with talent, the state
power, or the schools of those nations, or how we compare with them in these
areas. Still less do we know how the nations talk about our people with talent,
state power, and schools. Is this only not knowing the other? It is really not
knowing ourselves. […] To mend the matters, I propose that a foreign newspaper
translation agency be established […] In all the foreign newspapers that can be
obtained, writings about the political affairs of China should be translated every
day, and sent in to the court for the perusal [of the Empress Dowager and the
Emperor]. The translations should also be distributed to high and low officials
outside the capital. Foreigners’ remarks on the political affairs of their own
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countries should be translated and sent to the court as well. In this way we can
know the other, and also know ourselves. (12; my emphasis)
The “knowing one’s illness” in Zhang’s argument becomes the more general “knowing the self,”
which is considered contingent on knowing what foreigners say about China. What Wang
proposes is similar to Lin Zexu’s practice, with the difference that Lin had aimed at knowing the
“barbarians” through translation more than knowing the “self.” While in Lin’s time even looking
into foreign affairs was considered despicable, by the late century the Chinese had come to see in
the eyes of those “barbarians” the reflected image of themselves, as the sleeping lion, the sick
man, and so on. The recognition registered a split between the self-image and the reflected one,
and also the initial moment when the subject chose to identify with the latter. With the alien eye
seen as reflecting mirrors, China’s self-knowledge could be defined as partly exogenous even in
the official epistemology at the turn of the century.
1.6 Conclusion
The division of the intellectual discourses into conservative and progressive, or into
official, reformist, and revolutionary, can be at best described as an expedient strategy. For one,
the categorization of people according to their major political associations may create the
delusion of an enclosed boundary for each group, and rule out the positions that exceed the
“Manchu-monarchy-or-Chinese-Republic” debate, such as the voice of the first Chinese
anarchist organization, the World Society 世界社 (Shijie she), in Paris, which called for the
abolishment of all kinds of government through their weekly, Xin Shiji 新世纪 (New Century).
For another, the division has disregarded any possible difference caused by gender. Did women
respond to the foreign other’s look in ways distinct from those adopted by men? Was the alien
eye appropriated to stimulate change in women’s condition, as the anti-footbinding movement
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and campaign for women’s education were aimed at? Given that the period witnessed not only
the influence of the Western feminist movement on Chinese intellectuals, but also the founding
of the earliest women’s periodicals in China in the late 1890s (Xia Xiaohong, “Wan Qing”), the
public writings of the time must have responded to Western perceptions of the condition of
Chinese women. In particular, it would be reasonable to expect literate women to borrow the
power of the alien eye in demanding equal rights, just as the men enlisted this external force in
their combat against oppression, corruption, and conservatism.
Aside from the already excessive length of this chapter, lack of sufficient primary sources
has also limited the scope of my research. As for the said responses written on women and/or by
women, my access to the incomplete issues of the extant women’s journals as well as womenauthored articles in other journals of the late Qing 60 has led to the preliminary conclusion that
women’s references to their image in the foreign other’s eye often echoed their male fellow
countrymen, repeating the vocabulary and arguments already established by male opinion leaders
such as Liang Qichao. The women writers expressed a sense of shame in front of the foreign
observers and the desire to be respected when Chinese women’s image was concerned, and
regarded women’s liberation and education as key to the salvation of the nation, just as the male
writers did. 61 This kind of discourse as influenced by Western views on Chinese women’s issues
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will be discussed in my second and fourth chapters, but I have not devoted a separate section to
it. Nevertheless, it is worth noting here that the female editor of the anarchist-feminist journal
Tianyi 天義, He-Yin Zhen 何殷震 (aka 何震, ca. 1884-1920?), stuck a major discordant note by
pointing out the male-centeredness in the feminist agendas of progressive Chinese men. Men
promoted women’s freedom, He-Yin argued, partly out of the desire to be applauded by the
Europeans, Americans, and Japanese, who were considered civilized peoples with power and
authority but were actually not much better when the “woman’s question” was concerned. 62 This
unsparing denouncement was undoubtedly a blow to Chinese feminists who sought power in the
alien eye. However, the record does not indicate that He-Yin’s view became a shared
understanding among the literate Chinese women. Instead, the early formation of the Chinese
female subjectivity was largely subordinated to the struggles for nationalist modernization
initiated and conducted by Chinese men, who were trapped in the conundrum of temporality and
saw themselves as always lagging behind the modern West in world history.
What did become a widely shared mode of Chinese writings about China, as I have
shown in this chapter, was the reference to foreign observations and evaluations of China, which
Wang Tao and other editors of the Chinese language newspapers and journals introduced to the
reading public in the 1870s, to be popularized by reformists and revolutionaries of the 1880s
through the 1900s, and adopted by the progressive officials endeavoring to maintain imperial
rule. The print media became the network wherein the practice of seeing the self through the
alien eye was naturalized. According to Britton, “The periodical press became so popular that

Zhen Shu 震述 [He Zhen], “Nüzi jiefang wenti” 女子解放問題 (On the question of women’s
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authors generally chose to contribute to the magazines and newspaper supplements rather than to
write books. … The typical book of transitional China is a compilation of articles and open
letters originally published in magazines and newspapers” (122). Editors and contributors to the
press appropriated and reinvented the foreign image of China to amplify their voices and appeal
to Chinese nationalistic demand, and radical journals sought to position themselves beyond the
reach of Qing censorship by borrowing the name of the foreigner. Although the revolutionary
periodicals flourishing in the 1900s soon decreased when most of the revolutionary organs
withdrew after imperial rule was overthrown in 1912, Chinese men of letters continued to regard
the foreigners’ views of China as indispensable mirrors for knowing the self, acknowledging that
China could not portray its self-image without incorporating the brushstrokes offered by the rest
of the world.
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CHAPTER 2 THE THREE EVILS IN THE FOREIGN GAZE:
REVISUALIZING THE 1895 FICTION CONTEST

2.1 Introduction
One of the first individuals to encourage literary imaginations of “China in the foreign
gaze” through the influence of the press was a foreigner. On May 25, 1895, in the aftermath of
the Sino-Japanese War (1894–95), Englishman John Fryer (1839–1928) launched a Chinese
fiction contest in Shanghai, inviting submissions from all over the nation to condemn what he
considered the “three worst evil practices” in China, namely opium, the eight-legged essay of the
imperial examination, and footbinding (Fu “Qiu zhu shixin xiaoshuo qi”). Fryer’s advertisements
were posted in both Chinese and English in the major newspapers, with the English one
expressing his hope “that students, teachers and pastors connected with the various missionary
establishments in China will be shown the accompanying [Chinese] advertisement and
encouraged to take part in the competition” (qtd. in Hanan 2004: 131–132). 1 The result was 162
manuscripts, over half of which were written by contestants associated with mission schools and
colleges. 2 Although Fryer promised to publish the winning works after the contest, he never did,
but ended up taking the manuscripts with him to California the next year, when he accepted a
position there. All the submissions were believed to have been lost since then. Nevertheless, this
public event signifies a crucial moment in the development of modern Chinese fiction and has

1. Modern scholar Chen Dakang insists that Fryer did not only “hope,” but actually mobilized
the missionaries to encourage their Chinese disciples to submit to the contest, judging from the
high percentage of Christians among the contestants (“Lun Fulanya” 3). No direct evidence,
however, confirms Chen’s speculation.
2. Chen Dakang’s estimation is 61.33% or higher (4). Chen takes the total number of
submissions retrieved to be 150, while the actual number is 148. My own calculation shows that
62.83% of the entries were contributed by Christian believers or mission school students, judging
from the authors’ signed names and references to Christianity in the texts.
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attracted scholarly attention. Most notably, Huang Jinzhu (1991) uses the case to discuss the
impact of the Sino-Japanese War on the development of Chinese fiction, Wang Lixing (1994)
studies a reformist novel from 1897 directly inspired by Fryer’s advertisement, and Patrick
Hanan (2004) writes on the causes, background, and aftereffects of the contest with two
examples, including what he calls the “first modern Chinese novel,” apparently inspired by the
contest. These scholars believe the contest had shaped the course of modern Chinese fiction
before Liang Qichao called for a “fiction revolution” with the founding of his journal Xin
xiaoshuo (New fiction) in 1902.
In 2006, 148 of the 162 manuscripts, dormant for over a century, were rediscovered in the
library of the University of California, Berkeley, and published in fourteen volumes of
photographic reproduction in 2011. 3 The collection has since been the topic of a growing body of
studies by scholars in China. While this new wave of research generally carries on the
confidence in the contest submissions’ ability to reflect late Qing social values and evolving
literary themes, dissenting voices began to emerge, questioning the position the contest has been
accorded with in the history of Chinese fiction. Chen Dakang (2013), among others, denies the
contest of any far-reaching influence on the development of modern fiction, and redefines its
value as “historical data,” through which we may learn about the activities of Christian groups

3. Zhou Xinping, editor of the collection, announces the number of the published works as 150,
and most scholars, including Chen Dakang, have used this figure, but in fact there are altogether
148 entries (under individual authors’ names), although in one entry a second author’s name
appears (see Fu Shaozhong’s piece in Zhou 14:223–267). As can be seen by comparing Fryer’s
announcement of the contest winners (Fu Lanya 傅蘭雅, “Shixin xiaoshuo chu’an” 時新小說出
案[Announcement of winners of the new fiction contest], Shen bao, 12, 13, and 14 Jan, 1896),
the 2011 publication of the collection arranges the submissions in a way that reflect their ranks,
with the first five volumes putting the higher awarded entries before the lower awarded ones, and
the remaining volumes carrying the submissions not selected for awards.
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and the mentality of China’s lower classes. Chen’s corrective approach is primarily motivated by
two observations: first, the religious demographic of the competitors, as mentioned above,
discredits the contest’s claim to an impact on a wide populace, and second, although Fryer asked
for xiaoshuo 小說, by which he meant fiction or stories, he was not aware of the miscellaneous
genres the word xiaoshuo could embrace, and was unprepared for the quantity of traditional
operas, poems and songs, and argumentative essays he received (10–11). 4 Chen’s estimation
shows that almost two thirds of the entries do not qualify as fiction, and thus cannot be labeled as
forerunners of modern fiction.
While I agree with Chen that the entries are too miscellaneous to be categorized under
fiction, and quite a few manifest a Christian tone stronger than most later modern fiction would
tolerate, I hesitate to dismiss the submissions as mere historical data, unless the writers’ endeavor
at social critique and imagining of a modern Chinese identity could be banished from the study
of literature. It is precisely my contention that the texts, fiction or not, employ tropes, techniques,
arguments, and examples shared by their contemporary and subsequent literature, ranging from
journalistic essays to novels, in discourse of a reform involving both Chinese and foreigners.
Thereby the entries demonstrate a continuity with modern literature’s transnational portrayal of
China, a theme that falls out of the purview of Chen’s research. As for the religious composition
of the writers, I doubt if it can be considered disqualifying at all, given the profound influence
missionary activities exerted on the lives and thinking of China’s reading classes in the
nineteenth century. Take footbinding for example: the anti-binding movement that supplied rich
material for fiction in the early twentieth century was permeated by a religious tone from the

4. For an account of the evolution of the term xiaoshuo and the development of the fiction genre
in China, see Dewoskin.
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beginning. The name of China’s largest and most influential anti-footbinding association, the
Natural Foot Society (Tianzu hui 天足會) founded by Mrs. Alicia Little (1845–1926) in April
1895, harkens back to Rev. John MacGowan’s (?–1922) invention of the English term for the
tianzu 天足 (heavenly or natural feet) with his Heavenly Foot Society in 1875 (Ko Cinderella’s
Sisters 14–18). As Christian rhetoric against footbinding found its way into the polemics of
secular Chinese officials and reformists (Ko Cinderella’s Sisters 17), and since native and
foreign activists worked side by side during the flourishing of anti-binding societies at the turn of
the century, the boundary between the religious and the secular became blurred. Furthermore,
Christian novels of the nineteenth century influenced Chinese fiction writing in a plethora of
ways outside of evangelism, 5 making it impossible to dismiss the collection’s literary
significance simply for the preponderance of its religious content.
Instead of settling for “historical data,” then, I suggest that the contest collection enables
a focused study of modern Chinese identity formation through literature; in particular, my
interpretation of the collection expands the discussion of how Chinese writers, evidentially aware
of and influenced by the external observer, viewed and portrayed their culture. Far from being
unique to Fryer’s fiction contest, the transnational viewing was a commonplace in late Qing
writers’ introspective examinations, of which the contest submissions form a condensed sample.
As the contestants write at once for the foreigner(s)—Fryer, and sometimes the Western
missionaries—and their potential Chinese readers, their portrayal of China is both
representational and introspective; meeting the foreigners’ expectations halfway, they look back

5. As an example, British missionary William Milne’s missionary novel, Dialogues between Two
Friends, Zhang and Yuan (Zhang Yuan liang you xiang lun, 1819), written in Chinese in the
form of dialogues, may have informed Liang Qichao’s choice of the dialogic form in “The
Future of New China” (1902). For a detailed account of the development of the missionary novel
and its influence on the Chinese novel, see Hanan 2004, Chapter 3.
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inward and view China anew by referencing the external perspective, a process that involves
much boundary crossing best realized, as I shall show, through the trope of travel.
My discussion of the texts as responses to the organizer’s call draws on Yao Dadui, who
has written prolifically on the contestants’ identities and works. Yao sees the contest as a “fusion
of horizons” (“Zhutijianxing” 28), a concept he borrows from Hans-Georg Gadamer to mean the
negotiation between Fryer’s expectations and the contestants’ understandings of their culture,
and argues that the contestants’ nationalist imaginings digress from Fryer’s expectation for
submissions promoting Christian values, and instead give birth to the first group of modern
Chinese nationalist writings. However, Yao conflates the mention of a “Christian tone” in the
English advertisement intended primarily for the missionaries in China with Fryer’s expectations
for all potential contributors among Chinese newspaper readers. In fact, in the Chinese
advertisement, which was more widely circulated than the English one, Fryer appeals not to
Christian morality, but to Chinese nationalism by warning, “Unless some means can be found of
reforming these practices, there is no prospect of China’s ever attaining wealth and power” (Fu
“Qiu zhu shixin xiaoshuo qi”; Hanan 2004: 131). Yao’s reading suffers from lack of nuance and
oversimplification, but he is nevertheless right in pointing out the “fusion of horizons,” where the
contestants had to negotiate with the foreigner’s values, a point I shall return to shortly. Besides
Yao, I also draw upon a rich body of scholarship on cross-cultural studies in my investigation of
the contest collection as a new case study to enrich, expand, and challenge previous discussions.
2.2 Nominating the Evils
Before he left for California in 1896, Fryer had lived in China for thirty-five years. He
worked at a Chinese government school and established the Anglo-Chinese School in Shanghai.
He also helped to establish the Shanghai Polytechnic Institution in 1876. From 1868 to 1896, he
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served as head of the translation department of the Jiangnan Arsenal, translating a great number
of Western books on science and technology. Most of his work in China was devoted to
introducing Western knowledge, through college teaching, journalism, and book publication and
distribution. In 1886 he organized an essay contest, the first in a series, with the prominent writer
Wang Tao.
This “China Prize Essay Contest,” which lasted until 1893, was conceived by Fryer as a
means to induce the Chinese literati to investigate Western knowledge with a view to apply it to
China. At that time, Fryer took advantage of the prestige of the Chinese imperial examination
essay to promote modern science (Elman, A Cultural History of Modern Science 141–146).
However, at a time of national crisis and self-denial after the Sino-Japanese War, when the
reformist Kang Youwei (1858–1927) and Liang Qichao prepared their famous “Scholars’
Petition to the Throne” (Shang jin shang huangdi shu) and Yan Fu’s emphatic proposal for
change was echoed in the newspapers, the exam essay became one of the targets Fryer’s fiction
contest of 1895 aimed to attack.
The announcement of the fiction contest first came out in Chinese in the Shen bao on
May 25, 1895, under the title “A Call for the Writing of New Fiction” 求著時新小說啟 (Qiu zhu
shixin xiaoshuo qi). 6 The announcement reads,
I believe that there is nothing to equal fiction for moving people’s hearts and
minds and causing them to change their ways. With its wide and rapid circulation,

6

Shixin can be translated as “fashionable,” or “up-to-date,” but as Fryer means fiction that
focuses on current issues, a better translation for the name shixin xiaoshuo may be “fiction of
current affairs.” For convenience sake, I have followed Patrick Hanan in translating shixin as
“new,” and contest entries bearing the title “Shixin xiaoshuo” are usually translated as “New
Story.”
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fiction can, within a short period of time, become known to one and all, making it
possible without difficulty to reform current practices. At present the most serious
of China’s age-old evil practices are three in number: opium, the examination
essay, and food binding. Unless some means can be found of reforming these
practices, there is no prospect of China’s ever attaining wealth and power. I
therefore invite all Chinese gentlemen who desire strength and prosperity for their
country to write new and interesting fiction that will demonstrate the great harm
done by those three practices and offer ingenious solutions for their elimination.
The setting out of the case as well as its argument should be fully integrated into
the work so as to form a coherent whole, with the result that readers’ hearts and
minds will be so moved that they will strive to eradicate the practices. It is vital
that the language be clear and easily comprehensible, and essential that the import
of the work be interesting and in good taste, so that even women and children will
be able to read and understand. The events narrated must be current and near at
hand. On no account should old formulas be followed. In term of its conception,
the work should not place any value on strangeness or peculiarity, and it should
also avoid anything that would inspire shock or terror. (translation qtd. in Hanan
130–131)
It also specifies the awards for winners and promises regular employment to outstanding authors.
The same announcement was reprinted several times in the Shen bao and the Wanguo gongbao
萬國公報 (Global times). An English version came out in the June number of the Chinese
Recorder, side by side with the Chinese one, but it reads differently,
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The sum of $150, in seven prizes, is offered by the undersigned to Chinamen who
produce the best moral stories, combining a graphic description of the evils of
Opium, the Literary examinations, and Foot-binding, with practical methods by
which they may be removed. It is hoped that students, teachers and pastors
connected with the various missionary establishments in China will be shown the
accompanying advertisement and encouraged to take part in the competition; so
that some really interesting and valuable stories, in the easiest Wen-li [writing
style], may be produced, of a Christian rather than of a merely ethical tone, which
will supply a long felt want and serve as popular reading books all over the
Empire. (qtd. in Hanan 131–132)
The chief difference between the Chinese and the English versions is as Hanan observes,
“the Chinese says nothing about a Christian or even an ethical tone, whereas the English makes
no appeal to patriotism (the attainment of wealth and power by China) and lays down no
prescriptions about subject matter” (132). Fryer’s advertisements targeted two types of audience,
the Chinese men of letters who desired wealth and strength for China, and the English-speaking
missionary groups, who could encourage their Chinese converts to contribute to the eradication
of evils. Conflation of the readership has resulted in the oversimplification in modern scholar
Yao Dadui’s interpretation, as mentioned above.
Another apparent contrast stands out: while the Chinese asks the writers to “avoid
anything that would inspire shock or terror,” the English calls for “graphic description,” which
seems to invite shocking details in exposing the evils to impress the reader. What Fryer means in
the Chinese is that writers should not resort to implausible and fantastic events, which would
shock the reader, while he was certainly inspired by the Western novels which touched the reader
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with vivid and dramatic details. Huang Jinzhu observes that Fryer’s “New Fiction” denotes the
kind works that deal with real life in a realist way (“Jiawu zhi yi” 241). In a note in the July issue
of the Chinese Recorder, Fryer uses Uncle Tom’s Cabin as the example of a well written story
and suggests that “What China now wants, among many other things, is a story or series of
stories of the same thrilling description, true to the life, exposing the great evils that are
everywhere rampant,” the dire results of which “require to be brought graphically before the
notice and impressed deeply on the hearts and consciences of all classes of society” (“Notes and
Items” 1895, 330–331, my emphasis). Most of the contest participants may not have read the
English advertisement, but many nevertheless meet Fryer’s wish for descriptions “true to the
life,” especially in portraying the appearances of opium smokers and scenes of footbinding. A
few even complement their “graphic” textual portrayal with illustrations. However, quite a few
still include the fantastic and the supernatural, which certainly deviates from Fryer’s expectation
for realist descriptions.
A third difference worth noting here is that only the Chinese advertisement designates the
three practices as China’s greatest evils, and this nomination had an outstanding impact not only
on the contest submissions but also on subsequent discourse about reform. As Hanan (2004:
140fn9) observes, Fryer is very likely the first person to categorize the three practices as China’s
greatest evils. But his nomination was not the only one available, as real and nominal foreigners
had already addressed China’s evils in their writings. In September 1874, the English-owned
Shen bao published in three installments a “Letter from a Western Friend on China’s Age-Old
Evils” 西友論中國積弊來函 (Xiyou lun Zhongguo jibi laihan), which listed ten major pitfalls in
China’s political institutions, discussing the examination essay under the evil of “arrogance,” and
failing to mention footbinding or opium at all. In January and February of 1896, the same
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newspaper carried seven editorials all entitled “A Western Friend on the Subject of China’s
Evils” 述西友論中國之弊 (Shu Xiyou lun Zhongguo zhi bi), which included Fryer’s three evils
as well as others. Mrs. Alicia Little (1899: 143), whom Fryer knew in person, singled out opium
smoking and footbinding as the two primary curses of China. 7 By putting forth his own
combination of evils, Fryer joined a foreign-dominated discourse about China’s corrupt
conventions. When he published a report about the contest in the Wanguo gongbao in March
1896, he used the word sanbi 三弊 (three evils) as if it were already an accepted term, indicating
a readiness to publicize the neologism after the fiction contest had made its mark among China’s
reading public.
Fryer’s “three evils” was soon quoted in Chinese publications, 8 and terms like sanbi or
sibi 四弊 (four evils), not always referencing the same evils Fryer designated, began to appear
newspapers and journals. 9 By the turn of the century, the Chinese people had actually
accumulated a long list of their corrupt practices, which besides Fryer’s trio included the
purchase of ranks and titles, fiscal corruption and bribery, superstition, gambling, concubinage,
prostitution, infanticide, insanitary habits, armed street fight, and later, men’s plaited queue.
However, Fryer’s three remained central to the discussion. When Liang Qichao exhorted fiction
writers to attack the “buffoonery of officialdom, absurdity of examination, addiction to opium,

7. Little actually quotes a “Dr. McCartney of Chungking,” who has said to her that “[t]he two
greatest curses in China are, in his opinion, opium-smoking and footbinding” (Intimate China
143). Little agrees with this opinion. She repeats this opinion in In the Land of the Blue Gown
(1902).
8. See, for example, Ouyang Zhonghu’s 歐陽中鵠 comments on Tan Sitong’s 譚嗣同 letter, in
Tan Sitong quanji (Complete works of Tan Sitong), p. 173.
9. See, for example, Cheng Shu 程𩆩𩆩, “Zhongguo shiwu sanbi shuo” 中國時務三弊說 (On the
three evils of China’s current affairs), Fuqiang bao, no. 2, 1897, pp. 2–4.
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and torture by footbinding” in 1897 (Yinbingshi 1:54), he largely echoed Fryer’s call. 10 It is not
surprising, therefore, that Chinese writers’ scrutiny of China’s evils was often saturated with the
awareness of the foreign gaze, and phrases like “the foreigners/Westerners say” dotted their
writings. 11
Chen Dakang is certainly right in arguing that Fryer’s designation of the trio as China’s
greatest evils did not correspond with reality, and could divert the public’s attention from more
urgent but sensitive issues, namely foreign intervention and the corruption in the Qing
government (12–13). In fact, although Fryer’s judgment agreed with the agenda of Chinese
reformers, not all the three evils carried the same weight of blame for the literati. Hardly anyone
would argue against the ban on opium, but opinions varied on footbinding. Chinese scholars
questioned footbinding as early as the Song dynasty (960–1279), and various Qing literati
criticized footbinding long before the Westerners intervened. Most notably, in his essays scholar
Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716–1797) pronounced footbinding useless and inhuman 12, and Li Ruzhen 李
汝珍 (1763–1830) satirizes footbinding in his novel, Flowers in the Mirror 鏡花緣 (Jing hua
yuan, 1827), by having a man go through the pains of having his feet bound. These people of
foresight, however, had little impact on the lives of the general public. Even in the 1890s, when
anti-footbinding movement gathered powerful momentum, bound feet could still be proclaimed

10. The article, “On Schools, Number Five: Preschool Education” 論學校五: 論幼學 (Lun
xuexiao wu: lun youxue), was originally published in the 18th issue of the Shiwu bao 時務報
(Journal of current affairs), January 22, 1897, 1–3.
11. For example, an article titled “Three Shames” 三醜 (San chou) in the vernacular journal
Cherished Old Broom (Bizhou qianjin) begins with “The foreigners say we Chinese have three
shames,” and concludes with the remonstration that the Chinese must change their habits so as
not to give the foreigners any cause for reproach.
12. See, for example, Yuan’s “Words off the Official Documents” 牘外餘言(Duwai yuyan), 5–6.
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to be abominable without totally losing their status as sexual fetish. The role of footbinding was
further complicated when, in the wake of Chinese nationalism with an anti-Manchu tenor,
women’s bound feet were upheld as the symbol of women’s unyielding adherence to a unique
and superior Chinese culture, in contrast to men’s adoption of the Manchu hairstyle (Xia 2011:
128).
The ambivalent attitudes towards footbinding appear in the writings submitted to Fryer’s
fiction contest. On the one hand, the participants, presumably male, heed the organizer’s call to
condemn footbinding, and many seem eager to align themselves with the reformist cause that
had perhaps been having an impact on their thinking through newspapers and missionary
activities. Yet on the other, the clarion call in the submissions to eradicate footbinding is
occasionally adulterated by a lingering and irrepressible attachment to the object of
condemnation. Besides instances of unveiled appreciation for the “ingeniously” bound feet, there
is one interesting moment in contestant Hu Jinxiu’s 胡晉修 “New Story” 時新小說 (Shixin
xiaoshuo, Zhou 3:1–151), when two men, obviously mouthpieces for the author, scoff at
women’s unsuccessfully bound feet, which they deem more ridiculous than the properly bound
ones put on exhibit by foreigners (Zhou 3:85). The subscription to footbinding’s aesthetic
hierarchy betrays an admission of its desirability in spite of the author’s denunciation of the
practice.
The examination essay generates ambiguity too. As Benjamin Elman shows, before the
processes of Westernization set in after 1860, literati-officials had long protested against the
imperial examination’s criteria of selecting men for the government (A Cultural History of the
Civil Examinations 569–570). After the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64), critics called for reforms
of the system by replacing the subjects to reflect current affairs and modern learning, or by
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reviving the Han dynasty recommendation procedures, but it was after 1895 that the eight-legged
genre was widely attacked (Elman 578–585). When Yan Fu vehemently attacked the imperial
examination for weakening the minds of the Chinese people, his arguments were echoed in the
reformist press that emerged after 1895. However, the exam continued to be counted on by the
literati for admission into the ruling class. A character from the contest author Yufeng Zhuren’s
玉峰主人 “New Fiction” 時新小說 (Shixin xiaoshuo, Zhou 6: 477–593) reveals the awkward
situation of the Chinese literati: “Although I know the eight-legged essay is useless, I have no
other choice but use it as a stepping stone to scholarly fame and official rank” (Zhou 6:529). 13 As
Yao Dadui remarks, quite a few of the contest works are actually composed in the exam essay
style, following the eight-legged structure and repeating the exam techniques without perhaps the
authors’ being aware of it (“Yang Weixi” 102–103). Although Fryer aimed at the abolition of the
exam altogether, the authors’ visions varied from replacement of the exam content with Western
knowledge to rediscovery of the miraculous arts in traditional Chinese learning. 14
Therefore, Fryer’s advertisements, in particular his nomination of the three evils, did not
merge perfectly with the contestants’ understandings of China’s condition. This is where I find
Yao Dadui’s concept of the “fusion of horizons” useful, although I do not find it necessary to use
the same phrase as Yao does. At issue is the negotiation of values when a foreigner joined the

13

In the references to the contest works, as in this example, the number before the comma in the
parentheses indicates volume number, and the number after the comma indicates pages number
in that volume. As many works share the same name, such as “New Story” or “Fiction of New
Interest,” most works are identified in this chapter by their authors’ names.
14

Hanan observes that Fryer appreciated the examination essay in some other context, and
sought to extend the scope of the examinations to include “Western learning” during the 1870s
and 1880s, but by the time he announced the contest, he had come to aim at its outright abolition
(126).
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recently catalyzed reform discourse in China and asked the Chinese to see China as he saw it,
and the contestants responded by borrowing the foreign lens but nevertheless saw different
visions. Such moments reveal the impurity of vision at the contested boundaries where different
values meet, and the unease of the writers compelled to look at China’s “evils” with the foreigner
looking from behind them. I will further unpack this relationship between reform, visuality, and
boundary crossing below with examples from the fiction contest.
2.3 Missionaries, Daoists, and Returned Travelers: The Stratified View from the Outside in
Most contestants subscribed to the critical views in the advertisement, and many echo
Fryer’s condemnation of the three evils in their preface, even though that conviction may not be
sustained with the same firmness throughout the story. 15 In repeating the foreigner’s evaluation,
the writers adopt the foreign gaze and cast it upon their country and people. This is not to say,
however, that these texts are reduced to blind duplicates of foreign values. Instead, because the
writers engage with the foreign vision in different ways, a stratified structure of looking is
created. Their access to the foreign perceptions of China having been provided by foreigners or
mediated by foreign-educated Chinese in various capacities, the authors recreate that
multilayered vision with fictional characters in different degrees of contact with the West,
containing and filtering the view from the outside in. The appropriation of the external
perspective also allows the writers to present the old conventions in a new light and elicit
renewed perceptions from the reader. As a collection, the submissions offer a complex picture of

Some authors like Shoumei ciren 瘦梅詞人 (“Notes from the Summer Retreat in Fuli” 甫裏消
夏記 [Fuli xiao xia ji], Zhou 5:155–331) quote Fryer in their preface, while some others such as
Liu Zhenhua 劉真華 (“New Story” 時新小說 [Shixin xiaoshuo], Zhou 6:4–379) repeat words on
the three evils from the advertisement without acknowledging Fryer.

15
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the changing outlook of the Chinese intellectual climate under the influence of Western ideas,
both religious and secular.
Foreigners appear in many of the submissions. Almost all the named foreigners are
presumably Westerners (Xiren 西人), the most conspicuous foreign population in China and
most persuasive spokesmen of the modern big powers. Besides Fryer, a considerable number of
real and imagined foreigners are explicitly quoted on one or all three of China’s “evils,” and
twenty percent of the submissions introduce one or more foreigners directly into the narrative,
commenting on China’s affairs and forwarding the cause to eradicate its evils. Given that the
majority of the authors came from Christian backgrounds, it is not surprising to see that
missionaries account for the bulk of the foreign observers of China. The presence of such a good
number of foreign viewers enables a diverse presentation of Western perceptions of China as the
contest participants understand them.
Foreigners entering the texts through quotations are often laughing at or criticizing China.
Li Zhongsheng 李鐘生, author of the “Bell before Dawn” 五更鐘 (Wugeng zhong, Zhou 1:289–
650), summarizes the most egregious evils of China, which are “three things which only the
Chinese and no foreigners are willing to do. The foreigners laugh at us for doing things we
should not” (Zhou 1:345). Another participant, Titang Feichangsheng 倜儻非常生, observes that
the outdated examination system has often been laughed at by Westerners since China opened up
its trading ports (Zhou 3:441). These contestants reference the foreign gaze to provoke shame,
which makes change imperative. In Zhan Wanyun’s 詹萬雲 “Idle Talks from the Room of
Tranquility” 澹軒閑話 (Danxuan xianhua, Zhou 1: 1–288), when the protagonist’s guests are
discussing the causes for China’s weakness, a “young and talented guest, who is conversant in
the Western language,” remarks:
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I used to read foreign books and hear the foreigners say that China’s lack of
useful people has been caused by the ill-designed examinations. Military exams
evaluate people on archery, swordsmanship, and weightlifting, which are useless
in a battlefield; literary exams focus on the eight-legged essay, poetry, and
interpretation of the Confucian classics, which are ineffective in achieving
strength and wealth for the country. The military and literary achievements are
both empty names, and so China is more impoverished and weakened day by day,
the number of talented people dwindle. What’s worse, opium consumes people’s
energy and wealth, and in several years the Chinese will be reduced to a disabled
population. (Zhou 1:210)
This remark wins the approval of the guests and is taken seriously by the host, who sets out to
propose a series of reforms. It carries the weight of an assumed objective point of view of the
outside observer and teaches both the guests and the intended Chinese reader of how China is
viewed by the other. Similar comments abound in the submissions, in which the foreign
commentator is usually someone unseen, who looks from the outside and yet sees better than
many Chinese do.
In contrast, foreigners directly present in the narrative are often more sympathetic
towards the complicated situations in China and almost invariably play crucial roles in the
reform of corrupt Chinese habits. Western missionaries’ activities in China during the nineteenth
century serve as the main source for the benevolent images of these foreigners, whose presence
creates a zone of tension in the texts: on the one hand they offer a point of view with the
Westerner’s authority and objectivity, and on the other the alien religion they represent also
poses as a threat to the vast non-Christian Chinese public. While some contestants quote
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Westerners straightforwardly, some others apparently consider it more discreet to justify or
neutralize the foreignness before foreigners’ moralization can be promoted, especially when the
alien religion is concerned.
Liu Zhongyi’s 劉忠毅 “Untitled Story” 無名小說 (Wuming xiaoshuo, Zhou 3:153–197)
approaches this tension with a moderate and progressive introduction, mediated through a
Confucian official-scholar, to the merit of the missionaries. Fang Dezheng, the conservative but
conscientious protagonist, is designated governor of Jiangxi, where the French Catholic bishop
Pei Kesi (transliteration) pays him a visit and proposes ways to cure China’s social diseases. At
first unsympathetic to the missionaries’ activities, Fang is given the opportunity to see Pastor
Pei’s dedication to the welfare of the Chinese, and in another conversation admits that “although
[Westerners’ missionary work] has done little good to China, it has hardly done any harm to
China either” (Zhou 3:184–85). After a series of cooperative efforts with the Westerners in
reforming China’s evil conventions, Fang boldly defends the missionaries to his superior in
office, declaring that the missionaries have done “only good and no evil” (Zhou 3:187). His
opinion is not tolerated by his superior, but the contrast of the open-minded Fang with his
prejudiced and obstinate superior carries a moral. For the readers who are suspicious of the
Westerners and hesitant about new ideas, it is meant to be a lesson so that they may guard
against narrow-mindedness in themselves.
The story optimizes the influence of the foreigners on China’s social affairs without
compromising the initiative of the Chinese. When Pastor Pei elaborates on China’s evils and
their remedies, Fang agrees with reservation. He believes that the examination essay should be
abolished one day, but he also foresees that its immediate abolition would reduce the majority of
the Chinese students to a sorry plight (Zhou 3:166). Upon Pastor Pei’s advice, he later devotes
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himself to advancing education in China with modern schools (Zhou 3:167). Fang is also
persuaded by the Frenchman that footbinding is harmful, but he suggests this convention be
removed by exhortation rather than force. He then proposes that the foreigners take the lead in
educating the Chinese about the disadvantages of footbinding, for,
If a Chinese advises the other Chinese against footbinding, I’m afraid the people
won’t listen. I’ve heard that Western women are the most charitable, so I’d like to
ask Mrs. Pei to take the lead and invite other like-minded Western ladies to set up
public forums and give lectures every day, to everyone who comes to hear. When
this becomes a common practice, charitable Chinese women will surely follow
suit. When people talk about it, the influence over time will gradually open the
way to reform. (Zhou 3:185)
What Fang asks Mrs. Pei to do is exactly what the charitable Western ladies of the Natural Foot
Society had been doing when the fiction contest was first announced. The Society expanded to
reach many of China’s major cities with campaign tours and local branches, and its influence led
to the belief that Westerners were the primary anti-binding forces, although many Chinese
reformers were also engaged in the anti-binding movement and in 1883 Kang Youwei started his
anti-footbinding society in Canton (Guangzhou). That the Westerners’ words carry a persuasive
power not possessed by the Chinese is treated as an accepted truth by Fang, but he reserves for
himself the role of the sponsor and decision maker, and only lets the foreigners be the executives.
He maintains the Chinese’s initiative while using the foreigners’ influence.
Probably to further neutralize the collision of visions, some texts employ assimilation to
contain the foreignness in the viewers. The Westerners directly present in the narratives
sometimes adopt Sinicized styles. This had been a tradition since the Ming dynasty (1368–1644),
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when Jesuit missionaries, like Matteo Ricci (1552–1610), took on Chinese costumes, manners,
and Confucian philosophy, in order to better adapt to the styles of China’s elites. During the 19th
century, Christian novels written in Chinese by Western missionaries and their Chinese assistants
often drew on traditional Chinese literary forms. James Legge’s Life of Joseph 約瑟紀略 (Yuese
jilüe, 1852), for example, presents the Hebrew patriarchs as Confucian sages. As only Confucian
scholarship was considered orthodox in the Chinese language, valued Western scholars were
referred to as xiru, literally Western Confucian scholars. In his advertisement, Fryer signs his
name under “British rushi” (英國儒士) or a British Confucian scholar. The above-said author
Liu Zhongyi introduces a Western instructor to Fang’s modern school, who “has refined
manners, and the carriage of a Confucian scholar” (Zhou 3:172). These images were familiar to
potential Chinese readers and could easily be accessed. Through such acculturation, the shock of
the strange can be buffered, and the alien culture seems to be contained in the Chinese frame, its
threat moderated.
Besides the Confucian model, Daoist guises and ideals are also used to play down the
foreignness of the external observers. If coming from outside the Confucian cultural boundary is
essential to the identity of the Westerners, then they are not fundamentally different from the
legendary enlightened hermits and Daoist immortals, who reside in remote mountains and pay
visits to the secular world out of curiosity or sympathy. Hu Jinxiu describes a British pastor as he
would an enlightened hermit from the classical, often Daoist, legends: “his face and lips are as
ruddy as if rouged, and his beard, black as ink, reaches down to his chest (面如敷粉, 唇似塗朱,
髯黑於墨, 長過胸前). What an image to be respected and loved!” (Zhou 3:88). Some of the
stories feature a transcendent Daoist meting out remedy to a diseased world. In Zhu Zhengchu’s
朱正初 “Story of a New Flavor” 新趣小說 (Xinqu xiaoshuo, Zhou 4:1–88), the protagonist
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sleeps in a Daoist temple in the mountains and dreams of an elderly man dispensing medicine to
sallow and emaciated people (Zhou 4:9). A Daoist from the Emei Mountain, the elderly man
introduces himself as Jueshi, meaning “awakening the world,” and diagnoses the people to be
plagued by three diseases: opium, the eight-legged essay, and footbinding (Zhou 4:10). The
image of the medical philanthropist has precedents in Chinese legendary tales, but the diagnosis
also echoes Fryer, and the metaphor of rectifying evils with medicine corresponds with the
image of the Western medical missionaries and humanitarian doctors.
Instead of becoming more accessible to the Chinese reader, however, the true identity of
the Westerner can sometimes risk being lost in such ambiguity. While the diverse representations
of the Westerners as Sinicized and Chinese as relaying foreign ideas already create a grey zone
of mixed identities, several texts seem to consciously conflate these identities, so that it is
difficult to tell the Western missionary from the Daoist True Immortal (zhenren 真人).
Zhu Zhifei’s 朱知非 “Story of a New Flavor” 新趣小說 (Xinqu xiaoshuo, Zhou 7:383–
450) is one of these examples and is worth examining at length. It tells of a Mr. Zeng’s travels in
China and exposes China’s problems through the outsider’s perspective. It is hard to define the
protagonist as a “foreigner” from the beginning, for he is introduced as someone from the
Zhenshan 真山, or the Mountain of Truth, which sounds just like some remote enlightened
region found in ancient geographical books such as the Shan hai jing 山海經 (Book of mountains
and seas). His name, Zhidao 知道, meaning “knowing the Way,” may be taken to indicate the
highest ideal in Chinese philosophy. One may take him to be just another Daoist advocate until
one finds out that the foreign country Mr. Zeng travels to, where the people’s appearances,
customs, and language all differ from his own, is actually China (Zhou 7:387–389). Nowhere is
Mr. Zeng revealed to be a Westerner, but people’s reactions to his appearance hint at features
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drastically different from those of Asians (Zhou 7:388, 7:422–423), and further reading of his
comments on creation and repentance brings up tinges of Christian morality and beliefs (Zhou
7:412–413). The true identity of Mr. Zeng remains ambiguous and elusive, perhaps because a
more important role for him is the stranger who sees China as no Chinese can.
As an alien observer, Mr. Zeng defamiliarizes China with his eyes. Defamiliarization is
consistently deployed throughout the story, and with considerable virtuosity. The narrative
prepares the theme of Mr. Zeng’s travels through China with the words of Tan Shiwu 談時務
(literally “talking about practical affairs”), a man from the Mountain of Truth, who has been in
China for many years. He teaches Mr. Zeng the Chinese language and many things about China.
He tells Mr. Zeng that “China is suffering from several evils without being aware of it,” but he
does not name any of those evils, creating a degree of suspense for the reader (Zhou 7:390). Of
course, the potential reader is expected to know what the evils refer to.
Upon arriving at Shanghai, Mr. Zeng is first attracted by the sight of “a beautiful lady
walking with support by others,” and wonders why she has such difficulty walking since she
does not look ill at all (Zhou 7:397). Then he sees the lady’s feet, which are extremely small, and
“suddenly recalls that China has the convention of footbinding, and the lady must be one of
bound feet” (Zhou 7:397). While he marvels at the painful sight, he overhears someone say,
“foreigners also love to look at the small feet, and that’s why there are more bound feet” (Zhou
7:397). Realizing that the talk is about him but not knowing how to explain himself, Mr. Zeng
has to walk away (Zhou 7:397–398). This moment of misunderstanding registers a staggered
vision: whereas the foreigner sees pain, the Chinese ascribes to that vision aesthetic and sensual
pleasure; looking at the same object, the Chinese cannot see what the foreigner sees.
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Mr. Zeng walks on till he reaches a place of many people and grand buildings. Thinking
it is some tourist destination, he walks in one of the buildings, only to see “smoke wafting and
curling like clouds above a thousand couches, on each of them a prostrate guest” (Zhou 7:398).
The smell is so foul that he has to leave. The narrator does not explain what the place is, but the
reader is expected recognize the atmosphere of an opium den. A common object, it is presented
in an unfamiliar way, mediated by a curious foreigner, to enhance the reader’s perception.
This technique is exercised with more force in the latter half of the story, where Mr. Zeng
takes a trip with two Chinese friends, Mr. Wen and Mr. Wei, who admire Mr. Zeng’s original
and critical views of Chinese customs and practices. They travel together through the Village of
Darkness (Heianxiang 黑暗鄉), the Village of Material Achievement (Chengwuzhuang 成物莊),
and a pearl market where many people act exactly as a famous idiom goes, “paying for the casket
and returning the pearl” (mai du huan zhu 買牘還珠), presumably a satire on the people pursuing
impractical scholarship represented by the examination essay. Instead of using customary, wellknown conventions and formulas, the narrative presents evocative and/or disturbing details to
incite recognition.
In the Village of Darkness, it is dark even in the daytime. The people live on an odorous
“vegetable of delusion” (mi xing cai 迷性菜) introduced from overseas, and those who eat it will
be “deprived of freedom” (Zhou 8:426). The three travelers stay at the miasma-shrouded house
of a wealthy man, Wu Bantian 烏半天 (literally “half the sky in darkness”), who expects them to
stay forever and entices them in vain to try some of the ensnaring vegetables (Zhou 8:427–429).
The three would have been trapped in the village by the miasma but for the pills Mr. Zeng
distributes (Zhou 8:430–431). The whole scene, evocative of the hypnotic power of opium, is
presented with more obscurity than the previous scene in the opium den is and offers a greater
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cognitive challenge to the reader. Only the scattered details, such as the vegetable’s foreign
origin, its odor and imprisoning effect, and the “twinkling lights and smoke enveloping the
houses” the three men see on their way out of the village (Zhou 8:430), provide clues to decipher
the message. It is as if all three men, one foreigner and two Chinese, are alienated from the wellestablished Chinese practice and see China with a defamiliarizing eye.
The details grow more unsettling when the travelers arrive at the Village of Material
Achievement, a place rich with splendid buildings but full of handicapped workers (Zhou 8:433).
The public house the three men stay in is named the “Hall of Upbringing Children”
(Yangxiaotang 養小堂), where they find in each back room “a small child in a tank, extending
only his two hands out of it” (Zhou 8:433). Upon inquiry Mr. Wei is told that this village
specializes in manufacture, and because “when these children grow up, they will sit all day doing
handiwork, and their legs will be of no use, so they won’t be distracted by anything but focus
their talent on advancing craftsmanship” (Zhou 8:433–434). Mr. Wei then realizes that the
handicapped workers they have seen in the streets have been brought up this way. If they do not
succeed in craftsmanship, they will be sold to the wandering jugglers and perform all kinds of
tricks to attract curious spectators. Mr. Wei tells the sad story to his two friends, but to his
surprise, Mr. Zeng seems unmoved. The reason, Mr. Zeng explains, is that Mr. Wei has
previously remarked about footbinding, “I’ve seen it so often that I don’t feel it strange” (Zhou
8:400). But as Mr. Zeng sees it, footbinding is just as cruel as the convention they are witnessing
now. He points out the problem of Mr. Wei’s perception: “It’s because you’re not accustomed to
this practice that you know it's wrong; but you’re too familiar with footbinding to see any
problem with it. But how can I, a stranger new to your culture, not be shocked by footbinding?”
(Zhou 8:435). These words are meant both to awaken the two Chinese gentlemen to the cruel
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nature of footbinding and startle the reader into new perceptions of the established convention. 16
Mr. Zeng demonstrates that only with the use of the alien eye can reception patterns be disturbed
to cause a strong visceral reaction, otherwise reserved for the new and strange. His travels across
cultural boundaries cause his vision to collide with and reshape that of those in the native culture,
generating new perceptions of China among the Chinese.
Tan Shiwu’s observation earlier about China’s evils also indicates his ability to see as a
non-Chinese, a vision expected to be imparted to the Chinese reader. This keen awareness of a
higher or external vision to see what the Chinese cannot see is shared in many other submissions.
For example, in Shoumei Ciren’s story (Zhou 5:155–331), the Western doctor Meidasi
(transliteration) tells his dream about traveling in China and witnessing its most ineradicable
diseases, called infirmity, lethargy, and the weak-foot disease. The descriptions of their
symptoms reveal that they are no other than Fryer’s three evils. The doctor remarks that “The
Chinese don’t know that they are sick with these three diseases, while from the Westerners’
perspective, they’re indeed ill and, if not treated immediately, I’m afraid more will be infected
everyday” (Zhou 5:177). While it can be said that all the contestants are virtually internalizing an
external perspective, i.e. that of John Fryer, Zhu Zhifei explores the Westerner’s perspective at
length and in details through the characters of Tan and Mr. Zeng to let his reader see with an
unfamiliar vision.
The same model of the missionary/Daoist traveler’s view of China is employed in Song
Yongquan’s 宋永泉 allegorical “A Brief Account of Enlightenment” 啟蒙志要 (Qimeng zhiyao,
Zhou 8:1–163), in which a man named Fuzhizi 輔治子 (literally “man to assist state

16

I use “meant to” with the awareness that the prospective readers of the contest may have
grown callous by the time they read this work if they have read the others, almost all of which
compare footbinding to physical persecution and disability.
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administration”) comes from the Mountain of Joy in the Way 樂道山 (Ledaoshan) to enlighten a
village impoverished with various corrupt conventions. The traces of the West are mostly erased,
except that the Way Fuzhizi advocates is later revealed to be that of Christianity, and the medical
treatments he prescribes for the opium smokers are metaphors of the Gospel and the blood of
Jesus (Zhou 8:117–118, 121). The revelation is prepared for and moderated with a conflation of
Western values with traditional literary tropes. Besides rendering the foreign ideas more
accessible to the reader, the conflation perhaps also bespeaks a wish to internalize the foreign
perspectives without blatantly succumbing to Western values. In Gezhi Sanren’s 格致散人“Idle
Travels of the Taoist of Philosophical Vision 達觀道人閑游記 (Daguan daoren xianyou ji, Zhou
2:499–723), the Taoist initiates reforms that much resemble the Westerners’ agenda, and when
asked if he is advocating Western learning, he denies it and declares that “the Way to govern a
country draws no distinction between the Chinese and the West” (Zhou 2:705). In this case it
does not matter if the Westerner’s identity or the Western origin of the idea is lost as long as the
message is delivered. As the Westerner imparts a vision which a Daoist detached from the
secular world is also believed to possess, the porous identity boundaries may allow easier
assimilation, but it is hard to say if this intentional ambiguity softens or points out the tension in
absorbing the alien.
In addition to the missionary/Daoist model, entries that explicitly represent the
Westerners’ visual experience of China’s customs also include Han Changgong’s 韓長恭 “New
Fiction” (Shixin xiaoshuo, Zhou 9:1–54), Fang Zhongkui’s “Travels in Asia” 游亞記 (You Ya ji,
Zhou 9:55–87), and Zhang Baochang’s 張葆常 “Opium, the Exam Essay, and Footbinding” 鴉
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片時文纏足 (Yapian, shiwen, chanzu, Zhou 12:1–52). 17 It seems these authors felt the necessity
to portray the old problems of the country anew to the reader, and nothing serves the purpose
better than an alien eye. In these as well as in the previous missionary/Daoist examples,
representations of things as strange yet recognizable, just like the bizarre encounters in the
travels to strange countries in the fantasy novel, Flowers in the Mirror, serve to startle the reader
into recognition of the unreasonable in the familiar.
Travel itself is often an encounter with the strange and new in Chinese literature, and it
involves much boundary crossing. Classical literature abounds in travels to strange places, as in
the above-mentioned Flowers in the Mirror, and to liminal worlds, such as in Pu Songling’s 蒲
鬆齡 (1640–1715) Strange Tales from the Liaozhai Studio 聊齋志異 (Liaozhai zhi yi, ca. 1740).
Famous travels in history, such as Buddhist monk Xuanzang’s 玄奘 (602–644) journey to India,
and the Ming eunuch diplomat Zheng He’s 鄭和 (1371–1433) voyages to Asian countries and
East Africa, also inspired many fantastical literary representations, most notably Wu Cheng’en’s
吳承恩 (c. 1500–1582) Journey to the West 西游記 (Xi you ji, 1592) and Luo Maodeng’s 羅懋
登 (?–?) Voyage of Eunuch Sanbao to the Western Ocean 三寶太監西洋記通俗演義 (Sanbao
taijian Xiyang ji tongsu yanyi, 1597). Travels allow great room for imagination through the

17

Some texts use allegorical figures or set the events in fictional countries to make things strange
for their readers. Han Changgong’s “New Story” is actually set in a fictional “island in the East
Sea, which resembles China” (Zhou 9:1). Other examples include Chen Shangzhong’s 陳尚忠
“No Title” 無名小說 (Wuming xiaoshuo, Zhou 9:239–335), which uses a “Scholarship Nation”
尚文國 (Shangwenguo) in Asia as an analogy for China, and Wang Lianke’s 王連科 “New
Story” (Shixin xiaoshuo, Zhou 10:303–327), which describes a missionary’s efforts to save the
people in the “Sleepy Nation” 睡國 (Shuiguo).
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representations of the strange, and the traveler’s traverse of worlds affords him a broadened
outlook and a position to contrast and compare.
While foreigners travelled to China, bringing in new perspectives, educated Chinese
travelled to see landscapes and customs and transmitted the experience through writing. Some
popular examples of travel literature in the late Qing consist of student’s travel to the capital to
take the exam, an official’s travel to his new position in another city, and the (pseudo-)Daoist
traveler’s journey across the country to enjoy the scenery and learn the local customs. Usually
the protagonist crossing diverse areas in China has the opportunity to inspect and expose its
various evils, and this mode is frequently employed in “novels of exposure,” which often use
travel to string together a series of stories uncovering the dark sides of society and officialdom. 18
By the late nineteenth century a new mode of travel account had become popular, that is travels
to Western countries or Japan. After the two Opium Wars (1839–1842, 1856–1860), the Qing
government began to send official tour groups, diplomats, and students abroad to negotiate with
and learn from the West. 19 Travelogues in the form of embassy journals, unlike travel writings of
the youji 游記 tradition which focus on scenery and personal feelings, are rich in observations on

Famous examples include Wu Jianren’s 吳趼人 Strange Things Observed over the past Two
Decades 二 十 年 目 睹 之 怪 現 狀 (Ershinian mudu zhi guai xianzhuang, 1903–10) and Li
Boyuan’s 李伯元 A Brief History of the Modern Time 文明小史 (Wenming xiao shi, 1906).
18

19

The first known Chinese travel account on the industrialized Western world is the Account of
Sea Voyages 海錄 (Hai lu, ca. 1820) by Xie Qinggao 謝清高 (ca. 1765–1821), who traveled as
far as across the Atlantic. In 1866, for the first time in Chinese history, a delegated touring group,
composed of a Manchu official, his son, and three Tongwenguan students were sent to visit
Europe. This came to be known by historians as the Bin Chun 斌椿 (1803–1871) Mission,
named after its tour leader the official. Two years after that, the minister of China’s Imperial
Maritime Customs Office, Zhi Gang 志剛 (?–?), led the first Chinese envoy to America and
Europe. Again in 1876, in order to settle a religious case with Britain, Imperial Commissioner
Guo Songtao 郭嵩燾 (1818–1981) sailed to Britain and became the first Chinese ambassador
resident in the West. These were followed by many others.
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foreign administrative structures, laws, education, and technology. Non-government sponsored
individuals, such as Wang Tao and Liang Qichao, also made trips to Europe, America, and
Japan. The travelers witnessed the advanced politics, technology, and education of the foreign
countries, which they often compared with China and drew the conclusion that China must
change.
While these foreign-educated or traveled individuals often supplied fiction with objects
of ridicule for worshipping the West, in the contest entries they are presented as the observer of
authority. The Chinese traveler returned from foreign countries is both a spokesman for
advanced Western learning and an experienced inspector who can reveal China’s faults, e.g. the
stale and impractical knowledge preserved through examination essay writing. The West is
mediated through this traveler, who adds a filter between the foreign vision and the Chinese
audience.
This type of Chinese traveler resembles the Chinese who has acquired Western
knowledge through book reading or studying at one of the modern schools in China. Just like the
young guest in the “Idle Talks from the Room of Tranquility” mentioned above, these Westerneducated individuals act like the surrogate Westerners and convey the foreign vision home. At
the same time, the traveler to foreign countries also resembles those who travel within China and
see what the others do not see. Travel, after all, is an eye-opening experience, no matter if one
travels to another country or to another province. However, it is almost invariably the one who
has cross-cultural exchange in the travel that is able to exert significant impact on the customs
under discussion. The traveled person propels the narrative progress by coming home or passing
by the subject of conversation and introducing a new vision. This theme repeats itself so often in
the collection that it becomes a motif, and for the sake of convenience I give the name, the
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returned traveler (you gui guren 游歸故人), to the individual who has traveled, acquired a new
vision, and either returns to or passes by the site where China’s evil conventions await to be
corrected. Examples are too many to list, but I will return to this figure and the motif of travel in
the next section.
The figure of the returned traveler is visible in various writings at the turn of the century,
documenting China’s history of cross-cultural communication and indexing an increasingly
heterogeneous intellectual climate. Discussing the impact of geographical-travel writings on the
popular imagination in late Qing China, Ying Hu calls our attention to an “uncomfortable but
persistent consciousness of seeing oneself being seen by another, and having to recognize oneself
from a decidedly unfamiliar perspective” in the literati-intellectuals (22). Just like his/her
counterpart in reality, the returned traveler in fiction is among the first to be aware of that
unfamiliar perspective, and is the one to pass it on to those at home; his/her presence reveals that
the transnational vision on China, just like the process of acquiring knowledge from the West, is
often mediated and stratified.
2.4 Inside out: Visualizing Footbinding across Boundaries
Of all the evils identified under the transnational examination, footbinding often
provoked the most agonizing sense of exposure and shame. In his “Memorial Requesting a Ban
on the Binding of Women’s Feet” (Qing jin funü guozu zhe 請禁婦女裹足摺), submitted to the
emperor on August 13, 1898, Kang Youwei expressed indignation that foreigners could take
photos of China’s despicable customs and distribute them for ridicule. “Among all,” writes
Kang, “nothing is more ridiculous and mortifying than women’s bound feet, which makes me
deeply ashamed” (43a). The scholar official Huang Zunxian’s 黃遵憲 notice denouncing
footbinding reminds the public that “Chinese footbinding is mocked by all nations: ambassadors
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and noblemen gather to watch and laugh at it, illustrated newspapers visualize it, museums
display the arched shoes [for bound feet], and [people at] public speeches call it a barbarity. It is
an accusation impossible to refute, and a scorching shame to bear” (218a).
The severity of shame is commensurate with the degree of exposure. The bound foot
represented an extreme in the transnational viewing, as it was part of women’s covered body, the
most private component of the Confucian infrastructure and the innermost destination an external
vision could attempt to reach. It is this visual taboo, as Dorothy Ko calls it, that had become an
object of curious inspection since the 1860s, when “commercial photographers in Shanghai paid
or coerced poor women to unwrap their binding cloth, producing the first images of the bare
bound foot” to be circulated overseas (Ko Cinderella’s Sisters 41). Aside from photographers,
Western travelers of varied professions employed textual as well as graphic means to record the
exposure of the bound foot, 20 and the women themselves were transported abroad as visual
objects. The first world fair, the Great Exhibition of London in 1851, had a “Chinese collection”
that featured a Chinese lady with bound feet. 21 The 1867 Exposition Universelle of Paris

20. Commander J. Elliot Bingham's travelogue on his expedition in the Opium War records an
examination of female feet during his stay at Chusan (Zhoushan), where he and his fellowmen
paid "a very pretty interesting girl of about sixteen" to unbind her feet "for the purpose of
gratifying our curiosity" (357). He then describes the naked foot in minute details, undoubtedly
to gratify the curiosity of his English readers back home. In his recollections of his military
service in the war, Arthur Cunynghame tells how he directs the doctor of their ship to the dead
body of a Chinese lady, whereupon the doctor cuts off the lady’s feet for his “laudable desire to
forward the ends of science” (91–92). A facsimile of the skeleton of a foot accompanies the text
(91; Fig. 2.1).
21. The Times describes “a young lady, whose feet are of the most aristocratic proportions of her
native country” at the exhibition (“The Chinese Exhibition”), and the Illustrated London News
also notes that “A PLEASING addition has been made to the Chinese Collection, consisting of a
Chinese Lady, named Pwan-ye-Koo, with small lotus-feet only 2½ inches in length” (“The
Chinese Family”). See also Altick 462.
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followed suit, and so did many world fairs to come. 22 No wonder that in 1895, when Japan
defeated China, shaking up and humiliating the Chinese literati, these traveling images of evil
struck reformists like Huang Zunxian as bare proofs of the nation’s inferiority to foreign
spectators.

Figure 2.1 The skeletal structure of a bound foot, Arthur Cunynghame, The Opium War, p. 91

This shame, however, became a powerful instrument of change in the anti-footbinding
movement. The anti-binding crusaders, notes Ko, “were the first to utilize these shameful images
and promulgate them to a massive Chinese audience at the turn of the century” (Cinderella’s
Sisters 42). The awareness of being looked at accelerated reform by shaming the Chinese into
action, and also furnished the literary Chinese with a new perspective, one of looking from the
outside in. Ko credits the transnational gaze with the power to implement modern Chinese
identity construction:
The vantage point of reformers’ anti-footbinding discourse is thus situated outside
China; it is one of a Chinese man looking at China from the outside in, and in so
doing, he also looks back at the Westerner or Japanese who looks down on him.

22. “Chinese women with little feet” were seen serving tea at the Paris expo (A. C. J., and
Correspondence of the Congregationalist. “The Paris Exposition”). The exhibition of Chinese
women with bound feet at the Osaka Exhibition in 1903 and the St. Louis Expo in 1904
provoked the greatest uproar among the Chinese. See, for example, “Jianzhong ru guo”
(Miserable wretches humiliate their country), Dongfang zazhi, 8 July 1904, pp. 19-20.
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This politics of seeing is inter-national, and eyesight—physical and
metaphorical—is instrumental to the imagining of a new Chinese identity or
ethnicity in a global context. (Cinderella’s Sisters 31)
This complicated process of looking back and forth across national bounds determined that
boundary crossing was indispensable in the formation of a modern national identity. In the late
century’s successive reforms to transform China’s global image, the bound foot, through
exposure and travel across the boundary between the inside and the outside, stood out as one of
the most conspicuous transnational visual objects.
Paralleling the popular perceptions at the time, many of the submissions engage boundary
crossing of various forms in visualizing footbinding. Footbinding seems adversarial to the very
concept of travel, yet it invokes, in my examination of the texts and their illustrations, great
mobility across gendered and national boundaries. In portraying footbinding from the viewpoint
of the other looking from the outside in, many of the contestants set the bound foot in motion:
they imagine its reshaping mobilized through the travel of women—as visual objects and as
agents to stimulate reform—from the inside out. In doing so these writers hold dialogues not
only with the reform discourse that emphasized exposure, vision, and shame, but also with
modern literature’s conception of a new Chinese identity through the transformation of women.
Themes of vision and travel are well encapsulated in the story that I examine below.
Yang Weixi’s 楊味西 “New Story” 時新小說 (Shixin xiaoshuo, Zhou 3:199–435) was
tied with another submission for ninth place, judging from the money it was awarded. 23 It
basically met Fryer’s expectation by using narrative form to address all three evils, although the

23. Fu Lanya 傅蘭雅 [John Fryer].“Shixin xiaoshuo chu’an” 時新小說出案 (Announcement of
winners of the new fiction contest), Shen bao, 12, 13, and 14 Jan, 1896.
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dialogue of the characters sometimes reads more like traditional drama than fiction. The story
censures footbinding, like most of the contest entries with an extended narrative about the
custom do, through a gentry woman’s (or women’s) suffering from footbinding through illness,
wars, natural calamities, or accidents. As such, it can be seen as an exemplar, just as the
submissions exemplify the time’s concentrated effort to interrogate footbinding, offering
glimpses of widely shared understandings and popular rhetoric used in the anti-footbinding
discourse. However, Yang’s is also a special entry, as it is one of the few submissions featuring
illustrations, which are interspersed alongside the text, juxtaposing literary images of vision with
literal visual experience. Given the revival of passion for illustrations in the late Qing with the
introduction of photo-lithography (Hegel 214), it is not surprising that a fiction writer should
include pictures in his story. This feature enriches the discussion of vision by opening up new
perspectives for exploring the ways footbinding was viewed.
Yao Dadui’s research shows that Yang Weixi worked as a writing assistant to German
missionaries Ernst Faber (1839–1899) and Paul Kranz (1866–1920) in Shanghai, and published
essays criticizing social evils in several missionary periodicals (“Yang Weixi” 99–101). In 1907
Yang wrote an article for the Journal of the Natural Foot Society 天足會報 (Tianzu hui bao) to
denounce a Xu family, who had forced their daughter-in-law to commit suicide for unbinding her
feet and persuading her female relatives to do the same. 24 This is Yang’s last known public
quarrel with footbinding, and it is signed “Yang Weixi of the Christian Literature Society for
China” (廣學會 Guangxue hui, CLSC). The CLSC was one of the most influential publishers in

24. “Xu liefu bisi zhi yuan” 徐烈婦逼死之冤 (Death of the wife of the Xu family by injustice),
Tianzu hui bao, Summer, 1907, pp. 139–141. For a detailed account of the death of the woman,
Hu Fanglan, and its aftereffects as a media event, see Xia 2011, Chapter 9.
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the late Qing of translated books on science and technology as well as periodicals, including the
widely circulated Wanguo gongbao, on which Fryer’s Chinese advertisement had appeared. Yet
for all Yang’s connections with the religious cohort, he does not preach Christian values or even
mention anything about missionaries in his story.
The identity of Yang’s illustrator is unknown, but both the drawing and handwriting in
Yang’s “New Story” highly resemble those of another submission, “Story of a New Flavor” 新趣
小說 (Xinqu xiaoshuo, Zhou 5:333–525) by Chen Yizhen 陳義珍. It indicates that Yang and
Chen may not only have come from the same missionary association, but also have paid the
same scribe and illustrator (possibly the same person) to transcribe their drafts and draw the
pictures with their instructions. In any case, Yang was familiar with the missionaries’ antifootbinding activities and their publications, which often involved illustrators. 25 Yang’s
illustrations may not have “faithfully” reflected his writing, and, as we are reminded by Hillis
Miller (1992: 95) and W. J. T. Mitchell (1994: 89–90), relations between image and text, even
when they are juxtaposed to address the same subject, reside not only in similarity but also in
difference and antagonism. That said, I will show that the text and the images in Yang’s story
complement each other, through collaboration and conflict, to accentuate the themes of seeing
and travel in an international context.
Yang has adopted an aristocratic setting that is favored by most of the contestants. The
story tells of a Li Yicheng, a retired official of Suzhou, who has two young daughters, who are

25. Incidentally, the Wanguo gongbao was the successor to the Jiaohui xinbao 教會新報
(Church news) founded by Young John Allen (1836–1907) in 1868, which is identified as one of
the illustrated missionary publications that anticipated a “picture-centered narrative” in China
before the Dianshizhai huabao 點石齋畫報 (Illustrated news from the Dianshizhai studio) was
founded in 1884 (Chen 2003: 114–117).
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forced by their mother to have their feet bound. Footbinding causes disastrous results to these
female characters, leaving the elder daughter and the mother dead of illness and war respectively.
The younger daughter, disabled from footbinding, is married to an official’s son, who indulges
himself with opium and ruins his family. After these tragic events caused by footbinding and
opium, Li Yicheng is introduced to a Western-educated student, who demonstrates to him the
superiority of Western over Chinese learning, the latter having been crippled by the examination
essay writing. As can be seen from the plot summary, the
narrative is comprised of three parts, each dealing with one
evil. The nine illustrations all accompany the first six
chapters, which are about footbinding and its consequences.
This pictorial concentration on one evil designates
footbinding as the most “graphic” subject, and the pictures
sometimes claim more attention than the text in the
representation of visuality.
As an example, in the facsimile of Yang’s
manuscript, an illustration is placed before the table of
contents. 26 Titled Picture of Footbinding 纏足圖 (Chanzu
Figure 2.2 Picture of Footbinding
(Chanzu tu), Yang Weixi, "Shixin

tu, fig. 2.2), it shows an indoor scene of a woman binding
the feet of a girl, and a man gazing at it from outside the

xiaoshuo," Zhou 3:20

door. Since the story opens with a debate on footbinding

26. Since there is no place to insert this illustration after the contents and before the second one
is explicitly introduced by the narrator, it must have been placed on top of the manuscript by the
author himself.
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between Li, who detests the practice, and his wife, who insists on binding the feet of their
daughters, one may assume that this picture illustrates how the wife carries out her project on her
daughter despite her husband’s objection. The woman, sitting in the center, is depicted as the
largest figure in the picture despite her tiny feet, the wide black rims on her garments setting her
off in the black-and-white drawing. Size was used in early novel illustrations to convey essential
information about social position (Hegel 1998: 229), and the mother’s size may imply her power
in the household, as she has the final say on the matter of her daughters’ footbinding. But the
correspondence between image and text is interrupted when the illustrator inserts an unexpected
figure, a little boy, into the scene. Not mentioned in the text, this little boy stands closely behind
the two sitting female figures, while the second daughter is unseen.
This replacement slightly unfastens the image from Yang’s plot. Positioned before the
text begins, this picture can be seen as a general introduction to the topic of footbinding, instead
of an exclusive parallel to the story about the Li family. As such, the image carries a social
message beyond one household. The woman can be the mother of any gentry family with young
daughters, or she can be some experienced woman hired to do footbinding in place of the
mother. 27 What is more important than her identity is that the room is occupied by women and
children, with the matron figure in the center. Behind them, a picture of a woman carrying a child

27. Several texts in the collection mention the hiring of experienced women from outside to bind
the feet of young girls. See, for example, Han Changgong’s “New Story” (Shixin xiaoshuo, Zhou
9:1–54), especially pages 25–27.
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is hung on the left wall, just above what seems to be the altar table. 28 All this constructs a typical
inner space in the family, one that is separated from the outer space, where the gazing man
stands. His presence reminds the reader that what happens inside the room is not a public affair,
but can be seen by men only from the outside fenced off by a threshold.
The illustration visualizes the separation of gendered spheres in Chinese culture, which
goes back to ancient times and continued to inform the conduct of late Qing families. 29 The Book
of Changes 易經 (Yi jing, Li Xueqin, Zhou yi zhengyi 185) lays down the division of sexes in
spatial terms, “the proper space for a woman is the inside, and that for a man, the outside 女正位
乎內, 男正位乎外 (Nü zheng wei hu nei, nan zheng wei hu wai).” The Book of Rites 禮記 (Li ji,
Li Xueqin, Li ji zhengyi 974) calls on men and women to limit the time they spend in each
other’s company and further stipulates, “a man should not talk about [affairs of] the inside, and a
woman should not talk about [affairs of] the outside 男不言內, 女不言外 (Nan bu yan nei, nü bu
yan wai).” The Song dynasty philosopher Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019–1086), building on the
teachings of the Confucian classics, puts forward his plan of sexual segregation with meticulous
detail in his “Miscellaneous Proprieties for Managing the Family” 居家雜儀 (Jujia zayi):

28. I have not been able to figure out the meaning of this painting in the picture. It was not
Chinese custom in the 1890s to hang portraits, especially those of women and children, in the
home. The image of a woman carrying a child typically recalls the bodhisattva who gives sons to
mothers (song zi Guanyin), but the woman’s plain, secular dress in the painting seems to
contradict assumption. Given Yang’s association with Christians, this image could also be some
Chinese adaptation of the Holy Mother and Son, but this is also mere speculation.
29. It has been pointed out that the separation of sexes as formulated in the classics cannot be
applied indiscriminately to the study of family lives and the position of women in traditional
Chinese society. Ko (Teachers 12–14), among others, questions the separate spheres as an
adequate analytical tool, and instead proposes a continuum of inner (nei) and outer (wai)
domains as fields of action. Similarly, I treat the inside/outside construct not as an irreducible
dichotomy, but as a regulative gender ideology that was often invoked to be challenged and
remodeled in the literary imaginings of the nineteenth century.
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In housing there should be a strict demarcation between the inner and outer parts,
with a door separating them. The two parts should share neither a well, a
washroom, nor a privy. The men are in charge of all affairs on the outside; the
women manage the inside affairs. During the day, without good reason the men do
not stay in their private rooms, nor do the women go beyond the inner door
without good reason. (qtd. in Ebrey 1993: 23–24)
Discussing the separation of sexes in the Song dynasty, Patricia Buckley Ebrey points out
that the code was not strictly observed across all classes of society, but was most marked among
the well-to-do families, which Yang and many other contestants focus on. Ebrey also observes
that men “were rarely if ever told not to get involved with what their wives were doing” (24). It
does appear easy for the male characters in the contest submissions to cross the inside/outside
boundary. In Yang’s story, the husband’s inability to persuade his wife out of footbinding
apparently reaffirms the separation of duties, and in the illustration above, the door and the
threshold mark out the physical demarcation stipulated by Sima Guang. Nevertheless, both the
textual description of Li’s attempt to interfere and the pictorial representation of the man’s
persistent gaze create a tension that unsettles the demarcation. If the man is supposed to stay
away from the inner space during the day, the presence of the male observer—and indeed, the
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eager interruption of and interference in footbinding by male characters in the contest entries—
constitutes a transgression. 30
The narrative probes further inward, with the wife
beginning to bind the feet of her younger daughter despite
that her elder one has fallen seriously ill, and the scene
described, with detailed binding process, corresponds
roughly with the first illustration. The younger daughter,
burning with pain, tears her binding cloth apart at night, for
which she is severely punished by her mother, who is
mindful that only having bound feet can marry her
daughters into good families. An illustration of this scene,
also named Picture of Footbinding 纏足圖 (chanzu tu, fig.
2.3), shows the mother standing with a stick in hand outside
the opened door of her daughters’ boudoir, acting as both the
guardian and the persecutor. Inside the chamber are the two
Figure 2.3 Picture of Footbinding
(Chanzu tu), Yang Weixi, "Shixin

daughters (instead of just one as described in the text), one
sitting up in bed and unbinding her feet, and the other sitting

xiaoshuo," Zhou 3: 220

on a stool close by, holding one foot in her hand and crying.

30. An exception in Yang’s story is when a doctor is invited into the chamber to examine the
infected feet of the younger daughter, which scene is also illustrated (Zhou 5:263). Besides the
fact that the daughter is too young (seven years old) to be commonly deemed sexually attractive
or vulnerable (Ebrey 1993: 26), the doctor is a liminal figure in the sense that he can access the
intimate parts of the women although he is outside the family. The conversation during the
medical examination in the story frequently turns to the ridiculous and obscene, which all the
more calls attention to the absence of a proper segregation of sexes.
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Compared with the illustration above, this drawing unveils a more private section of the house,
with the reader positioned forty-five degrees to the right behind the mother to look into the
bedchamber. Correlating with this pictorial exploration of the inner quarters, the narrative reveals
more details of the inside, relating the pain, tears, and insomnia of the younger daughter, the
deformation of her insteps, and the festering of her flesh. Similar depictions appealing to the
visceral disgust of the reader are not rare in the contest submissions, and were common in the
anti-binding writings at the turn of the century. Such portrayal anticipates the encyclopedic
Picking Radishes 采菲錄 (Caifeilu, 1934–1941), the most exhaustive documentation on
footbinding with individual writings, drawings, and photographs, which scholars studying the
history of footbinding have invariably consulted. Written almost four decades before the
compilation of the first volume of the Picking Radishes, the fiction contest entries provide the
earliest notable collection of intimate descriptions, if with exaggeration and speculation, of the
procedures, results, and female experience of footbinding.
At the same time, the discussion of this private matter of footbinding readily references
the public domain. It is paradoxically the wife who is assigned to push on with the boundary
crossing predicated on the dichotomy of the inside versus the outside, even traversing national
limits. As the debate between husband and wife goes on, Li is rendered speechless when his wife
enumerates the customs of various foreign cultures, a topic housewives are not supposed to know
much about at the time. She gives examples from America, India, and a couple of unnamed
nations, to defend her conformation to the Chinese custom. Footbinding is just like headbinding
or tattooing in those foreign cultures, the wife argues, and we all have to follow conventions. She
is so eloquent that the narrator praises her extensive knowledge, commenting, “most people,
bound by their conventions, alter their appearances and lose their natural look (benlai mianmu 本
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來面目), which may provoke some laughter” (Zhou 3:214). The narrator then has a picture
drawn of the ways people make themselves up in different countries, presumably for the reader’s
amusement.
The Picture of Fashions in Different Nations 各國裝扮圖 (Geguo zhuangban tu, Fig. 4)
shows five figures, three full-size ones above, and two half-length portraits below. The full figure
on the left is a Chinese woman with bound feet, next to her a Western woman with girdled waist,
and the others each displays one custom the wife has listed.
By juxtaposing a Chinese woman with people from other
nations, the picture makes the woman—more specifically
her bound feet—an index of what is uniquely Chinese in an
international context. Moreover, by having the wife
identify the diverse customs, Yang not only presents her as
the expert on footbinding, but also justifies the gaze of the
reader on the female body with the ostensible invitation
from the woman herself to look across cultures and judge.
The wife continues to act as the vehicle for the
author to impart his knowledge about footbinding, to the
Figure 2.4 Picture of Fashions of
Different Nations (Geguo zhuangban tu),

extent that her part of the conversation sounds more

Yang Weixi, "Shixin xiaoshuo," Zhou 3:

descriptive and digressive than either defensive or critical
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of the convention. For example, in a later debate between
the couple about changing customs, the wife, admitting that

footbinding causes pain and damage, nevertheless elaborates on the various binding styles not
without some relish, as if explaining one’s cultural characteristics to an unfamiliar audience,
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Fryer among it. Yang runsfour pictures exhibiting the different foot shapes, each showing two
styles in a row (fig. 5–8). Each style, except the rod-shaped foot in Figure 8, is represented by
one bare foot and one shoed foot. Neither the textual nor the graphic exposition is relevant to the
development of the narrative. However, the visualization of the bare feet, not unlike foreigners’
graphic delineation of the somatic or skeletal contours of the bound feet (compare Fig. 1),
signifies a degree of exposure and objectification of the female body, which became publicly
conspicuous after the X raying or photographic gaze of the other had penetrated the binding
cloth.

Figure 2.5 footbinding

Figure 2.6 footbinding

Figure 2.7 footbinding

Figure 2.8 footbinding

styles, Yang Weixi,

styles, Yang Weixi,

styles, Yang Weixi,

styles, Yang Weixi, "Shixin

"Shixin xiaoshuo," Zhou

"Shixin xiaoshuo," Zhou

"Shixin xiaoshuo," Zhou

xiaoshuo," Zhou 3:231

3:228

3:229

3:230

With interlocked themes of pain, marriage prospects, and inter-regional as well as crosscultural comparisons, the bound foot is rendered at once private and public; it bears a gaze from
the international “fashion show” all the way to the young girls’ boudoir. The inside/outside
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divide is transformed into what Ko calls an inner-outer continuum (Teachers 13), and this new
construct prepares for the subsequent narrative about travel across spheres.
The possibility of an inside–outside passage by no means indicates that boundary
crossing is free from obstacles and violence. Immobility of the footbound women, repeatedly
described in Yang’s story, creates a barrier to travel. Restriction of women’s movement is
believed to be one of the purposes of the patriarchal society’s enforcement of footbinding (Ping
Wang 48), a theory that quite a few participants of the fiction contest subscribe to. 31 The
disadvantage of this immobility stands out in times of emergency. After the elder daughter of the
Li family has died from illness due to footbinding, and the younger daughter is reduced to an
invalid with her festering feet, an uprising breaks out, and the family is forced to flee. Li carries
his younger daughter on his back, but his wife is separated from the rest of the family in the
confusion, with only a servant beside her. With the rebel troops pressing in, and her bound feet
encumbering her movement, she realizes the final price she has to pay for footbinding. Prevented
by the servant from hanging herself, she eventually plunges herself into a river, ending her life.

31. See, for example, Zhang Huifei’s 張翬飛 “Trivial Talks about the Three Evils” 三弊小說
(Sanbi xiaoshuo, Zhou 12:305–400), and Zhang Zhishan’s 張志善 “On Opium, the Examination
Essay, and Footbinding” 鴉片說 時文說 纏足說 (Yapian shuo, shiwen shuo, chanzu shuo, Zhou
13:553–577). But according to Little, the custom is entrusted with more political significance by
China’s prominent official, Li Hongzhang, who reportedly says to her, “You know if you unbind
the women’s feet you’ll make them so strong, and the men so strong too, that they will overturn
the dynasty” (In the Land 266–67). For a detailed literature review of the explanations of
footbinding, see Ko, Cinderella’s Sisters 2–4.
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The last illustration, titled Picture of
Predicaments in the Escape from Disaster 逃難受困圖
(Taonan shoukun tu, Fig. 9), vividly depicts the
difficulties for upper-class women trying to
escape a disaster. It shows three women with bound feet
and a child in the foreground, escaping a house on fire.
These figures are either prostrating or trotting, despite
the eager movements of their arms, with awkwardly
short steps. Their struggle contrasts with the steady
posture and big stride of two large-footed women in the
background, who are apparently servant women. They
are like the servant girl of the Li family, who “never had
Figure 2.9 Picture of Predicaments in the

her feet bound, and so walked very fast” (Zhou 3:276).

Escape from Disaster (Taonan shoukun tu),
Yang Weixi, "Shixin xiaoshuo," Zhou 3:271

The combination of women and child recalls the first
illustration of the indoor footbinding scene (Fig. 2) and

highlights the vulnerability of this domestic group, typical occupants of the inner chambers, who
are forced to travel to the wild.
This picture resembles an illustration in a May 1895 issue of the Dianshizhai Pictorial
(Dianshizhai huabao), a popular illustrated magazine published as a supplement of the Shen bao
in Shanghai. The illustration is captioned Suffering of the Lotus Feet (Lianban liyang, fig. 10)
and depicts the trial of a group of Chinese women forced to walk with bare feet by Japanese
soldiers, who use the women’s embroidered shoes as tobacco pouches, during the Sino-Japanese
War. The explanatory note of the illustration contrasts Westerners’ charitable act of organizing
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the Natural Foot Society with Japanese brutality and bemoans the women’s humiliation. Like
Yang Weixi’s illustration, this visual presentation of foot-bound women treats the small feet as
the marker of Chinese women’s wartime victimhood.
War and banditry are a recurrent
theme the contestants employ to reveal
the pernicious consequences of
footbinding. Besides turmoil and chaos
in the late nineteenth century, which
furnish the writers with rich examples,
calamities of previous dynasties, such as
the late Ming rebel leader Zhang
Xianzhong’s 張獻忠 (1606–1647)
Figure 2.10 Suffering of the Lotus Feet (Lianban liyang),
Dianshizhai huabao, May 1895, reprinted in Zhang Qiming,
ed., p. 131.

atrocities to small-footed women, are
revisited and transplanted onto recent
happenings. 32 Natural disasters and
accidents such as flood and fire are also

favored tropes. One fourth of the contest submissions include narratives of women’s suffering in
one or more of these disasters; if non-narratives sections which mention disasters as a threat are
also counted, examples double. Such representation assimilated the perceptions promoted by the
anti-footbinding movement and preceded a group of fictional narratives about footbinding in the
32. According to the Qing historian Peng Zunsi’s 彭遵泗 (ca 1740) account, Bloodsheds in
Sichuan 蜀碧 (Shu bi, 2002: 167), Zhang had the women’s feet chopped off and piled into a
stack for amusement. This story circulated far, and many contestants refer to it or refashion the
“small feet hill” tragedy within more recent contexts. Gezhi Sanren’s “Idle Travels of Taoist
Daguan,” for example, attributes the violence to the Taiping Uprising leaders.
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early twentieth century, such as the “Lesson Drawn from Painful Experience” 痛定痛 (Tong ding
tong, 1903), “Japan, China, and Russia” 日中露 (Ri Zhong Lu, 1903, which is signed as a
translated work), and The Natural Foot Guide 天足引 (Tianzu yin, 1907). Serving an antibinding purpose, these texts tend to magnify the adversities and thus stand in sharp contrast with
depictions of footbound women in literary works not ostensibly intended to argue for the antibinding reform, such as Zeng Pu’s 曾樸 Flower in a Sea of Retribution 孽海花 (Niehai hua,
1905–7). Though creditable as a progressive objective, the endeavor to make women appear
weak collaborated in masking the contribution of female labor to the household economy, which
offense footbinding has often been accused of (Gates 1997; Bossen 2002). By associating
footbinding with illness, weakness, and death, and by rendering the bound foot a public
testimony of Chinese women’s humiliation, the submissions converged with a tendency in
modern Chinese literature to present women as victims of convention and an obstacle to China’s
modernization.
In addition, footbinding was considered a stain on China’s image seen by the other. While
all the contestants anticipate the foreigner’s gaze, some refer more directly to external views on
footbinding, including the expressions in Fryer’s advertisements. Yang’s story presents the bound
foot as a transnational visual object through the lens of an exhibition, mentioned in a
conversation between Li and a friend. After fleeing the uprising, Li takes refuge in Shandong,
where he meets his old friend, the Charitable Chen, whose daughter has died from a fall owing to
her bound feet during the uprising. Chen shows Li an essay he wrote condemning footbinding, in
which he recalls his visit to a museum in London, where among the various exhibits from China,
wax replicates of the three-cun [i.e. ten-centimeter] feet of [Chinese] women were
displayed, naked, in the glass windows. They were shaped exactly like the real
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feet, and besides them were placed a pair of socks and a set of binding cloth, to be
viewed as bizarre exotics by the people of that [English] country. Even in their
homes, the [English] people often placed a pair of embroidered small shoes on the
table [for their guests] to view and play with. Those who had never seen a
Chinese woman would ask, “With such a pair of tiny bound feet, can Chinese
women still walk?” When told they walked just as well as those whose feet were
not bound, and as fast, the listeners all looked surprised. (Zhou 3:299–300, my
emphasis)
One can hardly miss the irony: women with bound feet were earlier shown to be unable to run
from disaster, and yet they are now reported to walk just as fast as the unbound; their feet—more
accurately feet replicates—even run before them, carrying the image of the naked bound feet
from the boudoir all the way to the exhibition overseas and into the homes of foreigners.
Exhibition in a foreign country indicates the transnational visibility of footbinding and recalls the
contemporary discourse about exposure of the bound feet to foreign gaze.
One is tempted to identify a sense of shame in the description, but this sentiment is little
evidenced in Chen’s essay. In fact, the irony in the essay arises not only from the discrepancy in
the accounts about women’s (im)mobility, but also from Chen’s, and by extension, Yang Weixi’s
own ambivalence on footbinding. Having lost a daughter, Chen is supposed to be indignant and
lambasting footbinding with his full might, but his otherwise vehement condemnation is
undercut when Chen betrays his admiration for the delicately shaped and shoed “Yangzhou feet,”
which he obviously prefers over badly formed bound feet. “Therefore,” Chen writes, “after the
feet are bound small, exquisite shoes are still to be made with new embroidery to complement
the prettiness. In places like Sichuan, Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui, and Hehan, where people are
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not good at making shoes, even bound feet are not worth gazing at (guanlan 觀覽). If nicely
embroidered shoes are not available and the feet not bound up to standard, it is rather the large
feet that are more adorable for being natural” (Zhou 3: 302–303, my emphasis). Anyone
expecting a thorough castigation of footbinding will be disappointed at this argument, which
sounds like an anticlimax to the harsh criticism in the previous half of the essay.
What Yang’s story contributes to the body of proclamations against footbinding is not an
impassioned and consistent indictment, the execution of which requires an unequivocal
standpoint as well as literary prowess. Many other contestants do better in that regard. Instead,
Yang had access to diverse views on footbinding, which he included in spite of contradictions,
echoing the contending discourses of his time. He also had the advantage of associating with
foreign missionaries, through whom he most likely learned about the English exhibitions.
Exposure of the small feet to foreign gaze at exhibitions was sometimes considered an
opportunity for reform, as a character in contestant Hu Jinxiu’s “New Fiction” (Zhou 3: 82)
explains about the display of wax feet at the London museum, “the English people made and
exhibited the feet and shoes, in order that visitors will be touched and donate money to reform
China’s evil custom.” Without expressing as strong a sense of shame as later writings about
China’s humiliation at international exhibitions, 33 descriptions of the feet exhibits in the
submissions can be seen as among the earliest moments of literature’s reflection on the bound
foot as a transnational visual object. It calls attention to the fact that when footbinding is
concerned, the Chinese men were also outsiders, who looked in and became aware of another
gaze, the gaze of the foreigner, from behind their shoulders.

33. For a study of late Qing literature’s responses to the humiliation, see Yingying Huang, “Expo
Fantasies: Time, Space, and the Transnational Vision in Three Late Qing Texts.” Modern
Chinese Literature and Culture. Forthcoming in Fall 2018.
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Ying Hu has perceptively extended the discussion of the traversed spheres from the
domestic to the international context in her investigation of the Flower in a Sea of Retribution,
superimposing the nei/wai 內/外 (inside/outside) construct onto the xia/yi 夏/夷
(Chinese/foreign) rhetoric. Though representing nei in relation to the Chinese man, the woman
“has no role to play” when playing xia (Chinese) means “holding public office” (Hu 37).
Nevertheless, Hu argues, “if the term is used in contradistinction to yi, which it almost always is,
then her role becomes not only public but also, oddly, visual. Her unwavering upholding of a
specifically defined womanliness becomes an emblem of the superiority of Chinese culture”
(37). That womanliness, however, comes to be regarded as an emblem of cultural defect in the
context in which I am applying the Chinese/foreign dichotomy, where evils instead of virtues of
Chinese culture are the focus of discussion by the fiction contestants, while foreign observers
often serve as judges. The woman nonetheless stands for the image of China on an international
stage, but her unwavering upholding of a corrupt Chinese custom, i.e. footbinding, bears the
sense of exposure to the public view and makes a spectacle of China under the foreign gaze.
If I were to end my discussion of the collection with Yang Weixi’s story, it would seem
that the contestants conceived of Chinese gentry women as no more than a cloistered species
bound by convention, and their travels passive transportations or forced journeys. However, far
from forming a monolithic entity of paralyzed womanhood, some female characters openly
oppose footbinding, and a few even unbound their feet and set themselves up as examples for the
anti-footbinding movement. Gentry women of the Qing dynasty traveled a great deal of their
own accord (Ko Teachers, Mann, Yanning Wang), and their travels also take different forms in
the contest submissions. One character, Feng Wenji in Chen Yizhen’s “Story of a New Flavor,”
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even sets foot in a foreign land, and after returning to China, undertakes to attack China’s evil
practices.
Chen’s story, as mentioned, resembles Yang’s in many aspects, which besides drawing
and handwriting styles include scenes of a matron’s punishment of young girls and a doctor’s
visit to the girls afflicted by feet pains. But Chen introduces a radically new type of heroine, a
foreign-educated, reform-minded traveler. Feng Wenji, daughter of a rich merchant of
Guangdong, has studied in San Francisco since seven, and comes back to China twelve years
later. She is spared the pain of footbinding thanks to that timely absence, but after returning to
China and walking around, she witnesses the harms of the three evils and denounces them
through essay writing. The essays, printed out and distributed to the public, touch the hearts of
many a scholar and official. Feng’s foreign education, natural feet and mobility, and public
engagement as a pioneer reformer, all distinguish her from most of the gentry women described
in literary writings up to the time of the fiction contest, and join her instead with the outspoken
Western ladies, such as Mrs. Little. Feng’s presence in the contest collection in a sense bridges
the Chinese with the foreign and opens up new spaces for women in literature.
In 1895, the precedents for females studying abroad were a few Chinese girls adopted or
sponsored by American missionaries (Wang Qisheng 326–327). These young women went to the
US to train in medicine in the 1880s and 1890s, graduated from institutes of higher education,
and returned to China to become doctors. When Liang Qichao wrote in 1898 to advocate
women’s education, he was much impressed by the accomplishments of these doctors and used
their example (Ye 320–321). Feng Wenji may have been the brainchild of Chen Yizhen inspired
by these women’s stories communicated to him by the missionaries, although Feng is not
introduced as a college graduate or an expert in medicine. It is equally likely, however, that Chen
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was acquainted with stories of the large-footed working Chinese women, including the
prostitutes American missionaries undertook to rescue, who immigrated to San Francisco in the
late nineteenth century (Yong Chen 80–87). In any case, Chen presents these women as positive
examples. Feng tries to persuade her sister-in-law not to bind the feet of the latter’s daughters,
explaining that when Chinese women travel abroad, most of whom do not bind their feet. An
illustration is included to support her words. 34
Figure 11 shows a group of Chinese men and women
outside a Western style building, which indicates that the setting
is in a Western country. The women all have large feet except
one, who sits on a bench holding one small foot in her hands,
apparently tired from standing. Removed from the familiar
environment where footbinding is the norm, the woman with
bound feet looks isolated and out of place. In contrast, Feng
Wenji and her natural-footed sisters are no longer transported
overseas to be seen as symbols of a backward culture, but walk
Figure 2.11 Chinese Women
Abroad Don’t Bind Their Feet

on their own and serve as agents to stimulate change.
In Chen’s bold literary conception, somewhat ahead of

(Huanü chuyang bu chanzu tu),

his time thanks to his association with the Western missionaries,

Yang Weixi, "Shixin xiaoshuo,"

the group of women present a changed image of China abroad.

Zhou 5: 349

From the young daughters forced to footbinding in the boudoir,

34. The Chinese writing, without punctuation marks, makes it impossible to decide if Chen
Yizhen means that Feng herself provides the picture as a proof to her sister-in-law, or that the
narrator inserts the picture to facilitate the reader’s understanding.
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to the small-footed ladies crippled and trapped in various catastrophes, and finally to the women
walking on natural feet in a foreign country, the contest entries thereupon piece together an
evolving image of the Chinese woman moving from the interior to the exterior. The emergence
of woman into the public and international spaces, whether forcibly or voluntarily, constitutes a
crucial moment in the course of reform.
In 1903, when Shan Shili 單士厘 (1858–1945) made her first trip abroad as the wife of a
Chinese diplomat, she was among the first of the gentry women to travel outside China, and
likely with feet once bound but later unbound (Widmer 2006: 775). In 1904, Qiu Jin 秋瑾
(1875–1907), another gentry woman with probably loosely bound feet (Rankin 1975: 46),
abandoned the material comfort of her husband’s home to study in Japan, thereupon embarking
on a journey which eventually led to her sacrifice for the anti-Manchu revolution. As more and
more Chinese women participated in international travel, foreign education, reform and
revolution in late Qing, they paved the way for a new generation of modern women even before
the term “new woman” (xin nüxing 新女性 or xin funü 新婦女), which was to become a literary
focus of the twentieth century, had achieved currency (Hu 4). Ying Hu places the formation of
this new type in the last decade of the Qing and the early May Fourth era, roughly from 1899 to
1918, and sees this period as liminal and constitutive, when the contradictory components of the
Chinese “new woman” commingled among the interplay of old and new forces to form a future
ideal (4). Literary representations of the hybrid type, without a fixed shape or even consistent
indicative characteristics, sprang up in large numbers after Liang Qichao announced his “fiction
revolution” in 1902. According to Huang Jinzhu, under the influence of the feminist campaigns,
the new type of woman in fiction of the time is recognized by her unbound or “natural” feet and
schooling (Wan Qing xiaoshuo 21). Feng Wenji and the few other anti-binding female characters
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thus comprise the earliest group to initiate the transition of Chinese woman from the old to the
new. 35
The women’s initiative should not erase the fact that the texts are written by male
authors, with an anxiety about China’s image penetrated by a foreign gaze. Concern for the
international image of China permeated modern Chinese identity formation, and that image, as I
have argued, was often seen as contingent on the appearances of Chinese women. Three decades
later, Yao Lingxi 姚靈犀 (1899–1965), (male) editor of Picking Radishes, gives a simplified
account of the beginning of an anti-footbinding history: “After the treaty ports were opened, and
ships sailed to and from all nations, the most knowledgeable among our people saw that this
hideous convention [of footbinding] did not exist in any other country, and began to realize that
footbinding must be eradicated” (Yao Lingxi, Caifeilu sibian 3). Yao’s (male) friend Chen
Weichen wrote a preface, which begins, “The reason that the Chinese are most laughed at by the
world and called a half-civilized nation is primarily attributable to footbinding, the root of all
evils, from which we can barely exonerate ourselves” (Yao Lingxi, Caifeilu sibian 1). These
statements point to the connection between a male-dominated national identity construction and
the transnational visuality of Chinese women’s footbinding, a connection that was formed in the
anti-binding movement in the last decade of the nineteenth century, and visualized in Chinese
men’s endeavor to reexamine the bound foot in the 1895 fiction contest organized by a foreigner.

35. It is therefore ironic that the portrait of Feng at the beginning of the text depicts her as
woman with a pair of tiny bound feet (Zhou 5: 333). It is perhaps a miscommunication between
the author and the illustrator, but the illustration nevertheless points to the conflict between old
and new values.
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2.5 Conclusion
Fryer announced the contest winners in January, 1896. 36 Two months later, he published
two reports, one in Chinese and one in English, in which he briefly affirmed the value of the
contest, but spent more space pointing out the works’ drawbacks and indicating that many did
not quite meet his expectations. 37 The English report shows forthright contempt for the “great
paucity of new ideas among the Chinese” and lack of originality in the contest entries. In the
Chinese report, besides noting that many works did not belong to the xiaoshuo genre, and that
some used coarse language and depicted obscene subjects, Fryer also remarks that some “were
biased in their approach, giving too much weight to opium and too little to the examination
essay; some contained strange arguments and implausible events; and others narrated fantastic
things, often involving dreams” (qtd. in Hanan 133–134). As mentioned above, opium and the
examination essay did weigh differently as cultural defects to the Chinese literati, who might not
see the three evils as Fryer saw them; the “implausible events” and “fantastic things,” which
besides dreams probably include encounters with immortals, travels in fictional places, magic
cures, etc., were often, as in the stories I examined, the very means the authors used to
incorporate the foreign view point. Fryer’s evaluations are not totally unfair, but he had
underestimated the challenges of programmatic writing, which included not only the participants’
lack of literary skills or originality, but also the conflict between the contestants’ and the
organizer’s understandings about both the xiaoshuo genre and China’s social problems.

Fu Lanya [John Fryer].“Shixin xiaoshuo chu’an” 時新小說出案 (Announcement of winners
of the new fiction contest), Shen bao, 12, 13, and 14 Jan, 1896.
36

The Chinese report, “The Results of the New Fiction Contest” 時新小說出案 (Shixin xiaoshuo
chu’an), was published in the March issues of the Wanguo gongbao and the Missionary Review.
The English report was published under “Notes and Items” in the March issue of The Chinese
Recorder, 1896.
37
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Nevertheless, the contestants’ portrayal of China’s evils in response to a foreigner’s call
provided invaluable examples of Chinese literature’s introspective examination of the nation
under the influence of the foreign gaze. The contestants use an alien vision to see China anew,
and many introduce the external perspective to their readers via progressive introduction,
containing and filtering the strangeness, or use defamiliaration to shock the readers into new
perceptions of established convention. In these cases, travel, no matter of the other into China or
of the returned Chinese traveler carrying a new vision home, becomes a trope for representing
boundary-crossing examination of China. The case of footbinding in particular demonstrates
many authors’ awareness of the eyes of the other, and tropes of travel and visuality stand out as
one examines the negotiation of values, explores the common themes and rhetoric the
submissions share with contemporary reform discourse and literature, and discovers some
writers’ insights and renovations owing to their connections with the Western missionaries. I
have been able to investigate the fiction contest with a focus on visuality in an international
context only by treating the collection not as historical data but as literary experiments in social
critique and cross-cultural identity imagining.
Toward the end of his English report, Fryer expresses his hope for the Chinese people in
these words: “Ten or more years of further intercourse with Western nations, and a system of
railways extended over the country, will doubtless awaken their dormant faculties and begin to
produce a higher type of inventive genius” (“Notes and Items” 1896, 143). Unabashedly
condescending as it is, the remark is not completely off the mark. Thanks to Fryer and other likeminded Westerners who tried to modernize China through journalism, book translation and
publishing, educational and social reforms, etc., more and more Chinese literati-intellectuals,
instead of waiting to be awakened, sought to invigorate the nation with imported knowledge. The
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years after 1895 witnessed rapid revolutions of opinions, during which the Chinese people’s
perception of China underwent a decentering reconstruction, perhaps not unlike what the
contestants experienced writing in response to Fryer’s call. It was a growing awareness of the
world and of China’s position in it that propelled the people to see China as it would be seen by
the world, and this vision continued to gain popularity. When Liang Qichao called for a
“revolution of fiction” in 1902, he correctly interpreted the need of the reading public and
borrowed the Western genre of the novel; what Fryer was not able to popularize, Liang initiated
with the example of his own experiment with fiction, “The Future of the New China” 新中國未
來記 (Xin Zhongguo weilai ji), in which he imagines how China would be viewed by the
international community in the future. From there, the transnational imagining of China gained a
futurist trajectory.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPO FANTASIES: SEEING THE FUTURE CHINA IN THE
WORLD

3.1 Introduction
Late Qing futurist literary portrayals of China imagine not only China, but also the world.
More precisely, it envisages in spatial terms China’s place in a future world and how China will
be seen globally. While the future can be full of hope or riven with despair, most futurist
narratives of the time, like Chen Tianhua’s Roar of the Lion mentioned in chapter one, choose to
envision China’s imminent rise by narrating away signs of weakness and the shame of the
present. These narratives seek to revise the image of China in the eyes of the foreign nations by
rewriting China’s position on the international stage and creating new spaces for the display of
China’s future strength and wealth. One conspicuous example of such spatial imaginings is the
fantasy about international expositions.
In an address at the opening ceremony of the 7th World Expo International Forum, 2009,
China’s Prime Minster Wen Jiabao informed his audience, “In 1910, a young man by the name
of Lu Shi’e wrote a fictional novel A New China, envisaging how a universal exposition was
held in Shanghai’s Pudong area 100 years later.” Wen’s speech lionized Lu Shi’e 陸士諤 (1878–
1944) as the first novelist to have envisioned the 2010 Shanghai Expo, but Lu’s New China 新
中國 (Xin Zhongguo, 1910) had its precedents, namely Liang Qichao’s (1873–1929) “The
Future of New China” (Xin Zhongguo weilai ji, 1902–1903) and Wu Jianren’s 吳趼人 (1866–
1910) New Story of the Stone 新石頭記 (Xin shitou ji, 1908), which an enthusiastic media soon
brought into the spotlight. All three envisaged a world expo held in the Shanghai of the future,
and by c. 2010 stimulated popular discussion in China on how literature could predict national
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development. Such discussions inevitably limited the dimensions of literary conception to one of
time, as “prediction” requires only the passage of time before the destiny is reached. While
people marveled at the texts’ ingenious imagination of future spaces, they overlooked the
complicated dynamics behind the spatial constructions.
Time in these texts has also been the focus of literary scholars, who are more sensitive to
literature’s difficulty with envisioning the future. David Der-wei Wang (1997), while
recognizing the late Qing futurist narratives’ influence by Western space fantasies, has
nevertheless prioritized time and pointed out that the teleological model both betrays the desire
to race time and undercuts the unfolding of time in the narrative. Referring to Chinese novels of
the twentieth century, Henry Zhao also calls attention to the difficulty of imagining the future, as
the exclusively ruling ideology, which he calls the “Grand Utopia” (457), may rule out
alternative speculations about the future, and leave no room for imagination. Scholars
approaching the expo texts and other late Qing futurist narratives from different viewpoints such
as scientific enlightenment (Ming 1998), evolutionary thinking (Jones 2011), historical vision
(Qian 2016), and translation (NG 2016) have generally privileged time above space by
understanding the spatial constructs in these texts first of all as temporal concepts.
Left out of popular and scholarly discourse is a recognition of the crucial role played by
space in expo writing. Xiaobing Tang’s (1996) rigorous study reveals Liang Qichao’s effort at
reconciling the Chinese national space with a global progressive history in 1902, but Tang does
not probe into the constitution of the national space to discuss how the interaction of time and
space is played out in Liang’s novel. As far as I know, Li Yongdong’s study of Shanghai-based
futurist utopias is the only one that discusses time and space in the texts with equal emphasis. Li
shows that the literary construction of an ideal society does not usually focus on temporal
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development, but on immediate reversal and replacement, often to satirize semi-colonial
Shanghai (52–53). These narratives often reverse reality by a “spatial transplantation strategy,”
duplicating the modernity and order of the foreign concessions to project onto a Chinese
community (52). Building on Li’s arguments, I contend that the expo-anticipating narratives are
not just about time, but also about space. I take up W. J. T. Mitchell’s call to treat the
relationship between time and space “as one of complex interaction, interdependence, and
interpenetration” (544), and investigate how time and space are imbricated in each other in the
expo fantasies. By space, I refer to both the (real and imagined) Chinese territory with the
international power distribution therein, and the compartmentalization of civilizations and
nations at an exhibition. My analysis encompasses the triad identified in Henri Lefebvre’s The
Production of Space: physical and material spatial practices; representations of space constructed
by professionals and technocrats with signs, codes, and knowledge to make sense of social life;
and symbolic, representational spaces, which are mental inventions ascribing meanings to
everyday experience (32, 38–40). Also called the perceived, the conceived, and the lived, the
three moments blur into each other, and help to show that the aspects of space I study are
coterminous and inevitably conflated in the spatial imagination of the authors, who mapped
international power relations onto exhibitions with a desire to measure how China was viewed by
the world.
But why the futurist projection of an exhibitionary space? This construction must be
understood in the context of China at the turn of the century, a time of military defeats and
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invasions, land cessions, economic encroachment by and exposure to the foreigners. 1 But it was
also a time of surging nationalism, reformist campaigns, and hope for a strong nation with the
possibility of China adopting constitutionalism. 2 This period witnessed writers’ efforts to engage
a transnational vision—the visual perception of China by real and imagined foreigners—to stir
shame or pride in the Chinese reader. As I have shown in the previous chapters, foreign images
of China, accessible to Chinese writers through the burgeoning print media, were frequently
incorporated and reinvented in Chinese literary creation. These transnational images, as Yang
Jui-sung has compellingly argued, served as pivotal reference in Chinese intellectuals’ analysis
and criticism of Chinese culture. I this chapter I look beyond images to the very act of looking
and the authors’ appropriation of the external perspective in the creation of spectacles. The
forward-looking expo texts register the general sense of spatial deprivation and exposure caused
by foreign cultural and economic hegemony, which reinforced both shame and the desire to be
strong in the foreigner’s eye. This transnational vision compels the narratives to unfold in an
expositional space, inspiring images of expansion, power relocation, and exhibition before an
international audience. In their efforts to create a literary new China with influence in recovered
spaces, the authors join the discourse of repositioning China in the world.

1

Among the events that caused shame and significant land loss to China in the late nineteenth
century, the Sino-Japanese War had the first devastating impact. The defeat forced China to cede
the Liaodong Peninsula, Taiwan, and Penghu Islands to Japan “in perpetuity,” and completely
shattered the pride of the Chinese, who for the first time realized that China was no match for its
Asian neighbor. This was followed in 1899 by the uprising of the Boxers 義和團 (Yihetuan),
who were Chinese people provoked by foreign oppression and wreaking revenge on the
foreigners in China. It caused an alliance of troops from eight countries to invade Beijing and
Tianjin in 1900, when the Emperor and Empress Dowager had to evacuate all the way to Xi’an
as the allied troops stormed the Forbidden City. China paid heavy reparations afterwards, and
although no land ceding treaties were signed, Russia virtually seized Manchuria with military
force, which eventually led to Russia’s conflict with Japan in 1904–05.
2
Various external and internal factors led to the constitutional campaigns around 1904 and the
government’s consent to the proposal. See Zhang Yufa (300–319), and Hsü (412, 414).
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The nineteenth-century Euro-American world’s fairs are a case in point where time,
space, and the transnational vision intersected. An exhibition is a spatial experience, where
human achievements over time are freeze-framed in sectioned display. The space of
representation within the exhibitionary complex, however, also highlighted a historical
dimension, as it “permitted the construction of a temporally organized order of things and
peoples” (Bennett 79). The emergence of a historicized framework, following the prevalence of
evolutionary historicism and scientific classification of the nineteenth century, allowed the
rearrangement of things and peoples to figure new ideas about race and progress into the sphere
of visibility. Of particular interest were the “colonial villages” displaying the “primitiveness” of
the Africans, Native Americans, and Asians, established after the example at the Paris Exposition
of 1889. Such “villages”, notes Robert Rydell, “were honky-tonk concessions often located in
the amusement sections of the fairs alongside wild animal exhibits, joyrides, and other
entertainment features” (7). This spatial arrangement marked the displayed as a source of
amusement and an inferior order in the hierarchy of evolution. By rendering the order of peoples
visible, the exhibit not only taught anthropology, but, as Tony Bennett argues, drawing on
Foucault, subordinated the exhibited to “the dominating gaze of the white, bourgeois, and …
male eye of the metropolitan powers” (84). This conceived space, where the controlling vision of
the colonial spectator exercised its power, was usually broadcast in the press, expanding into a
media space where discursive confrontations were amply documented.
When re-imagined in late Qing China, which never hosted an international exhibition, the
world expo became the quintessential example of the exhibitionistic desire visible in many late
Qing texts featuring foreign viewers. Scholars have variously employed psychoanalysis to
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understand the Chinese cultural perceptions and literary creation in the early twentieth century, 3
and I believe that the expo texts’ emphasis on shame and pride also invites a psychological
approach, which I adopt by drawing on the clinical studies of the psychoanalyst, John Steiner.
Steiner’s Psychic Retreats (1993) presupposes the recognition that we all need defenses to
protect us from anxiety and pain, and he defines these systems of defenses as “pathological
organizations.” In Seeing and Being Seen (2011), Steiner further explains that pathological
defenses may create psychic retreats where the patient can find relative peace and hide from
being seen. Emerging from a psychic retreat causes a feeling of being exposed and observed,
which can give rise to embarrassment, shame, and humiliation, all associated with feelings of
inferiority (Steiner, Seeing 3–4). In a pathological cycle, narcissistic defenses are employed to
deal with these feelings and help restore superiority by satisfying the subject’s exhibitionistic
impulse, the desire to become an object of admiration and envy (6–8).
Without pathologizing Chinese literature, I find Steiner’s formulation parallel to the
exhibitionistic mentality in the literary works under study. The greater half of the nineteenth
century was, for China, the self-styled Central Kingdom, a history of opening up and being
exposed to the foreign gaze with shame and humiliation. By 1900, the Sino-Japanese war and the
revenge of the Eight-Nation Alliance on the Boxer Uprising had greatly shaken the authority of
the Qing imperial order and Confucian moral codes, where the Chinese scholars, more or less
Sino-centric, had taken refuge. The defeats left lasting impressions on the collective memory of

3

I think particularly of Jing Tsu’s luminous example in bridging failure, nationalism, and
literature with masochism and its insistence of grief.
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the Chinese, with the aftereffects prolonged in exhibitions and the media. 4 As foreigners entered
and carved up concessions in China, and looked at the land and its people in close-up, humiliated
literati-intellectuals surely felt cornered and lacking both physical and psychological “retreats”
where they could hide. The sense of deprivation and inferiority persists in many literary texts,
informing their construction of future utopias, a conceptualized space for resistance. The
transnational vision, however, is entrusted with more values than the recovery of dignity; it is
invoked to expose the shame and failure of the Chinese—as is often the case in the novels of
exposure—as well as to recover honor. Works of the exhibitionistic desire are paradoxically
written in Chinese without targeting the foreign readership, the external viewers, but are
idealized self-portraits emulating foreign standards. 5 They employ the nominally foreign
perception of China to persuade the Chinese readers to invest their faith in political reform and
national development, hence remaining introspective national fantasies despite their
cosmopolitan scope.
Situating the three expo texts within these contexts, I will unravel the intricate relations
among time, space, and the transnational visual perception of China in the narratives.
Encompassing a larger space than the exhibition site itself, each narrative is structured like an
expo, unfolding in space with visual props; even when time is arrested and temporal progress

At the Domestic Exhibition for Exhorting Industry 内 国 勧 業 博 覧 会 (Naikoku kangyō
hakurankai) of Osaka in 1903, which was planned on an international scale to prepare the nation
for hosting a world’s fair, Japan for the first time exhibited objects and people from Taiwan,
affirming its colonial domination. See Itō (2005: 71–75). The Chinese weapons seized by Japan
in the War were also exhibited in Japan to prolong that memory. It is reported in a 1908 issue of
the Guangyi congbao that a Chinese student in Japan saw the exhibition and sought with
indignation to destroy the exhibits (“Zhongguo nan’er” 1908: 10).
5
One exception is that the New Story of the Stone ends with a doggerel written in English with a
Chinese translation. Nevertheless, this English doggerel is not for the foreigner to read but is
meant to mock the Chinese who worship foreigners and oppress their countrymen (Wu 324).
4
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discredited, the narrative can proceed with spatial explorations that signify the revision of
international power relations.
3.2 Liang Qichao and the Dislocated Future of “New China”
To Euro-American spectators, the international exhibitions carried a utopian vision.
World expos, as Rydell and Bennett have pointed out, were not merely a place of spectacle, but
vehicles intended to win popular support for national and imperial policies. The nineteenthcentury expos were conceived to promote peace and progress, and the message of the world
exhibitions as fairylands, for Walter Benjamin, “was the promise of social progress for the
masses without revolution. Indeed, the fairs denied the very existence of class antagonisms”
(Buck-Morss 86). The emphasis shifted from class to ethnic tension in the Chinese context. In an
atmosphere agitated by anti-Manchu sentiment and demand for tremendous changes, the Chinese
expo fantasies conjure up splendid vistas to promulgate a vision of progress without revolution,
denying any antagonism between the Chinese and the Manchus in a constitutional monarchy.
The most popular theme for fiction in the first decade of the twentieth century, constitutionalism
boosted the imagining of a harmonious national unity.
Liang Qichao proposed constitutionalism for China as early as 1901, but it was after he
had pondered this idea with his expo fantasy, commenced in 1897. 6 “The Future of New China”
began serialization in November, 1902 in the first issue of New Fiction, a journal founded by
Liang in Yokohama to realize his social experiment of renewing the people through fiction. In

6

In 1896, Liang suggested that some embryonic forms of parliament were already adopted in
ancient China. He discussed the various forms of constitutionalism in “On the Differences and
Similarities among the Constitutionalism in Different Nations” 各國憲法議通論 (Geguo xianfa
yi tong lun) in the Qingyi bao in 1899, and formally proposed constitutionalism for China in “On
Forming the Constitutional Government” 立憲法議 (Li xianfa yi) in 1901.
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his preface to “The Future of New China,” Liang expresses his hope for the “future”: “This story
has nothing to do with the present, for indeed the salvation of the people of this country must
depend on the unknown heroes of the future” (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 2). The story thus
opens up in 1962, when the Chinese people celebrate their fiftieth anniversary of constitutional
reform, and retraces China’s development over sixty years. 7 The future, staged at the expansive
site of the Shanghai world expo, is exuberant and victorious for a China showered in
congratulations from all nations. With this end point in view, Liang sets the trajectory of China’s
development over sixty years. The central story is framed in a talk by Dr. Kong Juemin, a
descendent of Confucius, on the last sixty years of China. Set up at the center of the exposition
site, the talk is meant to “stimulate the patriotism of the Chinese on the one hand, and inform the
foreigners on the changes and progress of the descendants of the Yellow Emperor on the other”
(“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 3). Liang’s tale of the future thus framed is told in the past tense.
The futurist mode was not a convention in traditional Chinese literature. Before Liang,
the futures in Chinese literature had been pessimistic and submissively fatalistic (Ouyang 25–26).
“It was the concept of progress, the most important element in the Chinese understanding of
modernity,” writes Henry Zhao, “that led to the rise of the novel of the future in China” (457).
That concept bore a Western trademark, and the literary form also took after Western examples.
Most notably, the Chinese translation of Edward Bellamy’s (1850–98) Looking Backward:

7

Liang’s original reads “2062 on the Western calendar,” which must be a typo for 1962 judged
from the narrative’s other references to time. For example, when Dr. Kong retraces China’s
history of the past sixty years, he begins with the year of 1902 (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 4).
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2000–1887 (1888), serialized from 1891 to 1892, had considerable influence on Liang with its
dialogic form and the idea of looking back from a future vantage point. 8
This notion of the future as a higher stage of history is understood by Paola Iovene as
“destination,” which predetermines the end point with a utopian vision. But at the same time, as
Dr. Kong recollects history and retraces how it unfolds, the narrative also introduces another
approach to future, envisioned as “anticipation,” which “involves the fears and aspirations that
shape lives and narratives in their very unfolding, and the perception of the possibilities and
limits that inform human actions and are often mediated by literary texts” (Iovene 4). This future
is practiced and driven forward by a group of men and women representing Liang’s “unknown
heroes,” rather than simply projected onto a subsequent time-space, which future as “destination”
allows. Yet as David Wang observes, “by having recourse to established ideological and
conceptual models of narrating the future, [Liang’s novel] harbors a basic hostility to the
unfolding of time” (305). Liang’s tale of the “future past” joins the two modes of imagining the
future, but its very genesis demonstrates the difficulty of doing so: only five chapters of the
intended novel were finished, leaving the anticipation forever disconnected from its destination.
While various circumstances may have prevented Liang from being a disciplined novelist, the

8

Bellamy’s novel describes a Boston man who falls into a deep sleep and wakes up in the year
of 2000 to find himself in a socialist utopia. It was first translated in abridged form and serialized
under the title “Huitou kan jilüe” 回頭看紀略 (Looking backward: an abridged version), and the
translation was published in book form in 1894, titled Bainian yijiao 百年一覺 (A sleep of one
hundred years). A more complete translation, titled Huitou kan (Looking backward), was
serialized in 1904. For the Chinese translations of Bellamy’s novel and its influence on Chinese
intellectuals and reformist thinkers, see NG. For a more detailed discussion of Bellamy’s
influence on Liang, see Xia 2006: 52–55. British missionary William Milne’s famous missionary
novel, Conversations between Two Friends, Zhang and Yuan 張遠兩友相論 (Zhang Yuan liang
you xiang lun, 1819), written in Chinese in the form of dialogues, may also have informed
Liang’s choice of the dialogic form.
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very form of the novel seems to resist progression. 9 Of the five published chapters, the third and
longest is largely caught up in a prolonged debate between Huang Keqiang, a young man from
Guangdong who is to become the second president of China, and his friend Li Qubing, making
the piece read like a treatise rather than a narrative developed over time.
In the absence of a successful temporal structure, the narrative unfolds, instead, in
space—more accurately via geographical explorations. Having studied abroad, the protagonists
come to the Russian-occupied Northeast China in 1903, from where their journey becomes an
inspection of Chinese territory. One can certainly see the influence of travel literature, but the
travel in Liang’s fiction is from the beginning preoccupied with the issue of sovereign land.
During the Boxer Uprising, Russia dispatched troops to Manchuria, now known as Northeast
China, and completely occupied that area, till its aggression led to the Russo–Japanese war
(1904–05) when the Russians were defeated by Japan. Liang engages that spatial practice by
having his protagonists reenter China through the Northeast, which claims the bulk of the
finished travels and sustains an oppressive spatial experience.
The foremost past recollected in Dr. Kong’s talk, therefore, belongs to China’s history of
“losing space.” Seeing that extensive land in Northeast China has been taken by the Russians,
Huang and Li cannot help thinking about the other areas of China fallen under foreign control,
which sparks the debate over whether the Chinese should resort to radical means to restore
China’s sovereignty. At a time when anti-Manchu sentiments were brewing among a great
number of literati-intellectuals, Liang’s elaboration of the debate with preference to reform can
be seen as an effort to argue the Chinese out of revolution. However, although the future as

9

Liang’s preface explains that he was “too busily engaged to have time” to finish the novel
(“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 1).
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destination has already placed constitutional reform above revolution as the best path to strength
and wealth for China, in the protagonists’ lived experience of anticipation there is no immediate
answer to the question, and, as the example below demonstrates, the extreme spatial oppression
seems to urge for some violent breakthrough. 10
In the Russian occupied area, Huang and Li meet a Cantonese shop owner, from whom
they hear about the Russians’ cruel treatment of the Chinese. He compares his misfortune to that
of the homeless: “in my own land, in my own house, I become a lonely and unprotected guest”
(“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 50). This lived, passive spatial experience which the imagination
“seeks to change and appropriate” (Lefebvre 39), summarizes the plight of the Chinese as a
nation. The guest–host relationship in the Confucian moral and world order, as Jessica Chan
explicates, is often filled with tension in the context of international power negotiations (52–53).
The “guest,” ke 客 or bin 賓, occupies a place that is secondary, inferior, and passive in the
power relation, and in this particular text, it emphasizes the deprivation of autonomous space.
But while the Russians tax the Chinese harshly, violate human rights, and dispatch lives with no
punishment, it is the Chinese minor officials and municipal committee members who exploit
their countrymen the most, “denying the innocent citizens,” as the shop owner says, “of even a
crack in the ground to take refuge in” (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 52). The deprivation of land
and shelter is rendered more repressive because, he predicts, sooner or later all China will
become the same given the way the Chinese officials treat their people (53). This spatial loss is
twofold, mapping territorial dismemberment onto the psychological deprivation of the oppressed,
for psychic retreat, explains Steiner (Seeing 2), is “represented spatially as hiding places to which

10

Liang’s own political belief vacillated between reformism and revolution during the 1890s.
For Liang’s revolutionary leanings, see Zhang Pengyuan, especially Chapter 4, and Hao Chang,
Chapter 5.
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patients may withdraw.” No longer able to rely on the Qing government for shelter, the Chinese
people are politically exiled and exposed to humiliation. The complicated cause of China’s loss
of space makes it hard for the narrative to proceed to a definite solution: while Huang inclines
towards constitutional reform, he is aware that the revolutionaries, who must consider it
impossible to share the land with the Manchus, have enough cause to overthrow the corrupt
government.
It is not enough that only the Chinese feel themselves deprived. With China turned into
an arena where foreign powers contend, the issue of land necessarily claims international
visibility, and Liang presents the problem of sovereign space as perceived by a transnational
vision. All the events the shop owner relates, Liang notes, are faithfully extracted from recent
Japanese newspapers (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 53). During his stay in Japan, Liang kept
himself updated about China’s affairs primarily through the foreign press, and his newspapers
and journals cited extensively foreign sources on China’s affairs. Naming his sources apparently
lends authenticity to his fiction, but the way Liang employs the foreign observer reveals a more
sustained concern with that external perspective. In a discussion about Russian encroachment on
Chinese land, Chen Meng, a young man who befriends Huang and Li in the hotel, shows them an
article in a San Francisco newspaper. The article is titled “An Account of a Returned Visitor
from Manchuria,” written by an American MP, who travels through Manchuria disguised as a
Chinese person in order to better observe the Russians’ treatment of the Chinese people.
According to his report, the Chinese are so egregiously oppressed that when they eat, they have
to hide behind closed doors, or else even the bowls in their hand will be snatched away by the
hungry Cossack soldiers (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 57–58). The writer himself has to reveal his
American identity to avoid harassment. Liang’s note explains that the report, originally in
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English, is faithfully translated from the Japanese translation published in a Tokyo newspaper
(58). Successive translations enlarge the spectrum of the foreign lens, which Liang’s text not
only looks through, but also looks at. The irony of the eyewitness is that an American can get in
Chinese disguise for the experience of a “guest” in the nominally Chinese land, and get out of it
when the experience becomes too unpleasant. The transnational vision magnifies the dilemma
and humiliation of the Chinese people who are trapped without choice in their homeland.
Dr. Kong’s focus on the deprivation of territory suggests that China’s future must include
gaining space, and here Liang’s invention of possibilities for the lived space verges on the
representations of space by planners and technocrats to impose order on society, as utopian
writing inevitably straddles the lived and the conceived, the realm of emotion and that of thought.
The new China is first and foremost founded on the renewal of its people, whose transformation
into a solid nation is credited to the Constitutional Party, founded by Huang Keqiang in
Guangdong. China’s course of regaining sovereignty from then on closely parallels the Party’s
history of expansion, which “recreates” the people into responsible party members. Liang’s
futurist scheme of renewing the people, argues Ban Wang, consists of a classical ideal of moral
cultivation and the extension of empathy to international relationships, and is incompatible with
aggression and shallow cosmopolitanism. However, if the novel avoids forthright language of
revenging national insults, it does advocate restoration of China’s superiority through the
expansion of political influence. Expansion is written down as the first article of the party
constitution, and with its increased influence the Party soon achieves autonomy for Guangdong.
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Dr. Kong’s periodization of the sixty years shows
that this is followed by the autonomy of all the
Northern provinces, a national congress, and a war
with Russia (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 6). While
the original impulse has been to counteract
territorial dismemberment and protect the national
boundaries, this momentum for the expansion of
political influence seems to spill over. Dr. Kong’s
periodization maps the expansion of China’s
national autonomy from the provincial to the
international. If the aspiration for global
ascendancy is only mildly hinted at in the novel,
Figure 3.1 Cover design of Liang Qichao’s journal,

the message becomes unequivocal in the revised
New Citizen (Xinmin congbao), the 25th issue of
1903. Courtesy of the Quan Guo Bao Kan Suo Yin

cover design of Liang’s journal, New Citizen 新民

(CNBKSY), Shanghai Library.

叢報 (Xinmin congbao). Beginning with its
twenty-fifth issue in 1903, the cover shows a giant

lion pouncing on the globe (fig. 3.1).
As a visual reminder of these achievements, the great exhibition of China sixty years later
incorporates that very idea of expansion. In the nineteenth century, world expos were often
expansive, reaching beyond the exhibition site and, as in the case of the French Exposition
Universelles of 1889 and 1900, transforming the landscape of the city with permanent traces like
the Eiffel Tower. What was exhibited, then, were not just commodities and inventions in an
enclosed site, but the outlook of a city, a province, and the whole nation. Besides material
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expansion, world’s fairs also facilitated the expansion of knowledge, influence, and power.
International conferences and congresses, which were occasions for extending communication
and public influence, were also important features of the early expos (Jackson 19). In Liang’s
literary representation, the essential elements of a world’s fair are present: the International
Convention of Peace has just concluded in Nanjing, and the foreign representatives, who stay
behind to settle some clauses, all join the anniversary celebration, while monarchs and presidents
of the great powers gravitate toward Nanjing for the same purpose. At the grand international
exposition in Shanghai,
not only commercial and craft products were displayed, but a conference joining all
academic learning and religions was convened. Thousands of experts and learned
scholars, and tens of thousands of students, came from abroad. There were speech
platforms everywhere, and forums every day, transforming such a big city as
Shanghai, as well as Northern Jiangsu, Wusongkou, and Chongming County, into
one site of exhibition. (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 3)
The enormous site is animated with a large international population, and what is being exhibited
are not only achievements of Shanghai and its surrounding areas, but the essence of a new China,
a China on display. By setting up China as an object of international admiration, the center where
all nations gravitate, the exhibition of 1962 promotes an idealized China and counteracts the
deprivation and shame of the Chinese people in 1902. Just as the loss of land and sovereignty is
exposed to foreign observers to provoke the sense of shame in the Chinese, the grand expansion
in Shanghai must be witnessed by the world to confirm China’s glory. The fair is rife with the
desire to reconstruct the foreign image of China and restore the foreigners to their capacity as
guests. Among the twenty-thousand people who come to the talk on the first day, “over one
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thousand were foreigners, from America, England, Germany, France, Russia, Japan, the
Philippines, India, and so on” (“Xin Zhongguo weilai ji” 4). They are expected to hear not only
a history of China, but also the transformation of China in foreign perceptions and
representations—a transformation, however, that was never written. The foreign viewers of
China are taught to view China anew in its recovered spaces despite an obscure history.
The fifth chapter of “The Future of New China” came out in the September issue of 1903,
when the busily engaged Liang was visiting America upon the invitation of the overseas Chinese
constitutional society. He missed the international expo in Saint Louis, which had been
scheduled for the same year but was postponed due to delayed preparation. A tour around the
exhibition site granted him a view of China on display. As he recounts in Travels in the New
Continent 新大陸游記 (Xin Dalu youji, 1904), Huang Kaijia, vice supervisor of the Chinese
exhibits, has brought over thirty workers with him to the site. It is summertime and the workers
sit in a row outside their temporary sheds, naked and barefoot, eyeing the female visitors. This
provokes the hooligans of the streets, who hurl abuse and stones at the workers, alarming the
police several times a day. At this Liang exclaims that the great amount of money extorted from
all the provinces of China has been thus spent in exchange for abuse (Xin dalu 106–107). This
incident, the most detailed in Liang’s short journal entry on Saint Louis, is one among the many
in his travel account which express his worries about China’s international image.
Liang was not alone in this worry. That same year, other international exhibitions
troubled many Chinese with displays of China in shame. At the semi-international Domestic
Exhibition for Exhorting Industry 内国勧業博覧会 (Naikoku kangyō hakurankai) of Osaka in
1903, Chinese natives were exhibited with other “primitive peoples” at the Anthropology Hall 人
類館 (Jinrui kan), located next to a zoo. The primitive otherness of the Chinese natives was
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marked out in space with a historical dimension before the international viewers, an incident that
provoked great indignation among the Chinese. Anger and grief about China’s transnational
image flooded the Chinese newspapers and journals with protests, creating a discourse much
larger than the site of the visual encounter (Itō 77; Hur 55–73). The next year, China’s
participation in the St. Louis exposition again incurred so many unpleasant incidents such as the
display of a Chinese woman with bound feet together with other “uncivilized” human exhibits,
that the event came to be remembered in China as an indelible stain on the nation’s dignity (Hur
86–123). The idea that China was misplaced by the foreigners deepened many people’s distrust
in the Manchu government, but it also inflated the exhibitionistic desire of many others, who
imagined the expo as an opportunity to revise China’s international image. Liang’s unfinished
expo fantasy and his New Fiction heralded a new era of literary imaginings of China on a world
stage, where spatial allocation was conceived to signify power distribution.
3.3 Wu Jianren’s New Story of the Stone and the Modern China Elsewhere
The conception of expos as an arena for national parade and international rivalry reached
the Chinese in the late nineteenth century and had enduring reverberations. Wang Tao, the first
Chinese author to write about a world expo, visited the site of the 1867 Paris Exposition
Universelle and the London Crystal Palace and marveled at the manifestation of advanced
technology and national power (Wang Tao, “Manyou suilu” 89–94, 98–100). 11 When the
Chinese literati translated the expos as saihui 賽會, contest fairs, they emphasized competition.
In 1893, Zheng Guanying (1842–1922) suggested that China should hold a saihui in Shanghai,
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Manchu official Bin Chun (1803–1871) led the first government-sponsored tourist group to
London and had a chance to visit the Crystal Palace in 1866, but in his travelogue he does not
associate it with the 1851 exhibition (25).
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which he saw as an opportunity to stimulate national commercial activities and eventually rival
the foreign powers (3:64–68). As part of the “New Policies” 新政 (xinzheng) in 1901, the
government encouraged industrial and commercial investments, and saw exhibitions as a means
of stimulating indigenous competition and innovation. The 1904 St. Louis exposition marked
China’s first official participation in a world’s fair, 12 and in 1906 the Department of Commerce
issued the “Rules of Participation in Overseas Fairs” 商部新訂出洋賽會章程 (Shangbu xin ding
chuyang saihui zhangcheng), exhorting Chinese participants to learn from the merits of foreign
products for the improvement of Chinese industry and commerce (12). While this notion of
international emulation was in the air, the fairs were also conceived of as opportunities for
establishing, revising, and promoting one’s international image. Tellingly, the Empress Dowager
Cixi commissioned the American artist Katherine A. Carl to paint her portrait for the St Louis
exposition, with the purpose of improving her reputation abroad (Jung Chang 317–322).
Against this atmosphere of expectation and competition, the next notable fantasy about a
Chinese world expo appeared. Wu Jianren’s New Story of the Stone began serialization in
September 1905 and was published in book form in 1908. 13 Wu was perhaps the fiction writer
most responsive to the constitutional craze, producing several stories about its feats and follies.
Better known for his sarcastic “novels of exposure” devoted to exposing the dark sides of society,
Wu presents in this novel, however, an optimistic alternative to China’s gloomy present,
embodying his hope for China’s political reform in the image of a highly modernized utopia. A
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The previous official presentations of Chinese objects had been organized by foreigners in the
Maritime Customs Service (Brunero 10–11). In contrast, private Chinese participants had
displayed Chinese products and people at international expositions as early as the 1851 London
Great Exhibition (Shanghai tushuguan 107–109). For details about a Chinese Collection
exhibited at St. George’s Place, Hyde Park Corner, August 1842, see Altick (292–294).
13
Only eleven chapters, describing Baoyu’s experience in Shanghai, were serialized in 1905 in
the Nanfang bao 南方報 (The southern news).
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Shanghai world expo, brought up only briefly toward the conclusion, betokens the economic
success and political impact of the future Chinese constitutional monarchy.
As can be inferred from the title, Wu’s novel is a sequel to the renowned Story of the
Stone 石頭記 by Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1715–1763), a family saga centered on the tragic
romance between Jia Baoyu and Lin Daiyu. Also known as Dream of the Red Mansions 紅樓夢,
the story is framed by the myth of the goddess Nüwa, who forges giant stones to mend the
cracked heaven, with one stone left unused. This stone is reincarnated into a piece of jade and
accompanies Baoyu through the prosperity and decline of the Jia family, till Baoyu renounces
the world of the “red dust.” There have been many sequels to the novel, but Wu’s sequel differs
from the others in that it does not focus on romance, but takes the stone’s unfulfilled wish to
“mend heaven” as the cause of Baoyu’s reentering the world. The book can be divided into two
parts. In the first part, Baoyu travels from his seclusion to late Qing China, witnessing the bizarre
people and events of a tortuously modernizing world around the farcical Boxer Uprising. The
second part begins with his stumbling into a “Land of Civilization” 文明境界 (Wenming jingjie,
henceforth “Land”), an absolute monarchy clearly of Chinese origin, where scientific
industrialization, administration, and moral cultivation are all so perfected that Baoyu realizes his
project of “mending heaven” has already been accomplished by others.
Wu may have been influenced by translations of Western science fiction, such as Jules
Verne’s adventure novels and Bellamy’s future fantasy. The latter’s model of being shown
around in a wonderful realm by a guide, a frequent device in utopian stories according to
Northrop Frye (324), is adopted in Wu’s novel. But Wu is also the inheritor of Chinese
traditional utopian archetypes featuring spatial transitions, such as Six-Dynasties poetry about
meeting immortals and Tao Qian’s 陶潛 (356–427) celebrated “Peach Blossom Spring” 桃花源
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記, in which the protagonist stumbles into a haven of peace hidden away from the world. The
Story of the Stone itself is an eminently spatial novel, which creates its utopia with the Garden of
Grand View 大觀園 (Daguanyuan), an Eden-like space sheltered from the world outside. Behind
those excursions and seclusions is the desire to escape from reality’s misfortunes and find respite
in a carefree retreat. In Wu’s novel, however, the desire is not to hide from the world, but to
break through China’s limits of development, catch up with Western modernity, and reposition
the Chinese nation at the center of the world. As wenming 文明 could both mean “civilization”
and “modernity,” Wu’s utopia as a spatial construct uses the geographical separation of the Land
from the rest of China to represent a temporal gap between China’s present and modernized
future. 14 Within this imaginary land of nowhere, Wu constructs a new world order with a replacement of things and people.
The time-space construction in this novel is informed by the urge for international
competition, the same desire that motivated late Qing China’s investments in saihui. Wu’s novel
calls for competition in commerce, which is ultimately about market share. Baoyu is surprised
that the market in Shanghai is flooded with foreign goods, and China, lagging behind the West,
has to use foreign technology, products, and even people, to run the country. Coming from an
age before significant Western impact, he defamiliarizes the China’s reliance on foreign imports
and problematizes it with a nationalist compassion not present in the original Baoyu.
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Literally “to clarify through patterns” or “to enlighten with letters,” the word wenming carried
an emphasis on the written language, and as D. R. Howland (13) explains, can be understood as
describing “a superior state of human society made luminous (ming 明) through writing or
civilization (wen 文).” By the late Qing, with the impact of Western science and technology,
wenming took on the meaning of “modern” or “modernity,” and “came to serve as an emblem of
all that was advanced, standing as a synecdoche for the power and prestige of the West” (Jones
17).
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This sentiment echoes the political concerns Wu shared with his contemporaries in 1905.
In the Spring, Wu was employed as editor for the Chinese version of the American-owned Chu
bao 楚報 (English name Central China Post), but when protests in China rose against the
American Exclusion Act prohibiting the immigration of Chinese laborers, he resigned his
editorship to join the boycott of American products in Shanghai (Wei 6en10). Boycotts, argues
Karl Gerth, were part of the sustained anti-imperialist national products movement, aimed at
creating a nationalistic consumer culture regulated around the duality of “national products” and
“foreign products.” A more subtle form of linking consumerism to nationalism was a set of what
Gerth calls “nationalistic commodity spectacles,” which included advertising, fashion shows,
museums, and exhibitions that “articulated and propagated the ethic of nationalistic consumption
through a nationalistic visuality” (Gerth 204). They constituted an exhibitionary complex
devoted exclusively to displaying and selling national products. 15 Following the introduction of
the “New Policies,” local exhibitions began to be organized in China (Fernsebner 100–101),
though the national products exhibitions only flourished in the Republican era. Wu’s
participation in the movement constituted a spatial practice, which “is lived directly before it is
conceptualized” (Lefebvre 34). Baoyu’s wish to resist and outstrip the foreigners foreshadows
the theme of self-reliance in the latter half of the New Story of the Stone, with scenes of
exhibition that anticipate the nationalistic commodity spectacles. In the Land, indigenous
products and technology have surpassed the West too much to allow the latter much space. 16 The
marginalization of foreign goods is visualized in Baoyu’s visits to a library, the Technology
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For details, see Gerth (2003), chapters 5 and 6.
Patrick Hanan (176) has lucidly pointed out that “Wu Jianren’s utopia is both anti-West and
super-West, excelling at the applied science and industrialization by which the West has defined
modernity, in fact beating it at its own game, while also claiming the heritage of Confucian
morality.”
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Museum, and an exhibit at the marketplace, where indigenous books and products are displayed
at the center, and foreign ones on the side (Wu 219, 223, 302). The spatial arrangement reflects
the hierarchy of progress and constructs a new order of superiority.
Also remarkable is the vehemence with which the residents of the Land rush to ridicule
the ideas and inventions of the West, with Western wenming as a whole pronounced barbarous.
For Wu Jianren, China’s future glory is not expedited by imported technology, but fostered by an
enduring wisdom and modern innovations made in China. With the desire to outstrip the Western
model, the narrative often downplays, and even cancels out, any influence by the West. While
most of the inventions, such as radio communication, originated in the West and were then
perfected in the Land, with the perfecting, a temporal dimension is added onto the cross-cultural
transplantation, helping to conceal China’s duplication of Western goods and diminish the credit
of the West. Even the popular travel writings on visits to foreign countries, which Baoyu
lambasts as a pretentious and desultory body of literature (Wu 156-157), seem rewritten by his
visit to the Land into a self-empowering account of Eastern glory. As Baoyu tours the place, the
word kexiao 可笑, meaning laughable or ridiculous, is used again and again, and the people in
the Land have a good laugh at the West, laughing away the traces of borrowing from the Western
model.
While foreigners running China’s business constituted an image of economic intrusion,
the allied forces of the foreign nations entering Beijing for retaliation on the Boxers presented a
more conspicuous impingement. In 1900, with the evacuation of the royal court, foreign troops
replaced the Manchu and Chinese authorities as the masters of the capital. Baoyu’s visit to
Beijing is set against this background, and he sees the streets, previously dominated by the
Boxers, change appearance: “On each door there were several flags, reading ‘obedient subjects
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of Great Britain,’ or ‘obedient subjects of Great Germany’” (Wu 128). When a foreign troop pass
by, some Chinese, a former Boxer among them, kneel by the roadside, “each with a little flag
attached to the back of his collar,” claiming to be “obedient subjects” 順民 (shunmin) of those
“Great” nations (Wu 128). Worse than the shop owner in “The Future of New China” who feels
like a guest in his own house, these people eagerly offer up their houses and bodies to the foreign
masters, presenting a disturbing image of voluntary capitulation at a time when foreigners were
loudly condemned for “carving up” China by force.
This farcical display of these “subjects” before the foreign troops resembles the shameful
exhibition of the Chinese people at the international expos. It provides an opportunity for the
reader to see ill-placed Chinese—dispossessed of land and reduced to the kneeling position—
exposed in shame to a transnational vision. The reader sees from the perspective of the novel’s
protagonist. Baoyu, who has been reading translated books and learning foreign languages since
coming to Shanghai, converses in English with a British officer, who wants to know which flag
says Britain. It happens that the former Boxer, Wang Wei’er, has a flag reading “obedient subject
of Great Britain” on his back, and Baoyu detaches it to show the English soldier.
The Englishman looked at the flag, and at Wang Wei’er, who was prostrating on
the ground. The soldier walked towards Wang, lifted his chin with a hand, and
asked him to look up. But Wang’s face went deadly pale with fright. The soldier
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smiled, shook hand with Baoyu, and left with his troop. (Wu 128)
This brief encounter with the foreigner’s gaze objectifies the Boxer, who is prostrated, pale, an
object of mockery. The British soldier manipulates
and examines the Boxer’s body as if it is a
commodity on exhibit, to be possessed or discarded.
His imperial eyes, as Mary Louise Pratt would call
them, claim control and ownership. Baoyu, himself
an outsider to semi-colonial Shanghai (Isaacson 63),
looks and smiles alongside the foreigner. The
illustration (fig. 3.2) of the scene in the 1908 edition
shows Baoyu, appositely, standing side by side with
the British officer, their feet on equal ground, and
their heights matching. Baoyu looks down, it can be
said, from the foreigner’s perspective, at the
Figure 3.2 Baoyu showing the “Obedient subject
of Great Britain” flag to the British officer, Wu

kneeling and begging Boxer. The reader, like

Jianren, Xin shitou ji, Wu Jianren quanji, vol. 6,

Baoyu, gets a view of the Chinese people’s folly

p. 125.

exposed to the foreigner’s eyes.
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The author grants Baoyu this perspective without compromising the latter’s national
grounds. 17 Wu never went abroad like Liang Qichao and many others did, but he was a witness
of the boom of returnees and students who received foreign education in China in the late 1890s
and 1900s, which served as rich material for satires at the time. An old hand at sarcasm, Wu can
be relentless in his derision of the “fake foreigners,” who presume on their foreign influence and
look down upon China, but he does not target all foreign-educated intellectuals indiscriminately.
When Baoyu hopes to see the Chinese take charge of their businesses, Bai Yaolian, a comprador
whose name puns on “shameless,” protests, “Chinese businesses are not to be trusted,” since “no
Chinese can be trusted” (ch. 7). With his connections with the foreigners through trade, Bai
declares, “Although I’m Chinese, I have some foreign temperament” (48). Seeing Bai regard the
foreigners as his kith and kin, Baoyu, who has been learning English and reading foreign books
since coming to Shanghai, points out the irony: “I learned that foreigners valued patriotism the
most. I’m afraid patriotic foreigners won’t claim such unworthy kin!” (52). As can be seen from
the contrast, Wu distinguishes two types of the viewers in the novel: those who borrow the
foreign lens to see China’s faults with the hope to correct them, and those who worship foreign
powers and are half-blinded by a non-productive sense of China’s inferiority. The reader of the
novel, then, not only sees China exposed to foreign observers, but also sees how the two types of
Chinese characters in the novel perceive that exposure. With unequivocal approval for one type
and contempt for the other, Wu teaches his reader how to view China with a foreign audience in
mind.

17

In emphasizing Baoyu’s “Chinese” identity, Wu disregards the fact that as Cao Xueqin was a
bannerman, his protagonist could potentially be a Manchu aristocrat. As in Liang’s novel, ethnic
tension is downplayed when international rivalry is the focus.
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This differentiation between the Chinese and foreign identities is fundamental to the
Land’s exclusion policy. The entrance to the Land is marked with two characters, “Kong dao” 孔
道, which can both mean the Way of Confucius and a guarded strategic pass, through which only
a few may enter the Land. The admission of outsiders is strictly screened in an inspection room,
where the visitor’s nature is examined, and only those diagnosed as civilized (wenming) are
welcome to stay. The examination shows that Baoyu has a “crystal nature,” while Liu Xuesheng,
whose name puns on “overseas student,” has come to the Land three times only to be turned
away every time (Wu 182). Although Wu does not describe what kind of person Liu is, it is not
difficult to guess that he belongs with the second type mentioned above. In contrast to the real
China, which is open to all kinds of foreign penetration, the Land is a rather enclosed place, its
purification and exclusion mechanisms fencing off a space where only the narrative of a Chinese
wenming can unfold. The exclusion seems an exaggerated mirroring of the exclusion of Chinese
labor from the foreign market, which provoked Wu’s indignation in 1905 and continued to
inform his writing of the remaining chapters until 1908.
Despite the exclusion of foreign privilege and its worshippers, the display of national
glory cannot proceed without the presence of foreign nations. A new international order attends
the construction of the Land, which is divided into five districts, the East, the West, the South,
the North, and the Middle. Its peace and prosperity, according to Baoyu’s guide, have been made
possible by one man and his four children (Wu 183). Dongfang Qiang 東方強, whose name
means “Eastern strength,” and whose style name is none other than Wenming, after which the
Land is named, has taught his people the principle of freedom, and retired to the East District.
His three sons and one daughter, Ying 英, De 德, Fa 法, and Mei 美, which names are Chinese
translations of England, Germany, France, and America respectively, are serving the Land in
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capacities well matching the specialties of those nations. For example, Dongfang De specializes
in medicine, which seems to allude to the international prestige German medicine enjoyed in the
early twentieth century. 18 Dongfang Ying is in charge of the market in the South, a fact
reminiscent of Britain’s entrance into China’s market through trade outside Guangdong in the
early nineteenth century. At the same time, those four names can also mean wisdom, virtue, law,
and beauty, respectively. All are surnamed “Eastern,” which, though not the geographical center
(the Middle District), is the origin of all the merits, and perhaps of the strength of the foreign
powers, too. In the Land, the foreign is not simply excluded, but domesticated, or “Easternized.”
In contrast to the Chinese who kneel by the streets with flags on them, claiming to be “obedient
subjects” of the foreign powers, the strongest foreign nations seem to have turned into “obedient
subjects of the East.” Lastly, the name of Dongfang Qiang’s son-in-law, Hua Zili 華自立,
translates as “Chinese independence.” This genealogy remaps the world with reversed power
relations within the Land.
And not just within the Land, for this is not a secluded retreat as one finds in the
traditional Chinese utopian literature, but one said to possess the power to dominate the world.
The words of the General of the ground force reveal the ultimate aspiration of the Land, and the
author’s ideal in its creation, in relation to the world:
If our government gives an order to seize the nations—and I’m not boasting
here—we’ll accomplish that in no time. The government is not disinclined to do it,
either. Only Master Dongfang objects to it. … The greatest wish of his life is to
build a true civilized nation, the exact opposite of those false civilized nations, to
let them see and be ashamed, so that they will learn from us the true civilization.
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For a detailed discussion of German medicine’s influence on China, see Gao 2014: 175–189.
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Then we can achieve a civilized world without fighting. (Wu 304–305; my
emphasis)
To be strong and let the world see: that is the wish behind this expansive construction of wealth,
power, and wisdom, at which the foreign nations, which have caused shame to China, should be
ashamed. This brandishing of what Isaacson (2, 7) calls the “discursive knives” of Western
imperialism is meant to impress and inspire not just the General’s interlocutor, but eventually the
Chinese readers of the book, encouraging them to imagine a future China on display to a world
awed by Chinese splendor. At a time when foreign penetration allowed the Chinese few spatial
or psychic retreats into which to hide, literature could use this visibility to remind the reader of
shame, or take a narcissistic defense, which “involves a degree of self-idealisation that is
reflected in the idea of being admired” (Steiner 6), to preserve the wounded ego. Wu juxtaposes
the two, counteracting the passive lived space with imaginary spatial construction. After the
shameful display of Chinese “subjects,” he envisions a world audience to satisfy the
exhibitionistic desire of the Chinese. With this transnational vision, Wu turns the Land into a
grand site of self-empowering world exhibition.
All the foregrounding anticipates Baoyu’s dream, which occurs in the last chapter. In the
dream Baoyu travels back to Shanghai and learns that after he left China, many changes have
happened. The government has implemented the New Policies after the Boxer Uprising,
dispatched ministers abroad to study constitutionalism, and established a bureau to discuss which
policies would work best for China. All these had actually taken place by the time Wu published
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the novel in 1908. 19 Baoyu’s dream bridges these events with fantasy by adding that, soon after
China adopted constitutionalism, “the whole of China has changed its appearance” (Wu 320). In
Shanghai, “the extraterritoriality has been abolished,” stores and markets are flourishing
everywhere with Chinese products, and “an international exposition is being held at Pudong”
(Wu 320). What is more, the International Convention of Peace is held in Beijing, presided over
by the Chinese Emperor. The flags of all nations again rise in Beijing, but this time, they are
topped by that of China, to which they seem to pay homage (Wu 1998: 321).
The president of the Convention turns out to be none other than Dongfang Wenming,
who, as Baoyu finds out after waking up, is an old acquaintance from the Story of the Stone. His
presence in the dream seems to point out a destination for China’s progress, yet the ending is
vague about Baoyu’s faith in the goal. Instead of going back to China to assist its progress, he
gives away his jade, relinquishing the incommensurate aspiration to “mend heaven,” and heads
for Dongfang Wenming’s hometown, the Village of Freedom. “Wu ends up,” Kenny K. K. NG
(30) observes, “unable to transform his Chinese hero into a trustee of the future in New Story of
the Stone, implying the immense difficulty for China to overcome the past in creating a modern
future.” It seems to me, however, that the predicament is not only caused by the difficulty to
overcome the past, but also by the impossibility of accommodating the past and the future in one
space. Not only is the present China disconnected with both the Land and Baoyu’s dream, but the
futurist dream itself is fundamentally severed from the Land, where past and future coexist. Wu
indicates that progress via constitutionalism, which the dream celebrates, will fall short of the
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Popular demand for political reform had grown so strong that the Qing government was
compelled to give way, and dispatched five minsters abroad to investigate constitutionalism in
1905. Three years later, the government issued an “Outline of Constitutionalism,” promising to
form a constitutional government after a nine-year period of preparation.
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achievements of the Land, which, counterintuitively, has long reverted back to absolutism, a
polity unsuited for “uncivilized” peoples (Wu 208). The Land’s aspiring for the modern while
holding on to the traditional manifests, as Theodore Huters (171-172) points out, the
impossibility of a successful fusion. It is a historical impasse that can only be projected onto a
nowhere. Geographical exploration substitutes for history, with a spatial rearrangement
accessible through a narrow path, while leaving a message about disjunction: China’s
modernization happens in a dream, and its unwanted present is simply replaced by a wenming in
a parallel space.
3.4 Lu Shi’e: Between the Shanghai Exhibitions in the New China
In reality, the constitutional course was not as smooth as Baoyu dreams, but was met with
new challenges when the novel was published in book form in November 1908. Popular
demands forced the government to shorten the period of constitutional preparation from nine to
six years, which still left many people unsatisfied. 20 In 1910, the government organized the
Nanjing South Seas Exposition for Exhorting Industry 南洋勸業會 (Nanyang quanye hui),
which, though domestic in scale, embraced causes of both national development and global
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After the emperor’s and the empress dowager’s deaths in November, demand for an early
convocation of parliament kept growing, but the conservative orientations of the government
under Prince Chun 醇親王 (1883–1951) cast doubt over it. Three times in the following year
representatives from sixteen provinces went to Beijing to urge the government to speed up the
constitutional course and convene parliament. At last Prince Chun promised to shorten the period
of constitutional preparation from nine to six years, but he also concentrated power by organizing
a ‘Royal Cabinet’ predominated by Manchus in May 1911, further alienating the Chinese
constitutionalists (Hsü 416).
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competition. 21 The utopian vision this exhibition endeavored to invoke, that “the traditional
leadership was capable of modernizing the country” (Godley 504), did not save the empire from
disintegrating in the next year. Nevertheless, even amidst the successive reformist petitions for
speed-ups and the tension built up towards revolution in 1910, the nine-year preparation plan
remained inspirational, at least for the medical practitioner and fiction writer Lu Shi’e. His New
China, the third text of my study, tells of the narrator’s dream about a tour of Shanghai forty-one
years later (1951), when extraterritoriality has been abolished, the national debt paid, parliament
convened in 1916 and an (inter)national expo held in 1928. 22 As in Wu’s novel, the expo is not
even the primary focus, but is at the core of the spatial unfolding, corresponding with the
dynamics in larger spaces in the narrative. China has become a military and economic super
power, as well as an academic and technological front-runner in the world. Foreigners, who used
to despise China, now swarm over to study, while books written in the Chinese language
circulate all over the globe.
Lu’s novella was the most discussed literary text in the expo fever around 2010, an
eminence largely creditable to the few words said by Wen Jiabao in the speech mentioned above.
An officially-sponsored documentary series, A Hundred Years’ Expo Dream, came out, the first
episode opening with the literary imaginations of the late Qing writers, with Lu in the spotlight.
News reports referred to Lu’s novella in relation to the Shanghai expo with phrases like
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Godley notes that the organizer “acknowledged that the fair was not really intended to show
Chinese products to the world, but to spy on foreign ways so as to encourage domestic
improvements.” However, the fair did attract fourteen other nations (Godley 503), and as
Fernsebner notes, the organizers also viewed the event as “central to a specific national cause:
global competition and survival” (104).
22
Lu’s original text has “nei guo” 內國, literally “inner-nation,” which has been suspected to be
a typo of “wan guo” 萬國, multi-national (Lu Shi’e, Xin Zhongguo 18). As Shanghai in the
dream is highly internationalized, the exhibition being a national or an international one does not
affect the fact that it is open to an international audience.
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“prediction verified,” “prophesy proved true,” “miracle,” and so on. 23 It did not matter that Lu
never predicted an expo for the People’s Republic of China one hundred years later, but one in
the “twentieth year of the Xuantong Emperor,” in a constitutional monarchy.
The novella impresses its reader of the twenty-first century with its imagining of
Shanghai’s urban construction, a good portion of which is fulfilled today: the New Shanghai
Theater (today’s Shanghai Grand Theater) where the foreigners’ race course used to be,
streetcars running underground (equivalent to the subway today), a great iron bridge across the
Huangpu River, tunnels under the river, and so on. More than his predecessors, Lu lays out the
floor plan of the utopian Shanghai with details that excite his readers after a century, although
instead of a sheer feat of futurist imagination, the constructions and inventions are often
duplicates from reality in the West through what Li Yongdong calls a “spatial transplantation.”
The expo, which the novella mentions only in passing, is a marker of the changing city landscape;
Shanghai is presented as a grand site of exhibition to afford movement free from foreign
intervention and allow the narrative to unfold in a utopian space.
In contrast to the enthusiasm in popular media and a few Chinese literary journals, most
scholars have been less excited by Lu’s achievements. Aside from Lu’s modest literary fame, 24
another reason is probably that Lu’s futurist fantasy, given its literary precedents, is perhaps not
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See, for example, Ren Zhongping, “Yiqie shiyu shibohui,” and Yu Chuanshi, “Mengxiang,
cong Shanghai kaishi.”
24
Unlike Liang, China’s most influential opinion leader in the late Qing, or Wu, one of the most
prolific writers and, according to Hanan, the “best example of the change to the modern in
Chinese literature” (162), Lu has often been regarded as a minor figure in Chinese literary
history. Lu Xun mentions only one work by Lu Shi’e in his famous A Brief history of Chinese
Fiction and dismisses it as “unnoticed” 不稱 (bucheng) (268). In the past two decades scholars
have called for reexamination and reevaluation of Lu Shi’e’s works, which they believe to have
been insufficiently researched given the oeuvre’s remarkable quantity and diversity. See Tian
Xiaohong (1–6). As far as I know, there has not been any published scholarly research in English
on Lu’s works.
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as daring as his modern admirers would claim. In addition to Bellamy’s example, the framework
of a dream on New Year’s Day about a tour in the future China could have been inspired by Cai
Yuanpei’s 蔡元培 (1868–1940) 1904 short story, “New Year’s Dream” 新年夢 (Xinnian meng).
The abolition of extraterritoriality, triumph of national industry and commerce, and replacement
of foreign domains with Chinese constructions, repeat the themes of spatial reversal and power
relocation explored in the “Future of New China” and the New Story of the Stone. The Admiral
of the Navy echoes the General of the ground force in Wu’s novel by avowing that China could
have dominated the globe but for that “our people love peace and have no higher ambition than
guarding our own territory” (Lu Shi’e, Xin Zhongguo 34). Such grandiloquence, common to the
futurist narratives of the decade, was perhaps hackneyed to readers repeatedly promised of
China’s boundless sphere of influence. Considering its literary precedents, Lu’s futurist fantasy
is not so much an original vision as a continuation and development of previous fantasies.
Nevertheless, a closer look at Lu’s representations of Shanghai reveals a presence,
stronger than can be found in Liang and Wu, of the image of the exhibition, to which Lu time
and again compared the cosmopolitan city of 1910. Shanghai’s cosmopolitanism was a result of
its mixed population. Its foreign concessions, originally reserved exclusively for foreign
settlements in 1845, opened to Chinese refugees in 1853, and eventually became “a special
district mostly populated by Chinese but governed by Europeans” (Hanchao Lu 35). Multinational constructions, residents, and life styles marked the urban spaces. To Westerners, semicolonial Shanghai presented itself as what Foucault terms a heterotopia, a place in which “all the
other real sites that can be found within the [Western] culture, are simultaneously represented,
contested, and inverted” (“Of Other Spaces” 24). But Shanghai was a heterotopia also in the
sense that it resembled an international exhibition site—its foreign-style edifices earned it the
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epithet, “museum of global architecture” (Hanchao Lu 110). Not as ordered as the modern
museum for the “perpetual and indefinite accumulation of time” (Foucault, “Of Other Spaces”
26), or as transitory as the fairgrounds for temporal assemblage of amusements, Shanghai
seemed to subsume both under its expressions of progress and diversity. The 1910 exhibition and
its preparatory works begun in 1909 can be seen as concentrated spatial practices conceived to
showcase national achievements within a larger, international exhibitionary complex.
Lu transcribed his lived experience of this twofold exhibition into his novel of exposure,
New Shanghai 新上海 (Xin Shanghai), published in early 1910. Set in a Shanghai where police
in foreign uniforms patrol the streets and Chinese are subject to various oppressions and
exclusions, the novel treats the city as a space of international power struggles. The opening
chapters anticipate the 1910 exhibition by introducing the reader to Zhang Park, where the
Exhibits-Providing Association 出品協會 (Chupin xiehui), one of the exhibition preparatory
organizations, hosts an industrial exhibition. 25 Conflating the exhibits with despicable images
from Shanghai society, Lu questions the validity of a national exhibition. The exhibits, one
protagonist remarks, are “too complete,” with Chinese prostitutes, magic shows, wine shops,
gambling houses, and so on, teeming the park, although he does not see how these qualify as
“national products” (Lu, Xin Shanghai 10). His misidentification casts doubts on the prospects of
the conceived national exhibition, as the things he mentions are precisely the visual focus of the
exhibition visitors’ direct experience. To this Lu adds the image of China in the internationally
contested space of Shanghai, where, as the protagonist learns from a friend, Chinese are denied
entrance to many places such as the public parks and racecourses. “In a word,” says the friend,

The exhibition opened on November 21, 1909. See “Shanghai chupin xiehui kaimu” 上海出品
協會開幕 (Shanghai exhibits-providing association exhibition opens), Shen bao 22 November,
1909.
25
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“it’s all because our nation is weak. If China becomes strong, can foreigners still look down upon
us like this?” (Lu, Xin Shanghai 56).
This question about autonomous space and international image is reviewed and answered
in New China with a reconceived Shanghai in the eyes of the world. The brief account of a
dispiriting cityscape preceding the narrator’s dream reads just like a sequel to New Shanghai, but
all is reversed as the narrator dreams of going around the city with his guide and friend, seeing
an incredibly great number of wonders for a two days’ tour. Lu introduces this grand exhibition
with a restructuring of the urban space and its international power relations. Typically, the first
thing the dreaming narrator notices when coming out from his house is the changed appearance
of the street: not only is the street broadened and shops refined, but the foreign police who used
to patrol the streets are also replaced by Chinese police (Lu, Xin Zhongguo 4–5). Two foreigners
walk towards him, and when he tries to make way for them, just as the Chinese used to do, the
foreigners, to his surprise, yield to him modestly (Lu, Xin Zhongguo 5). The foreigners’
replacement and stepping aside prepare for the account of the city’s transformation, highlighting
the fact that international respect for China is established with the retreat of foreign dominance.
As can be expected, the restructuring reaches beyond the cityscape of Shanghai to claim
international recognition of China’s national power. The story tells that when parliament is
convened in 1916, the foreign concessions in Shanghai are not yet reclaimed, but the shops in
those concessions reach an agreement with the foreigners’ municipal councils and donate money
to build street light decorations for a great celebration. Most resplendent among the dazzling
decorations is a lamp-lit gateway 牌樓 (pailou), on top of which is mounted a lion playing with a
ball, signifying “the awakened lion dominates the globe” (Lu, Xin Zhongguo 9). The “awakened
lion” or “awakening lion” was a self-empowering title some Chinese claimed for their nation in
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the 1900s (Yang Jui-song 126–129), and the image clearly recalls the revised design of Liang
Qichao’s New Citizen mentioned above. It also echoes the spatial exploration in Lu’s science
fantasy, New Rustic’s Words of Exposure 新野叟曝言 (Xin yesou puyan, 1909), in which an
Awakened Lion Spaceship 醒獅艦 (Xingshi jian) carries the Chinese people to conquer Europe
and explore the moon and Jupiter for colonization. Though Shanghai remains half-colonized, the
ambition of its residents swells to claim the world. This ostentatious show right before the
residents of the foreign settlements, establishing China as a visual object of admiration and awe,
constitutes a demand for territorial recovery and international power relocation. All these, told in
the first chapter, set the tone for the subsequent account of China’s national revival and global
supremacy.
Lu’s two 1910 novels on Shanghai contrast a nightmarish present with a dream future,
shameful exposure with proud exhibition, and colonization by foreign nations with China’s
dominance of the globe. Whereas in New Shanghai Lu acts more like the writers “who describe
and aspire to do no more than describe” the lived space (Lefebvre 39), in New China he
appropriates the symbolic space of a dream and conceptualizes it as spatial representations.
Published shortly after its counterpart, the radiant New China can be read as an antidote to the
grotesque New Shanghai, but the latter also seems to cast a shadow over the utopian dream,
presenting a paradox in Lu’s futurist writing. While it looks forward to an international
exhibition in 1928, the New China says nothing about the exhibition to take place in a few
months in 1910; it has simply skipped the near future, the future of anticipation and practice, to
reach the utopian destination. Although Lu envisions other successes in the constitutional course,
one wonders if after the sarcastic New Shanghai, he could still exalt the 1910 exhibition, or if the
future he dreams could only emerge between the real and fantasized exhibitionary spaces.
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The omission signals a mistrust of progressive time, a fact further betrayed in Lu’s
account of the change of the Chinese people. Like Liang Qichao, Lu places his hope for
recovering China’s international image on the renewal of the people. The reason that China used
to be called the “sick man’s nation,” according to a college headmaster in the story, is that the
Chinese all had some heart disease, and therefore “whatever they did, they couldn’t get it right,
and were often laughed at” by the others (Lu, Xin Zhongguo 24). How has this changed? Not
through the regular progress of time. Social evolution, briefly named (13, 70), is too slow and
commonplace to account for this dramatic change from the “sick man” laughed at by the world
to the “awakened lion” dominating the globe. To explain this transformation of the “Chinese
character,” Lu echoes Wu, who employs in the New Story of the Stone medical treatment to
ameliorate the human nature. Himself a medical practitioner, Lu imagines a “heart-curing
medicine” 醫心藥 (yi xin yao) and an “awakening art” 催醒術 (cuixing shu), the former able to
cure all kinds of “heart sicknesses,” i.e. moral defects (Lu, Xin Zhongguo 24), the latter able to
rouse people from their lethargic state. Since these inventions, “the national situation and
people’s ways have all changed completely” (28). Any careful reader will notice that, since the
people unite to save their nation years before the convocation of parliament, the invention of the
cures could not have happened much later than the year of 1910. Such change is not evolution,
but revolution, and requires no longer than perhaps the interval between the publications of New
Shanghai and New China! The “future” does not wait for forty, or even six years, to unfold; it is
laid out instantaneously—its trajectory unnarratable—with all historical achievements marked
out on the cityscape and accessible in a grand tour.
New China was generated in an environment permeated by an impatience with time,
where people demanded shortened preparation, immediate convocation of parliament, and the
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future lived in the now. When Lu embraces the constitutional ideal to articulate the possibilities
of spatial experiences, he resorts to near-magic inventions to enable instant changes, so it takes
only one blink from the semi-colonized “sick man’s nation” to the “awakened lion” taking hold
of the globe. The conceptualized dream space of the Shanghai exhibition plasters over doubts for
real progress, and rules out alternative practices of the lived experience. The future as destination
awaits no uncertain evolution, and time must leap.
3.5 Conclusion
Time never leapt to the “forty-third year of the Xuantong Emperor of Great Qing.” A
great revolution was on the horizon when Lu’s novella was published, and the next year, the last
imperial regime of China was overthrown. With the aborting of constitutionalism and the
confusion following the 1911 revolution, the exuberant literary imaginings about China’s future
subsided, and the exhibitionistic desire seemed to have lost its major outlet. After the fall of the
Qing dynasty, Lu rechanneled his reformist enthusiasm to the revolutionary cause, lauding the
Wuchang Uprising, catalyst to the 1911 revolution, in his new novel, Yellow Flower in Blood
and Tears 血淚黃花 (Xuelei huanghua, 1911). The futurist fantasies of a universally admired
Chinese constitutional monarchy became history.
The novel of the future, however, did not vanish in China with the rise of modern
Chinese fiction as Henry Zhao assumes (459). In particular, the expo fantasy was resumed in
Bao Tianxiao’s 包天笑 unfinished story, “New Shanghai” 新上海 (Xin Shanghai, 1925), which
opens with the scene of an international expo in Shanghai in 1955 (191). Writing at a time when
Chinese territory was carved up into separate regimes by warlords fighting for control, Bao
envisions freeing up the lands then enclosed by military cliques and hosting an international
audience in harmony. Though unfinished and uninformative about the means to achieve that
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future, Bao’s utopian vision secures recovered spaces for the exhibition, and anticipated the
official discourse on constructing Shanghai as the icon of China’s “international image” in the
1930s (Li Yongdong 52). This same belief that Shanghai should be responsible for presenting the
best of China to the world, no doubt, continued to inform the 2010 international expo.
Tracing the history of a Shanghai expo to late Qing fantasies, we can easily see that the
wish to exhibit a new China to the world’s view sustained a forward-looking perspective in
literary conception. It is not equally obvious that the transnational vision also requires the
narrative to develop in space. I have shown that in the three late Qing texts envisaging a
Shanghai expo, the imagination of a future world’s fair is driven by the desire to be seen as
strong by the world, and as such is realized through space as well as time. While time is central
to the futurist narratives, it does not fully align with the progressive trajectory, as the latter fails
to provide immediate solution to the pressing issues. In Liang Qichao’s unfinished “Future of the
New China,” the future as anticipation develops with difficulty and is left forever dislocated
from the destination. Wu Jianren’s New Story of the Stone constructs a land of wenming with a
narrow entrance, separating China from the true modernity achieved elsewhere. Even in Lu
Shi’e’s exuberant dream in the New China, progressive time is discredited in favor of a leap. In
all cases, the narrative unfolds in space like an exposition, its conception corresponding with and
appropriating the demand for a breakthrough in the lived spatial deprivation, to represent power
relocations in various socio-economic domains. Like in most utopian imaginations, the destined
space is clear in view, though the path remains obscure.
Self-empowering fantasies about China’s international visibility is not restricted to
imagined expositions. Biheguan Zhuren’s 碧荷館主人 New Era 新紀元 (Xin jiyuan, 1908), for
example, envisions China’s global military domination. In Yisuo’s Huang Xiuqiu (1905), the
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eponymous heroine is inspired by the French revolutionary Madame Roland to become a
feminist reformist, and dreams about performing to the foreign audience when China is strong: “I,
Huang Xiuqiu, am on the stage now, and all the characters are ready. We must give a good
performance, and invite Madame Roland to see” (Yisuo 388). To “give a good performance and
let the other see” captures the gist of the transnational vision in the futurist descriptions of
China’s international shows, exhibitions, stage performances, and so on, defending and boosting
the ego of the Chinese readers. 26 The fantasy about an exhibitionary complex, in particular,
underpins the visual representation of international power relocation through spatial
arrangements.
Discussing the impact of travel writings on the popular imagination of the world in late
Qing China, Ying Hu calls attention to an “uncomfortable but persistent consciousness of seeing
oneself being seen by another, and having to recognize oneself from a decidedly unfamiliar
perspective” in the literati-intellectuals (22). This same consciousness about an alien viewer both
reinforced the sense of shame and deprivation to the Chinese, and stimulated their imagination
about national identity construction on a world stage. As products of that context, the time-space
constructions in the late Qing expo fantasies must be understood with regard to the international
power dynamics within contemporary China; but these texts also move beyond that context to
shape a later century, when China was no longer under imperialist oppression and the goal of
global supremacy seemed close. Around 2010, one of the most reposted reports about Lu Shi’e’s
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Discussing the anti-footbinding discourse and the politics of seeing in Huang Xiuqiu, Dorothy
Ko (2005: 31) remarks, “modern Chinese national consciousness is by definition transnational in
reference; it originated from the gaze from the outside in.” Being seen is instrumental both to the
self-consciousness of shame and to imagining of a new Chinese identity in a global context,
while the world as a stage, as Rebecca Karl (16–17, 83–84) observes, became a trope the Qing
intellectuals adopted to configure Chinese nationalism in the uneven global space of modernity.
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prophecy was a eulogy titled “The Sixtieth Anniversary of the New China Seen from a HundredYear Old Prophecy” 百年預言看新中國六十年 (Bainian yuyan kan xin Zhongguo liushinian),
reportedly published in the European Times 歐洲時報 (Ouzhou shibao). 27 The article was
sometimes cited as an external comment, yet despite its deceptively “foreign” name, the
European Times is a Chinese newspaper publishing in Paris and other overseas cities, and the
article was written by a Chinese journalist. The eulogy’s circulation seems to me a modern
variation of the self-empowering transnational vision from the expo fantasies—while the
author’s call at the end for a new prophecy with the confidence to, “let China enter once again
the center of the world it used to occupy for so long” (Song 2009), reminds us how the desire to
re-place China in the future world could resonate across a century.
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I was unable to locate the original, and have cited the article from the author’s blog.
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CHAPTER 4 WORLD STAGE, NEW STAGE: PERFORMING CHINA IN
THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

4.1 Introduction
When Huang Xiuqiu dreams of having Madame Roland as witness of her success, the
image is not an exhibition ground, but a theater stage. In reality exhibits and plays overlap with
each other: both require an audience and pay attention in varied degrees to spatial arrangement,
visual and auditory experience, propagation of knowledge and moral values, etc. Drama or opera
performances were sometimes included in exhibitions, and costumes, props, and even actors and
actresses were displayed for view and photograph. But the two are different. Primarily a spatial
experience, an exhibition seeks to lay out the end result, comprised of captured moments and
spatialization of history. A drama or opera, on the other hand, relies on the unfolding of time to
complete its narrative and action, which is the very creation or rewriting of history. While public
and commercial exhibitions were just becoming a topic of popular discussion in China and the
large-scale ones were a new phenomenon emerging just before the dynasty’s demise, the Chinese
had always had a distinct niche for drama in their cultural life, and had even acquired
international fame for their love of the theater. 1 It is this familiarity and passion that prepared the
introduction of the notion of a “world stage,” which began to affect people’s understanding of
the theater, gender, the nation, and the world at the turn of the century.
Scholars have noted the numerous examples of the “twentieth-century stage” metaphor in
Chinese essays from the early twentieth century (Karl 231fn57), and studied how theater reform
1

The American missionary and “China expert” Arthur Smith writes in his Village Life in China
(1899): “Never, surely, was it more true of any land than of China, that ‘All the world’s a stage,
and all the men and women merely players’” (69). A magazine article, titled “All the World’s a
Stage in China,” also claims, “The Chinese love the theatre, as the Spanish love bull-fighting”
(White 168).
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in the late Qing generated a metaphor of the stage to mirror historical events (Cai Zhuqing), but
none have engaged with the ways Chinese intellectuals attempted to portray their nation as a
player in the world through that metaphor and its application in the real theater. In fact, one thing
interesting about the discourse of the stage in the late Qing is that in their imagining of China’s
international image, essayists, dramatists, and actors and actresses often conflated the different
usages of the word “stage,” ranging from the wooden platform for theatrical performance, to the
ideational venues for individuals to strive for equal rights between sexes, and to the abstract and
concrete global spaces wherein nations competed for power. This conflation makes it necessary
to inquire into the connections and contradictions, if any, among the different meanings of “stage”
in the late Qing, especially how the usage of stage in the political sense influenced activities on
the actual, literal stage.
In this chapter, I investigate the idea of “world stage” in the late Qing, from its figurative
use in the discourse of social reforms and national rejuvenation, to its intersection with the
traditional theater reform movement, and finally to the various experiments with written and
performed plays. The theater reform (xiqu gailiang 戲曲改良) that I shall discuss in detail
should be distinguished from the promotion of Chinese spoken drama, although the two
overlapped in time and shared many goals. The inception of the former is generally seen as
marked by Liang Qichao’s play writing in 1902. Liang’s ideas about theater are more scattered
than his theories on fiction, but they can be roughly summarized as using theater to advocate his
political ideas. Other critics and playwrights who called for reform of the traditional theater in
the following years had varied opinions: while all would agree that the reform should seek to
eradicate the negative messages in traditional theater such as superstition and debauchery,
enlighten the populace with modern knowledge, and advocate social and political reforms, only
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some insisted on certain formal factors such as using more speech and less singing and adopting
modern settings and foreign themes. It is on the discussions and practices that showed an
emphasis on the international context that I will focus to examine the application of the concept
of “world stage” in theater reform.
Although figurative usages of the word “stage,” as I shall show below, were not unique to
China, they acquired characteristics that corroborate the themes I have been exploring in the
Chinese context, namely the shame of being weak in the eyes of the other and the desire to be
seen as strong. The modern stage metaphor was introduced to Chinese literati with a concern for
China’s international visibility and significance as well as its co-existence with others in the
global space. As political rhetoric, “world stage” expressed late Qing intellectuals’ desire to
perform China’s success to the world, and found its most resounding articulation in the calls for
women’s rights; as a guideline for Chinese dramatists’ search for a new theater, it emphasized
political awareness, foreign themes, techniques, and evaluations, and again, the participation of
women; as experiments in newly created plays, the “world stage” took the form of cross-cultural
settings and led to a tension between performing China and performing the other.
While performing China might seem a straightforward rhetoric, and one that especially
suits the new-born feminist discourse, it required much manipulation on the part of playwrights
and gave birth to character-formations full of contradiction and ambivalence, displaying a
hybridity that was inevitable for theater reform and characteristic of modernization. I use Liang
Qichao’s mixed-culture theatrical experiments and a popular play featuring a foreign-styled
Chinese courtesan to examine the challenges and paradoxes in creating internationally acclaimed
Chinese heroes and heroines for the stage. At this point, the “world” is staged exclusively for
Chinese audiences, while the artists’ (and audiences’) desire to perform Chinese heroism and
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strength is projected onto the characters who cross national boundaries with ambivalent identities.
4.2 World Stage as a Metaphor
Although the Chinese had compared life to a play before the nineteenth century, 2 late
Qing writers’ conception of the world as a stage was largely indebted to foreign sources. The
comparison of the world to a stage and people to actors has ancient roots in Western literature
with philosophical and religious confluences (Hoffmeister). Its secular application was perhaps
nowhere so finely illustrated as by Shakespeare’s Jacques in As You Like It:
All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. (Act II, scene vii, l. 139-142)
The “seven ages” spell out the progress of man from infancy to senility, marking the “world”
with a temporal dimension, in which “human life as a great drama,” to borrow Henry Fielding’s
words (The History of Tom Jones), is played out. Divine jurisdiction, disguise, and life’s vanity
are the ideas that clustered around the metaphor of theatrum mundi in the Renaissance.
By the nineteenth century, with large areas of the globe being mapped by military and
commercial expeditions and rivalry among nations escalating over colonial interests, the focus of
the “world stage” figuration in Western newspapers and periodicals had shifted from life’s
predetermination and illusions to the tension within an international arena. For example,

See Qian Decang’s 錢德蒼 preface to the second volume of the collection of plays, Zhui bai
qiu 綴白裘 (A coat of patched white fur), page 1: “As the old saying goes, life is like a drama,
men’s reunions and separations unpredictable.”
2
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remarking the imperialist activities of France in South America while also mindful of British
interests in China in 1840, the editor of the Daily National Intelligencer in Washington D.C.
commented, “England and France are doing a broad business on this world’s stage just now”
(“Editors’ Correspondence”). Similarly, against the backdrop of Russian aggression in China in
1898, an English newspaper article undertaking to address the bewildering changes in the world
was titled “The World’s Stage in Transformation.” 3 The word “stage” now foregrounded a
spatial awareness, or synchronicity in an uneven global space, which the newspaper helped to
transform into an imagined community.
The Chinese word for “stage,” most commonly the modern wutai 舞臺 but also
sometimes the more traditional xitai 戲臺, xichang 戲場, also became a hot word in the
newspapers and journals in the first decade of the twentieth century. Chinese writers recognized
the foreign origin of wutai, although not all were aware of its detoured translation via Japanese. 4
The meaning of the word was explored by literary Chinese to articulate their vision not just of
the theater, but also of the nation and the world, creating a conceptual continuity across those
spaces. This double figuration became popular because “one way that Chinese intellectuals had
for articulating the concept of their new sense of an uneven global present in which China was
participating was precisely through a rhetoric of performance and staging” (Karl 44). A survey of
public writings at the turn of the century shows that the figurative usage of “world (as) stage”

3

“The World’s Stage in Transformation,” Beira Post, 14 Sept. 1898, p. 2.
One writer wrote, “The word wutai was translated from European [languages]” (Ji Xian 71).
Lydia Liu lists the word wutai as one of the “return graphic loans,” which are “classical Chinesecharacter compounds that were used by the Japanese to translate modern European words and
were reintroduced into modern Chinese” (Translingual 302 fn). See Lydia Liu, Translingual
Practice 337.
4
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slightly preceded the intellectuals’ concerted efforts to inject the new global awareness in the
theater, till the two dimensions overlapped and were further conflated in the theater reform.
The stage metaphor in China typically centered on the idea of performing the nation to
the world. Of its two most common usages, the first referred to the world as a stage, on which
nations or peoples competed against each other. Essays published in the journals founded by
Liang Qichao repeatedly compared the world to a stage and urged China to play on it. 5 Soon a
more conspicuous instance appeared in the name of a journal, The Grand Stage of the Twentieth
Century (Ershi shiji da wutai 二十世紀大舞臺, henceforth Grand Stage), founded by Chen
Qubing 陳去病 (1874–1933), Wang Xiaonong 汪笑儂 (1858–1918) and others in 1904. The first
Chinese language periodical on the theater, it was dedicated to advancing nationalism and
revolutionary ideas through theater reform, a project Liang Qichao initiated in 1902 (more
below). Its foreword written by playwright Wang Xiaonong reads,
Four thousand years of history
Has seen both successes and failures.
Actors in one drama,
We jump onto the stage and dance.
With the secret power to teach and enlighten,
We present the rises and falls [of nations].
The world is a theater,
Yet I suspect the stage might be too small.

See, for example, Shangxin ren 傷心人 [Mai Menghua 麥孟華], “Lun jiuwang dang li xinguo,
jie qianpian” 論救亡當立新國, 接前篇 (National salvation depends on the establishment of a
new country, continued), p. 1a. See also Liang’s essay, “Xin shixue: lishi yu renzhong zhi guanxi”
新史學: 歷史與人種之關係 (New history: on the relationship between history and races),
Yinbingshi, vol. 1, wenji 9: 12, originally published in Xinmin congbao, 18 Aug. 1902, pp. 19–30.
5
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Wang’s optimism was not uncommon among those excited by the prospects of a political
overhaul, and similar declarations bristled with the same ambition and readiness to direct the
international performance of China in a modern world. Wang’s and others’ political declarations
employing the figurative meaning of “stage,” as I shall show below, also served as guidelines in
the dramatists’ theatrical experiments. While performing on the world stage can mean both
winning global recognition and active involvement in international exchanges, it often
emphasized the former, and foreign national heroes who were not known for trans-national
connections were nevertheless upheld as model performers on the “world stage,” as implied in
the theatrical activities of Wang and others who adopted foreign themes.
Another common application of the stage metaphor compared China to a stage, its people
players, with the world watching. Such was what Chen Qubing conveyed in a satire in the first
issue of the Grand Stage, viewing China as a theater, wherein burlesque plays are staged to the
shame of the nation. 6 This vein of discourse sought to adopt an alienated perspective or to
amplify the critical view of China through the lens of external observers.
Be it ambition or humiliation, the stage metaphor helped invoke a stronger sense of
coexistence in the global space, where the others were at once players and judges of China’s
performance, and the recognition that “China as a nation also had to project its own identity and
image onto this great spectacle of world space” (Xiaobing Tang 27).
The metaphor was more enthusiastically reiterated when it was adopted in the newly
catalyzed discussion on women’s rights. In 1903, (male author) Jin Yi 金一 (1873–1947)
published what was acclaimed to be China’s first feminist manifesto, the Bell for Women 女界鐘

Chuihongting zhang 垂虹亭長 [Chen Qubing], “Laoda guo guanju ji” 老大國觀劇記
(Watching the play in the old men’s country), pp. 69–71.
6
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(Nüjie zhong), in which he declared, “China suffered terribly in the rough currents of the
nineteenth century’s worldwide competition, but it stands to reason that in the twentieth century
China will rise again to the front of the stage. If this is true for men, then how can it not be true
for women?” (Jin Yi 5; Liu et al. The Birth of Chinese Feminism 207). Jin’s words opened a
floodgate for a powerful wave of feminist discourse that envisioned Chinese women’s
“performance” on the world stage. Two months later, Hu Binxia 胡彬夏 (1888–1931), one of the
first government-sponsored women students to study in Japan, called on Chinese women to
“stand by men’s side on the East Asian continent [sic], and perform a dynamic grand play on the
stage of the twentieth century, [which should prove that] women are not necessarily inferior to
men” (Xu Huiqi et al. 354–355). Another article signed by a sixteen-year-old girl in the journal,
Nüzi shijie 女子世界 (Women’s world), wished that women could “ascend the stage of the
twentieth century with men, to compete with the European and American powers” (Xu Huiqi et
al. 301). Such hyperboles recall Huang Xiuqiu’s dream, in which Madam Roland is dressed up as
one of the classical female characters (dan 旦) in traditional Chinese drama. Huang Xiuqiu
wishes that it will be her turn one day to perform to a female foreign audience, a wish that
bespeaks at once the desire for transnational sisterhood and the impulse to compete with the
foreign other. These women aspired, and were encouraged by men, to share the grand stage of
the twentieth century and (re)present China to the world.
Reading late Qing male writers’ views on women in translingual contexts, Ying Hu notes
the crucial role of woman as an index of difference: men used the figure of woman to mark out
what was Chinese—and therefore normative—in contrast to the West, or to gauge China’s
progress of modernity, the model of which was provided by the West. In the process woman
served as an “overdetermined sign whose meanings are inescapably linked to local as well as
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global politics” (4). Rey Chow also showed that reading between China and the West through
“woman,” as a feminized space, helps to lay bare ideological frameworks and cultural
assumptions, as in this space was frequently encoded how the West saw China and how China
viewed itself (Woman and Chinese Modernity). Performing woman, which emerged as a
possibility of constructing Chinese identity at the turn of the century, is therefore key in the
discussion of performing China on the international stage. Women as well as men must engage
local and global spectators to record China’s coming to terms with the world, and women were
assigned to play out a twofold equality, first with Chinese men and then with Western women, in
the stage metaphor.
4.3 Theatre Reform: From Rhetoric to Experiment
The “world stage,” as mentioned above, did not exist merely as a metaphor. Efforts to
renovate the Chinese theater to address domestic and international changes were surging at the
turn of the century, even before Liang Qichao exhibited the hope to reform with his own plays in
1902. 7 According to A Ying’s A Bibliography of Drama and Fiction in the Late Qing Dynasty
(Wanqing xiqu xiaoshuo mu 晚清戲曲小說目), as many as 150 new scripts of the Northern
variety plays (zaju 雜劇) and Southern romance drama (chuanqi 傳奇) 8 were published in
magazines and newspapers between 1901 and 1912. As I have mentioned in Chapter Two, late
Qing literary discourse often grouped plays under the larger category of xiaoshuo, together with
short stories and novels. Even when a distinction was made between xiaoshuo in its modern

Wang Xiaonong’s Tablet of the Traitorous Clique (Dangren bei 黨人碑), a jingju 京劇 rework
inspired by the 1898 Reform Movement, was premiered in 1901.
8
Both are scripts commonly written for the Kunqu 昆曲, a classical form of opera generally
deemed more elegant and elite than the popular jingju, often translated as Beijing opera, and
other local drama forms.
7
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sense, which is fiction, and xiqu 戲曲, Chinese opera or music drama, their connection was
emphasized, as is in the assertion, “if one wants to reform xiqu, one should begin with reforming
xiaoshuo” (Manshu [Liang Qichao] 172). Xia Xiaohong points out that Liang Qichao’s
expectations for fiction—that it would assist the “governance of the people” and “renew the
people”—can be applied to plays as well (Yuedu 95). This observation holds true for many other
critics and playwrights who saw the need to adapt the traditional theatre to the fast-changing
international context.
Nevertheless, the difference between xiqu and xiaoshuo was emphasized by many in the
call for a theater reform, and xiqu was generally considered the more efficient way to change
society. Due to the low literacy among the people, critics found that theater was more powerful
than schools, which were slow, and fiction and newspapers, which were opaque to the illiterate.
With xiqu, “even the deaf can see, and the blind can hear” (San’ai 6). Some believed that xiqu
“has the power to sway the world, its influence reaching ten times as far as newspapers do, and a
hundred times as far as public speeches, for newspapers and speeches only have impact on the
middle and higher classes … whereas xiqu moves people of all classes, ages, and social
positions” (Lu “Lun xiqu gailiang yu qunzhi zhi guanxi” 2). With the world appearing like a
“huge living drama” (jueda zhi huo ju 絕大之活劇) (Zhufu, “Lun kaizhi” 3). and the Chinese in
dire need of knowing the things going on around them, there seemed to be no better way than
making use of the stage.
The reality could not have corroborated every point of this argument, for not all the new
plays written to the expectations of those reformist literati critics were performed to the illiterate
populace; some were reserved for the educated minority, and many were never performed at all,
and others not even finished. It is safe to say that most new zaju and chuanqi plays published in
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the newspapers and magazines between 1902 and 1912, with a peak in 1904, to promote
reformist or revolutionary ideas remained what is often known as “desktop literature,” never
performed on stage. They could not achieve the impact on the general populace their creators and
critics usually expected. 9 Nevertheless, these new plays written with a prospective audience in
mind often claim to have influence on the common hearts and minds, and this confidence in
theater’s immediate and wide impact on the populace was the primary driving force behind the
efforts to bring about a new theater for China.
A radically newer form of drama was brought onto the Chinese stage in June 1907, when
the Chinese students Spring Willow Society (Chunliu she 春柳社) in Tokyo performed The
Black Slave Cries out to Heaven (Heinu yutian lu 黑奴籲天錄), a play based on Lin Shu’s 林紓
(1852–1924) 1901 translation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Drama troupes were formed in China after
the example of the Spring Willow to develop an early form of what is later known as spoken
drama, then referred to as wenmingxi 文明戲 (civilized drama or modern drama) or xinxi 新戲
(new drama). In contrast to the zaju and chuanqi of the “desktop literature,” the wenmingxi
followed a new dramatic form characterized by an emphasis on speaking instead of singing,
improvised dialogues and speeches addressing current political issues, and often sketchy scripts
(Chen Xiaomei, “Twentieth-Century Spoken Drama” 850). 10 Siyuan Liu convincingly argues for

9

According to Ma Shaobo et al., very few of the zaju and chuanqi written after the 1898 reform
movement to advocate the authors’ political views were performed, and so this group had little
impact on the public (2:302). Most of the titles included in A Ying’s Bibliography do not have a
performance record to be best of my knowledge. As Zhang Geng and Huang Jusheng point out,
because most of the new plays were written as zaju and chuanqi, meant to be performed as
kunqu, a form on decline at the time, such works normally did not result in theater performance.
Instead, jingju and other local drama forms were much more successful in transferring the impact
of theater reform from print to the stage (8–9).
10
For the development of spoken drama, see Xiaomei Chen, “Twentieth-Century Spoken Drama,”
pp. 848–877.
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the crucial role of this transitional form, “a hybrid theatrical form that was based on Western
spoken theatre, classical Chinese
theatre, and a Japanese hybrid
form of kabuki and Western-style
spoken theatre” (6). New plays
with different degrees of
“newness” coexisted and
commingled in the early
twentieth-century China, with the
wenmingxi often claiming a larger
audience among the city dwellers
Figure 4.1 New Stage, Tuhua ribao (Illustrated daily), no. 13, 1909, p.
7, reprinted in Shanghai guji chubanshe, ed., Tuhua ribao (Illustrated

owing to its quick response to
current events and incorporation

daily), vol. 1, p. 151.

of public speaking in its
performance.
Interestingly, the word wutai was already in use in the discourse of renewal before China
had its first stage built after the modern style. Most of the plays at the time in Beijing and the
major treaty ports were performed in teahouses (chayuan 茶園), with a square, protruding stage
surrounded on three sides by the audience (Goldstein 61, 63–64). In October 1908, a new-style
theater was established in Shanghai by an acting family known as the Xia 夏 brothers (Yueheng
月恒, Yueshan 月珊, Yuerun 月潤, and Yuehua 月華). The establishment, aptly named “New
Stage” (Xin wutai 新舞臺), was a bold fusion of Chinese and foreign architectural features: “It
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had the rotating stage characteristic of the Japanese theater, the curved edge after the European
style, and the protruding platform opened on three sides [sic], the essence of the traditional
Chinese stage” (Shen Dinglu 64). Because of this hybrid innovation, “flags of nations were hung
over the stage to manifest its inclusive spirit” (Shen Dinglu 64) (Fig. 4.1). From stage backdrop
design to theater business management, the New Stage adopted a series of new and foreign
methods, creating a modern public space for the performance of a plethora of new plays and
setting an example for many other teahouses to follow. “Within a year of the opening of the New
Stage in 1908, almost every theater in Shanghai had changed its name from ‘teahouse’ (chayuan)
to ‘stage’ (wutai), even if they did not all immediately change their spatial arrangements”
(Goldstein 79). By then one can say that the ideational experiment of a “world stage” had found
its material venue in the theater reform.
Besides architectural and technical renovations, the theater reform was in various aspects
entangled in China’s responses to foreign impact, and one of the earlier moments of such
responses was when Chinese critics reviewed the problems of Chinese theater as foreigners
would see them. In March 1905, Liang’s New People Newspaper published Jiang Guanyun’s 蔣
觀雲 (1865–1929) article, “The Chinese Theater” (Zhongguo zhi yanju jie 中國之演劇界),
which begins with praise of the French for their preference for tragedy. “If the theatre indeed has
the power to foster heroes,” Jiang writes, “the power must be in tragedy.” Citing Japanese
criticisms of Chinese theater, Jiang, then a student in Japan, reflects on the shortcomings of
Chinese theatre and concludes that “the greatest defect in our theater is just what our detractors
have pointed out, the absence of tragedy” (Guanyun 95–96). Jiang might not have necessarily
read Wang Guowei’s 王國維 “Critical Study of the Dream of the Red Chamber” (Honglou meng
pinglun 紅樓夢評論), serialized from June to August 1904 in the fortnightly Jiaoyu shijie 教育
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世界 (Education world) in Shanghai, but he certainly shared Wang’s belief in the importance and
cathartic power of tragedy, a view that would have enduring influence on the cultivation of a
tragic aesthetic in Chinese literary criticism. 11 Another point Jiang and Wang had in common
was that both were evaluating China’s literature and art using foreign values. While Wang was
under the influence of German philosophers, Jiang censured China’s performance art through the
eyes of the Japanese.
Jiang was not unique in viewing the Chinese theatre through foreign lenses. Earlier Chen
Qubing, then editor-in-chief of the revolutionary newspaper Jingzhong ribao 警鐘日報 (The
alarm bell), had written an essay entitled, “On the Benefits of the Theatre” (Lun xiju zhi youyi 論
戲劇之有益), 12 which also underscored the critical gaze of the Japanese. It begins with Chen’s
recollection of a visit to Japan, where he is surprised to find apparel after the Tang and Han styles
prevalent. Dressed according to the Qing code, he is belittled by the Japanese intellectuals who
preserve their traditional attire, a symbol of national confidence and propriety. He is further
embarrassed that now in China, traditional costumes have been abandoned in daily life, and the
people, according to Chen, are content with “wearing barbarous clothes” and succumbing to a
government of the bandits—by which he means the Manchus. The theater, however, is among
the few settings that preserve traditional Han costumes. Despite the article’s somewhat
wandering logic, it concludes with Chen’s wish that through the theatre the Chinese may yet “see
the costumes of our demised country [i.e. dynasties under Chinese reign] and cultivate their

Wang Guowei 王國維, “Honglou meng pinglun” 紅樓夢評論 (Critical study of the Dream of
the Red Chamber), Jiaoyu shijie, no. 76–78, 80, 81, June–Aug. 1904.
12
It was published in three parts in the Jingzhong ribao on August 21, 24, and 26, and reprinted
in the first issue of the Grand Stage, pp. 7–15.
11
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racial awareness” (13). The foregoing recollection serves his purpose of soliciting an external
arbiter when justifying the importance of drama in promoting Han nationalism.
Chen had returned from his short-term stay in Japan, where he had visited the Osaka
national exhibition with a group of Chinese students and protested the insulting display of
Taiwanese people and Chinese products (Yang Tianshi 256). As I have argued in the last chapter,
the awareness of the self being exposed to the foreign gaze with shame and humiliation often
produced in late Qing intellectuals a desire to be strong and admirable on the international scene.
In the case of Chen Qubing, a reformist-turned-revolutionary, 13 the sense of exposure did not
stimulate fantasies of a future world expo sponsored by the Qing government, but proved the
crucial role of dramas that invoked anti-Manchu sentiment, the ethno-nationalism of the Han
Chinese, and, as I shall elaborate below, the desire to rival foreigners in patriotism and
international reputation.
Both Jiang and Chen claim to have glimpsed the nature of Chinese theater through the
eyes of foreigners, and in contemporary writings on theater-related subjects from audience
etiquette to the management of actors, protecting the nation’s image before foreign viewers was
often cited as one of the reasons for reform. Meanwhile theatrical performance, long considered
a lowly art in China, also began to acquire social and political significance thanks to the
reformers who applauded successful examples on foreign stages, in particular those of the French

13

For more about Chen’s transformation from a reformist to a revolutionary, see Yang Tianshi
259.
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and Japanese, and expected the Chinese theater to fulfill the same duty of educating the people. 14
Although scholars often agree that modern Chinese drama after the Western model was born in
1907 with the Spring Willow Society’s performance of The Black Slave Cries out to Heaven, 15
experiments to wed Western themes and styles to traditional Chinese theatrical forms spanned
the first decades of the twentieth century, which Joshua Goldstein calls a “period of hybridity”
(90). The metaphorical and literal senses of the “stage” intersected at the wish to raise the
Chinese performers to the level of the world stage.
The same rhetoric of international rivalry through theater dominated the call for women
to mount the stage and perform with male actors. While debate on the legitimacy of female
performers intensified through the 1910s, public encouragement of actresses was rare in the first
decade of the century. The second issue of the Grand Stage carried Chen Qubing’s article titled
“To Actresses” (Gao nüyou 告女優), in which Chen exhorted actresses of the traditional theater
to perform in the xinxi, so as to wake up the slumbering nation. The actresses Chen was
addressing were girls trained to sing and dance in a regional drama, the Hebei bangzi 梆子. They
were an exception at the time as women were repeatedly banned from the stage in the Qing
dynasty, while social prejudices also discouraged women from exhibiting their bodies in public
or mixing with men in the theater (Tian, “Male Dan” 80–81). Known as the Mao’er ban 貓兒班
(髦兒班), the all-female troupes first developed in treaty ports like Tianjin before they came to

For the legendary success of the French and Japanese theaters, see Lu 僇, “Lun xiqu gailiang
yu qunzhi zhi guanxi” 論戲曲改良與群治之關係 (On the relationship between theater reform
and governance of the people), 2, and Ou Jujia 歐榘甲, “Guan xi ji” 觀戲記 (On drama), 67. The
Paris Opera was the most famous among such examples. See Siyuan Liu, Performing Hybridity
in Colonial-Modern China, 14–19.
15
See, for example, Chen Xiaomei, “Twentieth-Century Spoken Drama,” 849.
14
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Shanghai in the late nineteenth century. 16 Noticing their popularity among the Shanghai audience
as well as the obstacles they might face, Chen wrote the essay hoping to encourage the actresses
and recruit their force to aid the theater’s educational purpose.
Chen’s proposal links new categories and oppositions to women’s performance. Seen as
an antithesis to the jiuxi 舊戲, “old plays,” often denounced as vulgar, crude, and immoral, the
xinxi Chen refers to were plays adapted or written by his contemporaries, usually with more
emphasis on speaking than singing with the purpose of promoting social reform or revolution
(Sun 110–111). It was before the Spring Willow was established and the first Chinese spoken
drama premiered, but many xinxi at the time, though carrying on most of the techniques of the
traditional theater, already employed Western themes, contemporary subjects, or novel scenes
and costumes to comment on current affairs. For convenience sake, I will use wenmingxi to refer
to spoken drama developed after 1907, and xinxi to encompass all new plays loaded with
dialogues and speeches for social and political purposes written in the late Qing after 1902. As I
shall further discuss below, Wang Xiaonong and others had recently staged new plays in
Shanghai’s teahouses, including the first jingju to adopt Western theme and costume, stirring the
audience with heroism and revolutionary sentiments. Why can’t you girls do the same, smart as
you are? This is basically what Chen is saying. He challenges actresses to rival men by
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Zhang Guyu recalls that in the 1850s, a theatrical stage was established in the Shaoxing office
in Shanghai, and “a female troupe was invited from Ningbo to perform to the public for profit”
(88). But another treaty port, Tianjin, is better known for being the cradle of female performers.
Zhang mentions that in 1867, a new theater named Mantingfang was opened in Shanghai and a
bangzi troupe was invited from Tianjin, “the performers of which were all young women” (89).
Zhen Guangjun also confirms that bangzi actresses rose in Tianjin, where actors and actresses
first shared the stage (62).
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performing the xinxi, basing his logic of gender equality upon the presumption that the new was
superior to the old. 17
Moreover, Chen insists that women performing xinxi was a matter of international
competition and fame. Japan and the West had actresses, who, Chen asserts, were no match for
their Chinese counterparts. The Western actresses can at best be called expert dancers, while the
Japanese ones are merely accomplished prostitutes, says Chen, apparently oblivious of the fact
that many Mao’er xi actresses were known to be associated with sex work and looked down
upon therefore (Goldstein 239–240; Zhen 63). Blessed with the most versatile actresses, Chen
believes that the Mao’er xi should rank high among the theatres in the world, yet what bothers
him is the thought that in the opinion of the people of the world (shijieshang ren de gonglun 世
界上人的公論), Western and Japanese actresses are superb, while the merits of Chinese
actresses are never mentioned. The reason, Chen argues, is that every Western and Japanese
actress “can read and has a heart that loves her country” (4), whereas the Chinese ones, though
not totally illiterate, are completely devoid of love for their country. Chen uses the colloquial,
vernacular Chinese, instead of the classical that was generally used in newspapers and journals at
the time, to reach the said poorly educated Chinese actresses, who, however, probably could not
read at all. Chen tries to arouse the women’s patriotic feelings by quoting the audacious deeds of
their foreign counterparts—assassination performed by Russian actresses and espionage carried
out by Japanese ones. The sentiment he tries to invoke is again shame. When compared with
these foreign women, Chen asks, “shouldn’t Chinese men and women be sorely ashamed?” (4–
5)—Yes, not just Chinese women, but also men, the patriarchs of the nation, who would be put to
shame if their women are not properly educated to be worthy of international recognition.

17

For the many meanings of the “new,” see Goldstein 90–95.
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Note that “performance” has by now spilt over its narrow sense of theatre activity and
expanded to social and political action, an expansion that sociologist Erving Goffman would
advance in the 1950s and others continued on until “performance” came to encompass any
activity with an audience. 18 It’s hard to measure up to the fame of the foreign actresses now,
Chen says, but Chinese actresses can at least be on a par with Chinese men on the xinxi stage.
With this statement of compromise, Chen returns to the discussion of xinxi performance, thus
returning “performance” to its narrow sense in a narrower—national rather than international—
context. With Chinese men in the lead of theatre reform and national awakening, it is natural that
women’s role on the stage was couched in those grand themes.
Feminist scholars studying wenmingxi of the late Qing and early Republican China often
complain that actors and male reformists generally opposed or were suspicious of acting women,
who were excluded, suppressed, and exploited. 19 It may be discreet to add that before
wenmingxi, some men with considerable literary and social influence did encourage women’s
stage performance in an early form of xinxi, though as I have shown, the meaning of
“performance” or “stage” crossed too easily to the metaphorical side. Meanwhile, seen as a low
profession, acting for money jarred on the conscience of respectful women. The idea of
performing on the world stage remained perhaps a metaphor in the minds of the most radical
educated women at the time. As John Searle shows, a metaphor can remain true regardless of the
actual facts about the vehicle; it only depends on what people take the facts to be (92). The stage
metaphor was not about the teahouses in China or the playhouses in the West, but about that real
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In his sociological classic, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959), Goffman defines
“performance” as “all the activity of a given participant on a given occasion which serves to
influence in any way any of the other participants” (15).
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See, for example, Chou, Biaoyan, chapter 5.
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and conceptual space wherein nations competed and saw other nations compete; it served to
convey a sense of possibility larger than the theater could encompass, without the negative
associations material stages in China were often burdened with.
That is not to say women’s performance was bogged down in inferiority and elevated
only in the imagination of a few idealistic reformers. Besides the social recognition won by an
increasing number of outstanding actresses in classical plays, 20 Chen’s suggestion that women
perform xinxi also became reality in 1909, when men and women shared the stage in Tianjin
(Shen Dinglu 24). New drama performance by all-female troupes and mixed-gender companies
also appeared in Shanghai and Beijing after the demise of the Qing regime (Siyuan Liu 166; Tian
“Male Dan” 91; Guanda Wu 190). 21 I have found no evidence, however, that the early and later
xinxi actresses harvested praise from “people of the world” as Chen wished. Instead, women on
the Chinese stage reached a large foreign audience in the following decades through female
impersonators, the nandan 男旦. The first Chinese student plays in Japan were performed by the
all-male Spring Willow Society, with their portrayal of womanhood modeled after the onnagata
女形 (female impersonators) in Japanese shinpa 新派 (new style) 22 and passionately praised by
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See Chapter 2 in Wang Anqi for a survey of these actresses.
The first recorded case happened in 1912. The famous actress Liu Xikui 劉喜奎 played xinxi
at the Sanqing Teahouse in Beijing in early 1915. See Tisheng 惕生, “Yandu li ying” 燕都梨影
(Theater in Beijing), 10.
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Both the earlier experiment, a scene from La Dame aux Camelias, and the Black Slave Cries
out to Heaven in 1907 were directed by the Japanese playwright and actor Fujisawa Asajirō 藤沢
浅二郎. For details, see Siyuan Liu, Chapter 6, “Performance Hybridity: Searching for
Conventions.”
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Japanese critics. 23 Female roles in classical jingju targeting foreign audiences, on the other hand,
were assumed by the great dan actor, Mei Lanfang 梅蘭芳 (1894–1961), in early Republican
China. 24 The nandan issue triggered a new round of debate over performing China to the other.
During Mei’s much publicized US tour in 1930, for example, he was expected by some to “wrest
control over the representation of China abroad” (Goldstein 266), and by others to fail and be
made a laughingstock (269). Mei’s contemporaries were especially sensitive to Western and
Japanese reception of female impersonation, and both the belief that it was a source of “national
pride” and the fear that it was instead one of “national shame” were arguments in the debate over
the nandan issue (Guanda Wu 191–196).
It is interesting to note that what often failed to reach the foreign audience was not only
womanhood enacted by Chinese actresses, but also Chinese theater’s experiments with the
“new” for social edification. The theater in the first two decades of the twentieth century boomed
with plays featuring foreign or contemporary settings, themes, and costumes, creating hybrid
styles variably called “reformed new dramas” (gailiang xinxi 改良新戲), wenmingxi, etc.
(Goldstein 89–90). Mei Lanfang also participated in the renovation by staging a series of
contemporary-costume new plays (shizhuang xinxi 時裝新戲) addressing current social issues,
and with great success (Goldstein 119). The reformed theater with progressive messages was

See [Ihara] Seiseien’s [井原] 青々園, “Seikokujin no Gakuseigeki” 清國人の学生劇 (Drama
by Chinese Students), and another unsigned review, “Shunsho” 春曙 (Dawn of Spring), in
Waseda bungaku (Waseda literature), no. 7, 1907. Both authors believe the Chinese students’
enactment of Western women surpassed the achievement by Japanese shinpa actors.
Interestingly, as if a distant rejoinder to Chen Qubing’s talk about shame, Ihara thinks the
Japanese should feel ashamed when compared with the Chinese students in the audience, who
are sympathetic for the theatrical devotion of their countrymen and united to support each other.
24
Daphne Pi-Wei Lei studies the activities of Cantonese theater troupes in California in the
nineteenth century. From what I understand, the performers were all male.
23
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believed to be conducive to the people’s education, social progress, and national salvation.
However, when Mei performed to foreigners, it was his ancient-costume plays (guzhuang xinxi
古裝新戲) that were chosen. From Mei’s first performance to foreign audience in Northern
China in 1915 to his 1930 United States tour, he represented a cultural China with his ancientcostume plays “explicitly packaged as authentic revivals of ancient Chinese aesthetic traditions,”
and never performed contemporary-costume plays abroad (Goldstein 123). During his 1919 visit
to Japan, for example, which in Catherine Yeh’s words was one of national image making
through the ideal female, Mei performed newly written ancient-costume plays to convey the
elegant beauty of a cultured nation. Another major change Mei helped to bring about in the
performance tradition was a shift from the emphasis on “hearing” to one on “seeing,” creating a
new aesthetics in Chinese theater with the dominance of visuality (Tian, Mei Lanfang 51;
Goldstein 127–128). For all the aesthetic innovations and hybrid designs, Mei’s performances
maintained the myth of a pure, traditional China, somewhat an ironic contrast to the aforementioned egalitarian rhetoric for Chinese women’s performance on the modern world stage. 25
While it garnered domestic and international attention, enactment of women by men
encroached on the space wherein the actress could represent “woman.” As has been pointed out
by Siyuan Liu, female impersonation in the Chinese new drama modeled after the Japanese
onnagata was highly stylized, with conventions so established that even emerging actresses in
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Yeh argues that the Japanese selection of three newly written operas from the proposed
repertoire for Mei to perform indicates an emphasis not on traditional culture, but on the “new
and modern female figure,” which in a way emphasized China’s “cultural modernization” (230).
Yeh even calls Mei’s female persona a “new woman,” though she adds that it is “in a manner
utterly different from the New Woman of the May Fourth generation” (231). Yet I doubt if the
phrase “new woman” should be used at all, since despite the new aesthetic effects, all the women
Mei enacted—the heavenly girl, the legendary moon lady, and Daiyu from Dream of the Red
Mansions—are figures from traditional tales and exemplify idealized traditional beauty rather
than anything modern in social values.
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female roles had to be evaluated by their proximity to the nandan masters (172). Generations of
male and female dan imitated not women from real life but the women as constructed by
previous nandan on the stage (Wang Anqi ii-iii). Chou Hui-ling, critiquing the dominance of
nandan on the late Qing and early Republican Chinese stage, quotes Jill Dolan on American drag
shows, who writes, “women are non-existent in drag performance, but woman-as-myth, as a
cultural, ideological object, is constructed in an agreed upon exchange between the male
performer and the usually male spectator” (Dolan 8). Building on this observation, Chou asks if
female impersonation in jingju also reveals that “woman” was “a concept created by men on the
stage,” while the individuals labeled ‘women’ in real life mere cultural objects regulated by the
patriarchal society’s definitions of woman to confirm the existence of man (Biaoyan 251).
Chou’s question again reminds me of Jin Yi’s feminist manifesto, the Bell for Women, which
begins with Jin’s regret that he cannot be like a European man, proudly strolling through the
promenades of London, Paris, and Washington with his wife and children. Jin’s clarion call on
women to mount the world stage seems to be framed by the parading desire of man. When
Chinese men were confronted with “the assault on their self-image as men by the
hypermasculinity of the military powers of Western colonialism and imperialism” (Liu et al.
“Introduction” 6), staging women became key to reconstructing the nation’s international image
conceived as men’s performative self-identity.
4.4 Heroes, Heroines, and the World on the Small Stage
The conflation of the metaphor and practice of the “world stage” continued to inform the
creation of new-style plays throughout the theater reform. It seemed natural to the artists and
critics to capture a scene from the “world stage” and revive it in written plays or on a wooden
stage in the teahouses. As mentioned, at the time, many of the new dramas written were not
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staged, and many never finished their serialization, but they already conveyed a strong sense of
viewing. With successive renovations of costumes and stage design, and an inclination to
substitute singing with speaking in the newly written plays, demands for acoustics lessened and
visuality rose to equal, if not overpower, musicality. The theater visualized the performance of
the other and of China among the others. After all, reference to foreign countries in the new
theater was one of the diverse literary and social reactions to seeing how the West and Japan
achieved wealth and power, and theater reform in particular was stimulated by the apparently
successful examples of the foreign theaters’ contribution to their countries’ national salvation or
rejuvenation. These new plays often started out with a look outward at foreign heroes and
nations, admiring their nationalist spirit and progress in modernity while longing to become a
part of that grand play. Yet as I have shown, with very few exceptions, the new dramas were
created for a domestic audience; when foreign characters and nations were presented within the
dramas as witness or potential audience of China’s show, they served not as the ultimate goal,
but as a source of reference, a reminder for the Chinese reader/audience of their being looked at
and how they are expected to act. This international performance of the Chinese on the world
stage was ultimately meant not for the world, but for the self, to see.
The numerous public writings on the progress of foreign nations and efficacy of foreign
dramas most directly translated into Chinese theatrical language through the act of viewing. In a
short play published in the New Citizen in August 1902, a Chinese lady invites her friends to see
a “famous Western flower” named after the British Queen, Victoria. 26 The late Qing patriots’
conversation pays homage to the Queen, in whose reign the British empire reached its zenith,

Dongxuejie zhi yi jun guomin, “Aiguo nüer chuanqi” 愛國女兒傳奇 (Patriotic daughters),
Xinmin congbao, 18 Aug. 1902, pp. 75–78.
26
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and a comparison with foreign countries makes the friends more keenly aware of the
backwardness of China and the suppression of Chinese women. While this play presents a group
of Chinese youths through whose eyes and words the West is portrayed, in many cases new plays
directly enacted foreign historical events in Chinese theatrical styles. This, again, owes its
genesis to the journal edited by Liang Qichao. In the June issue of the New Citizen, Liang
published the first act of his play, “New Rome” (Xin Luoma chuanqi 新羅馬傳奇), which uses
Chinese theatrical language to narrate the history of the Risorgimento. The play’s major
contribution to the history of Chinese drama, according to Xia Xiaohong, is that it “engendered
the fashion of staging foreign stories with traditional [Chinese] theatrical forms” (Yuedu 110).
Liang’s friend Han Wenju was quick to observe that the play “presents Western history by
grabbing the purple-bearded, blue-eyed [Westerners] and dressing them with Chinese drama
costumes, which is remarkably original and forceful” (Menshi tanhu ke 520).
I will say more below about Liang’s “New Rome”, which was followed by many more
plays telling foreign stories with Chinese artistic techniques. But first let me briefly address the
impact of Liang’s pioneering work. On August 1904, Wang Xiaonong’s new-style jingju, The
Partition of Poland (Guazhong lanyin 瓜種蘭因), debuted in Shanghai, making history as the
first staged Western-costume play set to traditional music and dramatic conventions. Wang’s
experiment, the first written to show his commitment to the theater reform movement, hit the
Shanghai drama world with considerable success, and certainly paved the way for further
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blending of Chinese and Western theatrical styles. 27 Later that year, Liu Yazi’s introduction to the
first issue of the Grand Stage echoes Liang’s annotator Han Wenju by declaring,
What we must do now is capture the blue-eyed, purple-bearded [Westerners] and
dress them with Chinese drama costumes to set forth their history, so that the
French Revolution, American Independence, the glorious rejuvenations of Italy
and Greece, and the tragic demise of India and Poland shall all be impressed on
the minds of the Chinese people, who should be thrilled and inspired. (“Ershi shiji
da wutai fakan ci” 4)
It had indeed become a favored practice of playwrights to “capture” those foreigners and place
them, in Chinese or Western costumes, on a stage alive with traditional music, singing, speaking
and acting. 28 Critics were enthusiastic about this hybrid creation and encouraged more inclusion
of the “astonishing and laudable events from the recent history of the West, such as the disastrous
division of Poland, the exile of the Jewish people, the inspiring independence of America, the
violent revolution of France …” (Zhufu, “Lun kaizhi” 5). Performing the other—or in Rebecca
Karl’s words, “staging the world”—in Chinese theatrical conventions, though with different
degrees of modifications, remained the mainstream in China’s cross-cultural theater before it was
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According to Wang’s contemporary, Xu Banmei, reception of Wang’s play was mixed: while
the audience was excited to see Wang use a Western-costume play to lambaste the Qing
government (6), some were disappointed to see something “neither Western nor Chinese,” and
those of the acting world were dissatisfied with a play having “too much talking and too little
singing, sparing employment of the gong and the drum, and a cold and bare stage” (2).
28
Other plays written in this style from 1902 to 1904 include Yusezhai zhuren’s 玉瑟齋主人
[Mai Zhonghua 麥仲華] “Xuehaihua chuanqi” 血海花傳奇 (Flower in the sea of blood, 1903)
about Madame Roland, Chunmeng sheng’s 春夢生 [Liao Entao 廖恩燾] “Xuehai chao chuanqi”
學海潮傳奇 (Surges of the students world, 1904) based on the 1871 Cuban rebellion against
Spanish colonizers, and Ganxing’s 感惺 “Duantoutai chuanqi” 斷頭臺傳奇 (The guillotine,
1904) on the French Revolution, to name just a few.
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joined and gradually replaced by plays with more substantial incorporation of Western dramatic
techniques, which eventually led to the birth of the radically Westernized spoken drama.
In the playwrights’ passion for staging the world we see a discrepancy between the
aspiration in the stage metaphor and its theatrical application. Whereas essayists, social critics,
and fictional characters employed the figurative “world stage” to call on the Chinese people to
mount the stage and perform their independence, strength, and patriotism to an international
audience, the plays that were actually written or staged during the theater reform instead
presented to Chinese audiences legions of foreign personages, impersonated by Chinese actors
on stage. To Karl, the two elements of staging the world—the “literal containment of the world
on the stage as well as … [the] metaphorical reference to the world as China’s stage”—seem to
be perfectly consistent (20). However, focus on the former might encroach on the space that
China could claim for its own performance not cloaked in foreigners’ identities. What really
connects the two is perhaps a sense of identification that theater invokes: the crisis or triumphs of
the foreign countries reminded the audience of China’s own situation and aroused the desire to
join the foreign heroes through revolutions and wars. Liang Qichao expressed such a desire in
the conclusion to his “Biography of Three Heroes in the Founding of Italy” (Yidali jianguo sanjie
zhuan 義大利建國三傑傳, 1902), the text on which his play “New Rome” would be based (Xia,
Yuedu 102):
When I was writing the Biography of Three Heroes, I felt like I was transported
onto the stage occupied by the three, to be a scrivener in Cavour’s office, a soldier
in Garibaldi’s army, or an activist in Mazzini’s Party. I fumed in their anger,
rejoiced in their joy, grieved at their sorrow, and grew sick with their illness.
(Yinbingshi, vol. 4, zhuanji 11: 56–57)
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This impulse to cross time and space to empathize with the foreign heroes directly led to Liang’s
creation of “New Rome”, in which, as I shall elaborate below, Liang manages to place himself
on an imagined stage surrounded by foreign spectators. To avoid confusion, I should note that
Liang’s vision locks onto the tension between the observer and the participant of history rather
than that between a literal onstage performer and his role. As the discourse of drama reform
centered on audience reception (education and governance of the people), transformation of
actors into true heroes through acting did not seem a primary concern of the critics and artists. 29
On a larger scale, it was the original purpose of theater reform to touch and mobilize the
audience for social transformation, and drama’s affect, according to contemporary drama critics,
constituted the prerequisite for concerted action. 30 An ideal scheme might develop like this: a
group of progressive intellectuals, inspired by foreign heroes and events, sought to touch the
hearts of a larger audience by not only re-presenting foreign historical events on stage, but also
envisaging ways Chinese “performers” could likewise have an impact on world history and
construct a new identity on the international stage.
This scenario is nicely captured in the four-act zaju play, “Three Hundred Youths”
(Sanbai shaonian 三百少年), published in the Zhongguo baihua bao 中國白話報 (Chinese
vernacular magazine) in October 1904. The play is set against the Russo-Japanese War (19041905), which was being fought in Northeast China. A young man Yue Ping, his schoolmate Yu
Youwei, and a woman named Ban Youzhao join the international Red Cross to observe the battle
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Richard Schechner, in Between Theater and Anthropology (1985), studies the permanent
transformation and temporal transportation of performers by the activity of performing, which
will not be the focus of my study. Although Schechner also discusses the transportation of
audience during rituals, he does not write about the spectator’s transformation as a result of
theater’s educational function.
30
See, for example, Lu [Wang Zhongqi], and Guanyun.
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on the outskirts of the city of Liaoyang (present-day Liaoning). In what amounts to a play within
a play, Japanese and Russian soldiers fight out the battle on Chinese ground in front of the
securely positioned spectators, who are surprised to see in the Russian troop not only Poles,
Jews, and Siberian Cossacks, but also Chinese. Forced to march as the vanguard units towards
Russia’s defeat, the three hundred Chinese youths are all killed, and the play ends with Yue Ping
and Ban Youzhao summoning the three hundred souls back to where the bodies are buried. The
four acts proceed from the battle scene, to the humiliation of the Chinese who attempt to fawn on
the Japanese conquerors (which much resembles the encounter of the servile Chinese with the
English soldier described in Wu Jianren’s New Story of the Stone), to Ban Youzhao’s reflections
on the war, and finally to the soul summoning.
The motif of seeing occurs throughout the play: the protagonists watch the battle, which
is virtually a framed play on an international stage supplied by China, and are especially
impressed by the valor of the Japanese and the tragic fate of the conquered peoples fighting for
Russia; the Japanese general looks down upon the obsequious Chinese who kneel to welcome his
army, sighs over the “inferior nature” (di genxing 低根性) of the descendants of the “Yellow
Emperor” (125), and orders those unworthy persons to be dispatched; Yue and Ban come to see
the bodies and burial place of the three hundred Chinese soldiers, and Yue leaves an epitaph on
the cliff, “buried here are the three hundred Chinese youths killed fighting for Russia,” to be an
“example for later generations” (128). Eventually, all this is laid out before a prospective Chinese
audience, presumably susceptible to the message of historical selection and replacement in an
international context replete with acts of seeing and being seen.
The message about replacement runs across nations, generations, and gender. The three
hundred Chinese youths are grouped together with the Polish and Jewish exiles, who, according
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to Yue’s explanation, have lost their nations and serve as cannon fodder for the Russians. Yue
calls the Chinese soldiers puppets (123) and scapegoats (128), and Ban sighs over their blurred
national identity before and after death (128). Meanwhile the Chinese capitulators also abandon
their nationality by labeling themselves as “obedient subjects of Great Japan” (125). These
people are swept aside to give place to Yue Ping and his friends. Significantly, Yue, a student
clad in a Western suit, is identified as a martial male (wusheng 武生), a type in correspondence
with new plays’ preference for a masculinity combining modern (read “Western”) knowledge and
military spirit over the stereotyped Confucian figure steeped in classic bookish learning. 31 Yet it
is not as war heroes that the protagonists mount the stage, but as volunteers of the Red Cross, an
international organization that reform-minded Chinese looked up to with great respect and
associated with the name of the Englishwoman and founder of modern nursing, Florence
Nightingale (1820-1910). 32 It therefore behooves the play to devote a whole act to Ban Youzhao,
who is no doubt the implied follower of the Western paradigm of her sex and whose name at the
same time recalls China’s first female historian and educator, Ban Zhao (45?-117?) (“Youzhao”
literally means “Zhao once more”). Already an amalgam of the past and the West (to borrow
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Kam Louie and Morris Low argue that China’s defeat in the Sino-Japanese war and
subsequent humiliation prompted the Chinese to abandon their old preference for the scholarly
(wen 文) male character: “The frail but attractive scholar of old was considered unsuited to the
modern world, and wen masculinity lost a lot of its former lustre in the eyes of the populace” (9).
Joshua Goldstein also notes that the unprecedented popular appeal of the masculine sheng
character in jingju reflects the militarization of popular culture amidst internal rebellions and
military confrontations with colonial powers (18), and that the male lead actor’s specifically
gendered position was crucial not only within the drama world but also in the greater society: “it
was crucial that these leaders of Peking opera were not feminized dan, that they had, instead, a
masculine persona both on- and offstage” (Goldstein 19).
32
Joan Judge notes that Nightingale as a figure dedicated to wartime succor and nurturing was so
famous in China at the turn of the century that her “name became synonymous in late Qing
materials with the International Red Cross” (65-66), and authors “used Nightingale’s story to
mobilize Chinese women to serve as nurses in battles for China’s national survival” (66).
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Joan Judge’s book title), Ban Youzhao, like her male friend, offers a new Chinese identity to
replace the old as she laments the fallen nation of “sick men” and professes her vision of Chinese
women’s role in the modern world. What is buried is a whole generation, that of “sick men,” and
it is up to Ban and her comrades to “turn a new leaf of history” and repair China’s international
stature (127).
The vision presented by this short play is rather typical of new drama’s imagining of a
“world stage.” While it might be easier to express the wish to “jump onto the stage and dance” in
poems and essays, it requires playwrights’ careful management of what Schechner calls the
“layering of seeings” (297), coordinating events, characters/figurative performers, who are at the
same time spectators, and spectators, whose actions are observed by other spectators. In an
international context, where everyone’s actions as well as non-actions are always a performance
for others, transnational seeing accompanies transnational image construction. A play that places
a Chinese character on that stage therefore must deal with the problem of how China is seen
inside the play, and a “change of image” is almost always necessary. If drama seeks to re-present
history, then late Qing playwrights faced another problem in performing China on the world
stage, namely the lack of historical precedents to draw on. While foreign models abounded from
the last century, recent Chinese heroes (and heroines) with international fame were hard to find.
Just as Ban Youzhao must conduct her renewal of a female scholar from China’s past through the
grooves furrowed by a Western heroine acclaimed in the modern world, late Qing new drama’s
imagining of the “world stage” was often the endeavor, like the futuristic texts discussed in the
last chapter, to rework the past through the lens of the foreign.
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4.4.1 Liang Qichao’s Foreign and Chinese Heroes
Although Liang Qichao is by no means one of the greatest playwrights of his time, he is
nevertheless one the most influential. Others have noted his pioneering work in “grabbing the
purple-bearded, blue-eyed [Westerners] and dressing them with Chinese drama costumes,” but I
find the way he engages the foreign spectators in his plays particularly interesting: in one work
about a foreign nation’s revolutions, he inserts China onto the scene, and in another about
Chinese history, he transports traditional heroes into a modernized international space. These
experiments make Liang a leading figure in joining Chinese heroes with the “world stage” on the
small stage.
Liang tried his hand at drama several times. In February 1902, the first issue of the New
Citizen published his first dramatic work, “Ashes from Disaster” (Jiehui meng chuanqi 劫灰夢傳
奇). It has only a “prologue,” in which a young man grieves over the state of China and makes
up his mind to do his duty as a Chinese citizen by “turning the events I have seen and the
thoughts I have been pondering into a small chuanqi play for the high and low, old and young to
entertain themselves with at their leisure” (688). This prologue serves as a narrative frame, a
technique frequently employed in traditional fiction and drama to explain the genesis of the
story, but what makes Liang’s story telling a little bit different is that his narrator, Du Zhuan 杜
撰 (which means “fabrication”) is inspired by a Western writer, Voltaire (1694-4778), who,
according to Du, roused a whole nation of sleepers with his fiction and drama, and whose
example Du sets out to follow.
We do not get to hear what Du has to say, but “New Rome”, serialized later that year,
seems to fit his plan of “singing about the rise and fall [of nations]” (688) quite well. A play
about three heroic figures in the Italian unification, “New Rome” was serialized in the New
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Citizen approximately the same time Liang’s biography of the three heroes came out in the same
journal. 33 Scholars have pointed out that Liang’s “Biography of Three Heroes in the Founding of
Italy” was substantially based on the biographies written or translated by Meiji Japanese (Xia,
Yuedu 102). The reason for writing the “Biography,” Liang explains, is that “among European
histories of nation building, Italy prior to the Risorgimento resembled China the most, and
among the patriotic foreigners whose ambition and achievements can serve as examples for the
Chinese people, the three Italian heroes outshine the others” (Yinbingshi vol. 4 zhuanji 11: 2). For
Liang, this account of a foreign nation’s rejuvenation—and the play based on this history—
should serve as the model script for China’s national play.
Yet it was obviously not enough for “New Rome” to laud Italian history without a look
back at China. Liang again adopts the framing technique, and has the ghost of Dante, the literary
inspiration for the Risorgimento, to speak in the prologue. After recalling Italy’s rise to power,
Dante announces that he is going to China for a tour. A voice from behind the curtain asks,
“China is a sick nation in the East. Why would you, immortal master, want to go there?” “You
may not know it,” answers Dante, using the plural “you,” indicating that he is addressing a whole
audience instead of the voice aside, “but I heard that a young man in China, whose name is
Master of the Ice Drinking Studio [Yinbingshi zhuren 飲冰室主人, Liang’s sobriquet], has
written a chuanqi play, “New Rome”, which is being performed at the Shanghai Patriotic
Theater” (“Xin Luoma” 519). As the play deserves attention both for its content and form, Dante
has invited his two friends, Shakespeare from England and Voltaire from France, to go with him
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Xia Xiaohong has convincingly argued that a later play, “Heroic Lovers” (Xia qing ji chuanqi
俠情記傳奇), of which only one act was finished and came out in the first issue of New Fiction
in November 1902, was supposed to be the seventh act of New Rome (Yuedu 92-93).
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and see. When the voice aside again asks how the young man in China came to write such a play,
Dante speaks for Liang,
I think this young man, who is in exile in a foreign country and looks back
towards his homeland, is burning inside with anxiety for the nation that he cannot
save. Therefore, he employs his meagre literary skill to send out warning
messages, which is no different from what I once did, with a similarly painful
heart. (“Xin Luoma” 519)
Absent from the scene in the play and physically removed from his country, Liang sends the
foreign literary master to be his spokesman, and even designates a fictional Patriotic Theater for
the play’s premiere. Dante also tells that the play is supposed to have forty acts, although “New
Rome,” like most of Liang’s experiments with drama and fiction, was left unfinished. From
Voltaire to Dante, and from Du Zhuan to the Master of the Ice Drinking Studio, their purpose for
writing appears to be all the same: to awaken the people and save the nation.
China and Italy are thus entwined in the prologue, in a way that prompts one to ask why
Liang conceives this rather complicated introduction. Xia Xiaohong observes that having Dante
speak adds to the value of the play (Yuedu 106), and Haiping Yan points out that the three foreign
masters are “figures who were vital components of the nationalism, humanism, and rationalism
which formed the cultural legitimacy of the modern West” (55). But I believe Liang’s
arrangement also betrays his wish to play a role on the stage of the foreign heroes, and to be
identified and approved as the recorder of the Risorgimento is perhaps closest to being, say, “a
scrivener in Cavour’s office.” Dante not only prepares the audience for a foreign history, but
reminds the Chinese people that they, too, are being watched, and their identities can vary from
“sick men” to reformers such as Liang himself. As the Western masters set out for China to see
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the performance, we know that they do not only watch with the Chinese spectators/readers and
teach them how to see, but also look at the audience as a participating party on the same stage.
By this time, Liang had himself become a celebrity with some international fame. He was
not only an influential figure in China’s intellectual world, but was also highly esteemed among
overseas Chinese groups and had many foreign connections. In Japan, he founded several of the
most important Chinese language periodicals and the Datong 大同 (great harmony) school in
Yokohama, and proposed the founding of the Chinese Tongwen 同文 (combined learning) school
in Kobe. Afterwards he traveled to Honolulu, Australia, and the US for communication with the
local reformist and royalist associations. During his tour in the US, he met with American
socialist advocates, businessmen, politicians, and clergymen, through whom he was exposed to a
good diversity of worldviews. 34 The overseas experience together with Liang’s extensive reading
gave him a cosmopolitan perspective, with which he inspected the “weaknesses of the Chinese”
(Liang, Xin Dalu 142-149) as well as ways for China to join the modern world.
In 1906 Liang published his last play, Ban Chao’s Conquest of the Western Regions (Ban
Dingyuan ping Xiyu 班定遠平西域). It was the only drama Liang wrote that he finished and was
even performed on stage. 35 Written for the Datong school, where teachers and students all spoke
Cantonese, the play took the form of Cantonese drama (yueju 粵劇), and was published in the

See Liang, Xin Dalu youji 新大陸游記 (Travels in the new Continent).
There was debate over the authorship of this play, but I am convinced by Xia Xiaohong’s
research that Liang is the author. See Xia, Yuedu 93.
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New Fiction in 1906 after its premiere. 36 As for his objectives, Liang writes, “It is the purpose of
this play to promote the martial spirit, with a particular emphasis on foreign reputation.
Therefore, Ban Chao was chosen to be the protagonist.” 37 Ban Chao 班超 (32–102 CE), a
general of the Eastern Han dynasty (25–220 AD), led the war against the Xiongnu 匈奴 (Huns)
and secured Han control over the Western regions (Central Asia), for which he was awarded the
title “Protector General of the Western Regions” by the Han emperor. One of the many historical
figures rediscovered and reconstructed at the turn of the twentieth century, Ban Chao rose to
prominence as a result, as Shen Songqiao’s (2000) research shows, of late Qing intellectuals’
painstaking search for and invention of “national heroes” to reinterpret and rewrite China’s
history into the frame of modern nationalism.
This intellectual movement, again, owed its roots to people like Liang Qichao. After
setting off a “historiographical revolution” with his call for a “New Historiography” (Xin shixue
新史學) in 1902, Liang went on to write many annals and biographies of past heroes, including
the “Combined Biographies of Zhang Qian and Ban Chao” (Zhang Bowang Ban Dingyuan he
zhuan 張博望班定遠合傳, 1902-03). The first section of the “Combined Biographies” is titled,
“Important Figures in World History” (Shijie shi shang zhi renwu 世界史上之人物), in which
Ban Chao and Zhang Qian 張騫 (164-113 BC), the latter a Han diplomat to Central Asia, are
juxtaposed with the renowned Western explorers, Christopher Columbus (1451-1506), James
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The date of its premiere and publication needs further explanation. As the written play was
believed to have begun to be serialized in August 1905, with Liang’s foreword saying it had been
staged, Xia Xiaohong reckons the premiere to be no later than the summer break of that year
(Yuedu 119). Zhong Xinzhi, however, cites the diary of Liang’s contemporary, Chen Hongnian,
to show that it was performed on November 25, 1905, and began serialization as late as March
1906, due to the delayed publication of the New Fiction (57).
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Manshushi zhuren 曼殊室主人 [Liang Qichao], Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu 班定遠平西域 (Ban
Chao’s conquest of the Western Regions). Xin xiaoshuo, no. 7, Aug. 1905, p. 135.
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Cook (1728-1779), and David Livingston (1813-1873), a comparison that inscribes the Chinese
diplomats in world history. According to Liang, the two Chinese diplomats accomplished more
challenging tasks than their Western counterparts did, as the former travelled by land, which was
more difficult than traveling by sea. While Zhang Qian is hailed as “a great man at the opening
of world history” (Yinbingshi vol. 4 zhuanji 5: 8), Ban Chao is acclaimed to be a “great hero in
the world” (Yinbingshi vol. 4 zhuanji 5: 9). Their apparent commitment to serving their emperors
does not hinder Liang from crediting them with national ideals, and what seems to Liang to be
the highlight of their nationalism was their contribution to China’s imperialist expansion. They
are declared to be the “glory of China,” since it “ethically behooves a civilized nation to
enlighten a barbarous people,” and they were among the few Chinese to ever carry out that lofty
mission (Yinbingshi vol. 4 zhuanji 5: 1). It may seem odd that Liang, whose country had fallen
victim to Western imperialism, should pour forth his unreserved admiration for imperialist
expansion and write about China’s missed opportunity for colonizing other peoples with regret,
but as I have shown in the last chapter, such expansionist desire is not surprising in the (semi)colonized. Liang’s attitude betrays what Shen Songqiao calls the intrinsic contradiction in the
nationalism of late developing countries: the intellectuals of those countries learned from
Western forerunners the core value of nationalism—independence, with which they opposed
imperialist hegemony, but at the same time they followed in the footsteps of Western imperialism
by promoting their own nations’ imperialist expansion as a way to bring national glory (“Zhen da
Han” 139-140).
This anachronistic attribution of notions about nation and the world to a first century
figure is key to the imagining of performing China in the world in Liang’s play. In the first Act,
Ban Chao forsakes the writing brush for the sword with the aspiration to “be a great soldier in
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this world and add great glory to our nation’s history (guo shi 國史).” 38 The word for “world” as
spoken by Ban Chao’s is shijie 世界, a modern expression designating the global space
penetrated by steamships and print culture instead of the Chinese imperial tianxia 天下, “all
under heaven,” which actually befits the Han dynasty world view. 39 Both Ban Chao’s biography
and drama are part of Liang’s efforts to inscribe China into world history as defined by modern
nationalism.
What the biographies had started, the play carries further. We are told that when Ban
Chao’s army is getting prepared for the expedition, all the soldiers under his command are
dressed in “Western suits” (xizhuang 西裝), 40 in an effort to imitate the famous military reforms,
“barbaric attire with galloping marksmanship” (Hu fu qishe 胡服騎射), of the state of Zhao in
307 BC. King Wuling of Zhao 趙武靈王 (340-295 BC) ordered his soldiers to adopt the clothing
of nomadic tribes and be trained in horse archery, which greatly improved the fighting capability
of the Zhao military. Yet what is extraordinary about Ban Chao’s reform is that while “xizhuang”
can only mean the apparel tailored after the imported Euro-American style, the “West” his force
is marching toward does not go past Central Asia. Geographically or culturally, Ban Chao’s
unconventional dress code seems completely irrelevant, and appears to be no more than Liang
Qichao’s far-fetched fusion of a Chinese historical Western-costume play to suit the Datong
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 7, Aug. 1905, p. 138.
For a rich body of essays discussing the evolving Chinese worldview from tianxia to the world,
and from empire to nation state, see Chinese Visions of World Order: Tianxia, Culture, and
World Politics, edited by Ban Wang, Duke UP, 2017. Equally informative to my research is
Joseph Levenson’s observation about the “contraction of China from a world to a nation in the
world” in the late nineteenth century (Levenson 288).
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 7, Aug. 1905, p. 144.
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school’s resources. 41 Nevertheless, the Western-clad soldiers fighting with guns instead of
swords fits Liang’s notion about theater’s cultivation of the martial spirit. Liang’s friend, Jiang
Guanyun, had cited in his essay, “The Chinese Theater,” Japanese criticisms of Chinese theater,
which included a comment on war scenes: “Chinese theater still uses the old way to present
wars, with one man fighting another using swords or spears. It seems like children’s game and
cannot raise people’s understanding of modern battle” (Guanyun 96). Liang’s replacement of
swords with guns seems to respond to that criticism and places the conveyance of modern
militancy above historical facts. The fusion is also consistent with the play’s endeavor to present
China as a nation equal with and distinguished from all the others, which is frequently done
through the conflation of the ancient and modern “Wests,” and of all the “foreign.” It is
apparently Liang’s wish to cross time and space to let Chinese history make sense in a modern
world, with Chinese historical heroes acting on a stage interlaced with modern international
relations.
With this purpose the play easily abandons its historical context, not hesitating to verge
on the absurd. As a result, the Hun envoys begin to speak Cantonese interspersed with English
and Japanese words, 42 and soldiers in Ban Chao’s camp sing about China’s “past” greatness,
current invasion by “overseas” nations, and future dominance in the world. 43 All this may well
help the play trade wisecracks for applause, but more importantly it marks out a “world stage”
whereon Chinese performers can play a crucial part. The soldiers sing with confidence of future
victory, when “Nations around the world turn pale with fright, seeing that the awakened lion has
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As Zhong Xinzhi points out, Liang’s arrangement made use of the ready resource of the
Datong school, where students practiced gymnastics in Western style training suits with guns
(59).
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 8, Sept. 1905, p. 136–138.
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 9, Oct. 1905, p. 140–142.
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the power to shake heaven. … When peace is struck among nations, China will become the
leader of the alliance, and all will recognize its mighty strength.” 44 These lines recall the brave
speeches about China’s global dominance made by the army General in Wu Jianren’s New Story
of the Stone and the Admiral of the Navy in Lu Shi’e’s New China, discussed in chapter three.
But only in Liang’s play was the audience involved: towards the end of the performance, when
Ban Chao has been called by imperial edict to return to central China after over thirty years of
service in the Western regions, teachers and students of the Datong school went on stage to
welcome him home. A teacher delivered this speech in Cantonese:
Everybody, now the play reaches the point of Ban Chao’s triumphant return, I
invite you to also be players in the show and welcome him home. Don’t treat this
as a fun game, but read our national history carefully and keep the patriotic
soldiers of the past in your hearts. Let them be your examples, and the true
military spirit will surely thrive. If everyone does this, one day we will really be
as happy as we are tonight. 45
Then the homecoming soldiers joined them on stage and sang the Song of Triumphant Return,
which Liang borrowed from his poet friend Huang Zunxian. The students shouted, “Long live
the soldiers! Long live China!” 46 Actors and audience merged into one as all were encouraged to
participate in the performance, hoping, just as they sang in the Song of Triumphant Return, “all
around the globe shall look at us, the yellow race, as we thrive and expand.” 47
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 9, Oct. 1905, p. 142.
Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 9, Oct. 1905, p. 149.
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The performance must have been quite successful. Chen Hongnian, who saw the
performance, wrote in his diary:
The final scene of “triumphant return and welcome” was accompanied with
military song and music, which stirred people’s hearts and moved them to tears.
There was no Chinese who did not applaud and shout “Long live China!” [The
play] did a great job of enlightening the mind. (qtd. in Zhong Xinzhi 63).
Perhaps the spectators also shared Liang’s impulse and wanted to be characters in the play as
they echoed the cheers on stage. In this sense the play, for all its artistic immaturities, succeeded
not only in transporting ancient Chinese history onto a modern world stage, but also in
encouraging the Chinese audience to join the performance.
4.4.2 Foreign-Styled Heroic Daughters
Ban Chao’s Conquest of the Western Regions used no female characters or actresses.
Liang removed all female roles and substituted a fictional younger brother, Ban Hui, for Ban
Chao’s renowned sister, Ban Zhao. The reason, Liang explains, is that no female students could
be persuaded to perform on stage, and it was egregious to have female impersonators in a school
play. 48 In the foreword, Liang suggests that female roles be added for performances to the
general public. In particular, he mentions that Ban Chao once married a local woman in the
Western Regions, whom Ban divorced when he was accused by a Chinese imperial envoy of
forgetting his home and duty and decided to return. This affair, Liang suggests, could be
rendered into an act named “Breaking up with Wife,” which should depict Ban’s resolution to
renounce romantic love and his wife’s generous sacrifice for Ban’s national devotion. It may
follow the example of “the way Marguerite treats Armand in La Dame aux Camélias, so that the
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 7, Aug. 1905, p. 136.
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heroic atmosphere will be reinforced.” 49 Liang’s words serve as the transition in my discussion
from the foreignized Chinese heroes to the foreign-styled Chinese heroines on stage.
La Dame aux Camélias is a novel by French writer Alexander Dumas, fils (1824–1895),
first published in 1848 and adapted by the author for the stage in 1852. It tells the tragic love
affair between the young bourgeois Armand Duval and the ill-fated faithful demimondaine,
Marguerite Gautier, nicknamed la dame aux camélias. The novel was translated into Chinese by
Lin Shu and Wang Shouchang in 1899 as The Legacy of the Lady of the Camellias of Paris 巴黎
茶花女遺事 (Bali chahuanü yishi), which became tremendously popular, and a scene of it was
performed on stage by the Spring Willow Society in early 1907. 50 It was a scene that Liang could
have wished for as an example for the revised version of his Ban Chao drama, one in which the
protagonist Armand Duval’s father persuades the courtesan Marguerite Gautier to leave his son
(Siyuan Liu 43). The theme of a woman’s sacrifice by forsaking love attracted many literary
imitators, 51 but it was only in 1908, when theater artist Wang Zhongsheng’s 王鐘聲 (ca 18831911) wenmingxi, Intertwined Destinies 緣外緣 (Yuan wai yuan), was staged, that the modern
courtesan’s self-sacrificing love was happily married to the soldier-lover’s devotion to his
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Manshushi zhuren, Ban Dingyuan ping Xiyu, Xin xiaoshuo, no. 7, Aug. 1905, p. 137.
The script for this performance has not survived, and Siyuan Liu thinks it could have been
based on both Lin’s Chinese translation and an earlier Japanese adaptation from the French play
(Performing Hybridity 43). Wu Ruo and Jia Yidi cite historical documents to show that the Lady
of the Camellias was staged in China as early as 1902, at the St. John's University in Shanghai, in
Shanghai dialect (5).
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For example, a novella by Zhong Xinqing 鐘心青, titled “New Camellias” 新茶花 (Xin
chahua) and published in two parts in 1907, narrates the love story between a self-proclaimed
“Armand of the East” and a courtesan known as the “Camellias the second,” both of whom strive
to emulate the French fictional characters.
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nation. 52 It was later adapted by Feng Zihe (1888-1941) into a jingju, titled, New Camellias of
the Twentieth Century (Ershi shiji xin Chahua 二十世紀新茶花, henceforth New Camellias),
which had enduring popularity and received many expansions and adaptations within a few
years.
One major invention of Intertwined Destinies is the assimilation of the story of a
Japanese prostitute-turned-spy during the Russo-Japanese War. The story was a famous one
around 1904, appearing in many newspaper reports and journal articles. The earliest example I
have found was published in the Women’s World in June 1904, which tells how a Japanese
prostitute named Ando Yoshi (安藤夭史 in Chinese) from Nagasaki arrives in Harbin, marries a
Russian general, and out of loyalty for her country, runs off with a map showing the Russian
army’s deployment to give to the Japanese embassy. The woman’s patriotic resolution is
touchingly described:
She sighed, ‘Although I’m unlucky enough to be a prostitute and drifting in a
foreign land, I haven’t for one day forgot my country. [My family] has been
benefited by our country for generations, and how can I not repay the debt? Now
the enemy general, who indulges in love and entrusts important military
intelligence to me imprudently, is foolish beyond comparison. It must be heaven’s
will to lend my country a hand to crush Russia. If I want to repay my country with
death, now is the time. (Zhuzhuang 25)
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I tried many times to request a copy of the text via ILL, but received the wrong text every
time. It seems the item was incorrectly listed on the library websites. I have therefore not been
able to obtain a copy.
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The authenticity of this story is questionable, 53 but this was probably the most widely
accepted account in China of a Japanese woman’s espionage activities during the RussoJapanese War, 54 and must have led Chen Qubing in his “To Actresses” to urge his addressees to
emulate the patriotic act of the Japanese actresses (geisha 芸者), whom were known to be
accomplished prostitutes.
Around the same time, another account of the Japanese female spy came out, telling a
slightly different story:
And there was a Japanese woman, who, for reasons unknown, married a Russian.
The couple were very attached to each other, but when the War broke out and the
woman learned that her husband was a Russian spy, she wheedled out his
confidential information and divulged all to the Japanese army. She would not let
her love for her husband overcome her love for her country. Because even an
ordinary woman could do such a heroic deed, it is no wonder that the Japanese
army was invincible. (“Riben zhi sheng zhi you” 20)
The author of this editorial claims to have selectively translated from the Morning Post in
London. In what appears to be an original article in the Morning Post, a report brimming with
admiration for Japanese people’s patriotism, the incidence is briefly described, “There is a true
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Cui Wendong, for example, finds the psychological portrait too meticulous to be true (16). A
search for the name 安藤夭史 in the Kikuzo database of the Asahi Shinbun 朝日新聞 from 1879
to 1999 and the Taiyo 太陽 rendered no result, and Cui, both in his essay and in a later
conversation with me, admitted that he had not found any traces of Ando Youshi in the Japanese
periodicals published during the War.
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This article was reposted in the Dong Zhe zazhi 東浙雜誌 (Eastern Zhejiang mescellany) in
1904, and heavily borrowed in Zhufu 箸夫, “Lun Anteng Yaoshi zhi aiguo” 論安藤夭史之愛國
(On Ando Yaoshi’s patriotism), in the Zhifu bao. Before Wang Zhongsheng’s play, the story had
been adapted into tanci 彈詞 (a form alternating passages of verse and prose) fiction and a
chuanqi play. See Yingbai, and Xiabao.
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story, again, of a Japanese woman married to a Russian to whom she was deeply attached. On
discovering that he was a spy of the enemy, she without hesitation betrayed him, putting her
country first” (Knight 1). 55 The English author does not mention how she betrays her husband,
and apparently the Chinese article has expanded the account, either out of imagination or with
the help of other sources. In this anecdote, the Japanese woman is unnamed and not identified as
a prostitute or a geisha, contrary to the popular impression in China at the time.
There could be more accounts that I am not aware of, without which it is difficult to tell if
the two—or more—female spies were one. 56 If yes, it shows how an episode could be altered
and magnified into a legend in its circulation and eagerly relished by those in need of role
models, particularly in contrast with the unworthy images of the self. 57 In any case, a Japanese
woman won British and Chinese admiration for betraying her Russian husband in order to serve
her country, and for that reason she stood proudly on the world stage. Her story deservedly
joined the many “tales of translation,” in Ying Hu’s words, to help compose the new woman in
China, as she shaped the Chinese lady of the Camellias.
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The British newspapers covering the War were never short of similar warm praises of Japanese
nationalism, heroism, military ethics, and so on.
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The closest resemblance of a Russian spy’s wife I could find in a Japanese account is the one
mentioned by Akashi Motojiro 明石元二郎 (1864-1919), an officer in the Imperial Japanese
Army and one of Japan’s most highly regarded intelligence agents. According to Akashi, a
French—instead of Japanese—lady, who called herself Madame Roland, approached him when
he was conducting espionage in London, and told him that she was not on good terms with her
Russian husband, who was a spy, and would like to trade his classified information to the
Japanese for money. Despite her completely different nationality and motive—for money and not
for love—she is not unlike the patriotic heroine of the English and Chinese accounts. See Akashi
Motojiro, Rakka ryūsui 落花流水 (Falling flowers and flowing water).
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It is worth noting that the Chinese editorial was preceded by a commentary on the recent
exhibition of Chinese girls with bound feet at the St. Louis world fair. Titled “Miserable
Wretches Humiliate Their Country” 賤種辱國 (Jianzhong ruguo), the article reflects on the
previous display of bound Taiwanese women at the Osaka Exhibition and expresses great
indignation that the “shame of the Chinese women” should be brought to the view of all nations.
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Only a synopsis of the jingju New Camellias has survived, which was serialized in the
Illustrated Daily in 1909. The plot embeds the Camellias lovers onto the Chinese background of
a war with an unidentified foreign—more accurately, Western—army. The heroine, Xin
Naidong, is sold into prostitution by her villainous uncle, and acquires the sobriquet of New
Camellias. Shen is known to be fond of nothing but Western ways and fashion. She falls in love
with Chen Shaomei, a graduate of a foreign army academy, who is assigned to reconnoiter the
enemy’s geographical condition. They get married, but when Shaomei’s father, Chengmei, finds
out, he comes to force Naidong away and makes Shaomei believe that the prostitute’s
faithlessness has led her to abandon him. Naidong has to seek shelter in the foreign army’s camp
and becomes the general’s concubine, but after suffering ruthless humiliation by Shaomei, she
determines to save her reputation by “doing a remarkable thing, so that no one may say that there
are no heroic women” (Zhang and Huang 1:724). This she achieves by stealing the foreign
general’s territorial map and giving it to Shaomei, who is thereby able to crush the enemy. The
play ends with Naidong welcomed into the Chen family, now more ennobled by Shaomei’s
military exploit.
Though a Chinese story, the play is suffused with Western elements. Naidong virtually
“puts on” her new identity by donning Western costumes, and looks “just like a Western beauty”
(Zhang and Huang 1:716, fig. 4.2). She has a younger brother, who is seized by a gang of bandits
after his mother dies, but is later adopted by Chengmei and sent abroad to study alongside
Shaomei at a military academy. Both men presumably adopt Western fashions after returning,
and this can be seen in the illustrations accompanying each scene of the synopsis in the
Illustrated Daily (fig. 4.3). Even the three bandits who manipulate Naidong’s brother are dressed
like “returned overseas students” with their “cut hair, Western suits, woolen hats, leather shoes,
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Figure 4.2 Naidong (second from right) dressed
as a Western lady in the brothel, Tuhua ribao,
no. 15, 1909, p. 6, reprinted in Shanghai guji
chubanshe, ed., Tuhua ribao, vol. 1, p. 174.

Figure 4.3 Xin Zhuoran (Naidong’s brother, left)
meets with Shaomei after graduation from the
foreign military academy, Tuhua ribao, no. 28,
1909, p. 6, reprinted in Shanghai guji chubanshe,
ed., Tuhua ribao, vol. 1, p. 330.

Figure 4.4 The three bandits (left) dressed in Western
style, Tuhua ribao, no. 3, 1909, p. 6, reprinted in
Shanghai guji chubanshe, ed., Tuhua ribao, vol. 1, p. 30.
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and guns in hand” (1:707, fig. 4.4). If in Liang’s Ban Chao’s Conquest of the Western Regions
dressing the Chinese soldiers in Western attire transports Chinese history into the modern
context, in the New Camellias foreign identities directly give birth to the hybrid characters and
plots. The synopsis introduces the play as alluding to the said anecdote: “a Japanese geisha
sacrificed her body and stole the enemy general’s map, which she presented to the Japanese
general, and so Japan won the war” (1:706-707). Naidong is the fusion of both French and
Japanese icons; she is reborn as New Camellias and fulfills her love and duty for one man, but is
only redeemed from shame by a heroic deed borrowed from a Japanese geisha, which fulfills her
duty to her country. 58 Furthermore, each of her transformations is triggered by some adverse
circumstance, in which Naidong is largely passive. Besides being forced into prostitution, after
she is humiliated by Shaomei, all she wants is to die. Her maid prevents her, and, however
unlikely, begins to talk about feminism and persuades her to aim for heroism by spying on the
foreign general. Who can the maid be but the incarnation of the foreign-educated feminist voice
penetrating the theater reform? To her audience Naidong is indeed moving on an “international
stage,” shuttling between Chinese and foreign relationships in a war. Yet it makes one wonder if
the Chinese heroes and heroines can occupy the world stage as successfully without the imported
outfits.
This question is not prompted by any insistence on “pure Chineseness.” As Rey Chow
and others have repeatedly argued, “pure/traditional Chinesesness” with the presumptive
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Although prototypes of a courtesan rescuing her young lover can also be found in traditional
Chinese literature (Cai Zhuqing 64-65), it is the play’s obvious purpose to imitate foreign ones.
For example, Naidong’s relationship with the foreign general readily recalls the legendary
anecdotes of a late Qing prostitute, Fu Caiyun (better known as “Sai Jinhua”), the heroine of
Zeng Pu’s famous novel, Flower in the Sea of Retribution (serialized since 1904), yet Naidong is
not claimed to be modeled after Fu Caiyun.
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dichotomy between China and an external other was a myth when cultures were increasingly
intermeshed. 59 By the turn of the century, besides bulk importation of knowledge, goods, and
political institutions from the West and Japan, foreign elements inevitably bled into people’s
everyday life—their food, dress styles, reading habits—as signs of the modern, to complicate and
constitute the very identities of the Chinese. Yet it does not alter the fact that in the late Qing
certain gestures could be decidedly identified as imitating the foreign/West, and Naidong’s
adopting Western dress is obviously one of them. The play could only transplant the foreign
identity by abandoning the “Chinese” one, and in so doing it echoed a widely recognized reality:
performing a positive role on the world stage meant in the first place for China to reform by
adopting the ways of the foreign.
The latent paradox in this play can be detected in others featuring modern-styled Chinese
heroines, even in “domestic” contexts. In October 1904, the Dangui Teahouse staged a xinxi,
Meiguihua 玫瑰花 (The rose, or flower of the rose village), starring the celebrated nandan, Feng
Zihe. It was adapted from a story of the same title, serialized in the Zhongguo baihua bao 中國
白話報 (Chinese vernacular journal) in 1904 and signed by Baihua Daoren 白話道人
(“vernacular monk”), the editor of the journal whose real identity was Lin Xie 林獬 (18741926). 60 The story tells of how after Rose Village is invaded by bandits (a transparent reference
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See, for example, Rey Chow, “Violence in the Other Country: China as Crisis, Spectacle, and
Woman,” Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism, edited by Chandra Talpade Mohanty
et al., Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991, pp.l 81–100.
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According to Guan Guiquan’s textual research, Baihua Daoren was the penname of Lin Xie.
Joshua Goldstein takes the author of the play to be Feng Zihe 馮子和 (98). Goldstein’s source
was Gong Yijiang’s essay commemorating Feng, but in the chronological table edited by Zhao
Shanlin et al., it is only mentioned that Feng participated in the adaptation of Meiguihua (122)
and played the heroine (178, 185). No other sources as far as I know identify Feng as the author
of the novel or the play.
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to the Manchus), the play’s eponymous heroine cooperates with the aspirant young men of the
village to chase out the invaders. According to Baihua Daoren, the premiere had a great turnout,
and spectators tried to identify the characters with famous individuals in real life. When it came
to the prototype of the heroine, “since her like couldn’t be found throughout the thousands of
years of Chinese history, there was no way to compare her to anyone” (“Ji Meiguihua 81). A
Chinese precedent being lacking, the character (and her performer, too) was regarded “by
respectable society as the French Goddess of Liberty” (自由女神) (Liu Yazi, ed. 24). Just as
feminist writers and fictional new women readily invoked foreign heroines like Madame Roland
to hasten the integration with global history, popular imagination had no difficulty filling a
historical vacancy with a Western goddess, seeing the self as foreign.
The New Camellias’s foreignization diminished in subsequent expansions. For example,
in the illustrated synopsis of the Sequel to the New Camellias (Xu xin chahua 續新茶花),
serialized in the Illustrated Daily in 1910, there is a return, if not regression, to the Chinese style
in terms of the men’s costumes and weapons, while the heroine, as a properly married woman,
steps down from the center of cross-cultural transactions to the enclosed family courtyard.
Successive expansions saw further departure from the foreign stories to focus on domestic
affairs, in particular the revolution in progress (Cai Zhuqing 68-77). While no script for later
performances has survived, at least from the first sequel we can see how Naidong plays an
outspoken yet domesticated wife, even when her husband chooses an easy life and forsakes
honor. It is no longer her duty to set out on her own to prove women’s value through heroism, a
path fervently lauded by radical feminists and trodden by the most famous Chinese woman of the
time, Qiu Jin (1875-1907).
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4.5 Conclusion
Martyred in the revolution to overthrow China’s last imperial dynasty, Qiu Jin, with her
dramatic life and flourishing literary afterlife, seems the right transition to the concluding
remarks of a study on drama in the last decade of that dynasty.
Qiu left for Japan for the first time in 1904, at the age of twenty-nine, leaving an
estranged husband and two children behind. In the following years she not only led many
women’s activities such as teaching at girls’ schools and editing the feminist periodical, Chinese
Women’s Journal (Zhongguo nü bao 中國女報), but also joined the revolutionary groups, the
Restoration League (Guangfu hui 光復會) and the Revolutionary Alliance (Tongmeng hui 同盟
會), and actively assisted the anti-dynastic cause (Chen Xianggong 23–26). After an abortive
rising in 1907, she was arrested and beheaded, causing a great stir in the press. To her
contemporaries her public career was like an astonishing performance, with her daring severance
with her husband’s family in order to study in Japan, her martial disposition displayed through
cross-dressing, 61 her feminist proclamations and declared pursuit of heroism, and her horrific
decapitation that guaranteed her everlasting fame. One great paradox in her life seems to be the
combination of the secret nature of her revolutionary connections and what Mary Backus Rankin
calls her “self-defeating flamboyance” (59), which drew suspicion and resentment to her work
months before her arrest.
Shortly after Qiu’s death, literary works sprang up in her memory, giving rise to what Xia
Xiaohong calls “Qiu Jin literature” (“Qiu Jin zhi si” 4) between 1907 and 1911 with about
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For women revolutionaries’ cross-dressing, see Hui-ling Chou, “Striking Their Own Poses”
140–141. For Qiu Jin’s flamboyant conduct in Japan and back in China, see Rankin, “The
Emergence of Women at the End of the Ch’ing” 52, 59.
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twenty narrative writings, among them at least ten plays. 62 While the fictional recreations all
echoed the prevalent public sympathy for Qiu Jin, they also reflected the time’s unresolvable
contradiction in regard to Qiu’s achievements. On the one hand, as scholars have pointed out,
mainstream opinion insisted that Qiu Jin was wrongly sentenced (Xia, “Qiu Jin zhi si”). The
press stressed that Qiu was committed to “revolution for equality between sexes” (nannü
pingquan de geming 男女平權的革命), and not a political revolution to overthrow the dynasty
(Xia, “Qiu Jin zhi si” 2–3). Although denial of Qiu’s involvement in anti-state activities might
have been considered more discreet due to the political environment of the time, from today’s
perspective such treatment detracted from Qiu’s image by obliterating her contribution to the
revolutionary cause. Literary writings, building on the dominant discourse, almost unanimously
denounced the injustice of Qiu’s sentence, and quite a few narratives even presented Qiu as
wronged and grievous as the weak, oppressed, and self-pitying women in traditional literature,
which would have been much against Qiu’s will. 63
On the other hand, literature engendered a paradox by comparing Qiu Jin to
unconventional Chinese and foreign heroes and heroines. In pursuing heroism, Qiu mainly drew
on figures from Chinese history, but she was also inspired by Western nationalist and terrorist
figures (Rankin 52). Qiu’s close friend, Xu Zihua 徐自華 (style name Jichen 寄塵, 1873-1935),
considered her above Madame Roland and Sophia Perovskaya, the latter of whom helped
assassinate Alexander II (“Qiu nüshi lishi”). Literary works continue such comparisons, fostering
an international sisterhood, but this comparison undermines the very assertion that Qiu was
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Wang Zhongsheng’s Spring Sun Society was scheduled to stage a play on Qiu Jin in 1908, but
had to cancel due to pressure from officials (Guo and Li 333).
63
See, for example, Jiang Jingjian 蔣景緘, “Xianü hun, bing jie” 俠女魂, 兵解 (Souls of the
heroic women, the transcendence after decapitation), in which Qiu calls herself “merely a weak
woman, who has been falsely accused of being a great revolutionary of the world” (31).
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innocent in revolutionary activities, for the Western heroines—apart from the famous Chinese
assassins—she is juxtaposed with never participated in women’s rights movements, but were
known for rising against political authority and regimes. The writings encourage an
unacknowledged expectation for similar commitment by comparing Qiu, for example, to
Madame Roland. 64
Furthermore, Qiu’s dramatic life invokes the notion of the stage and performance in
literature, not limited to plays 65, and foreign characters help construct an international viewing
context. Recalling both Liang’s “New Rome” and the novel Huang Xiuqiu, the prologue of one
play has Qiu’s ghost invite Chinese and French heroines from the past to see a play—this play—
about Qiu’s heroic deeds (Xiaolu 153). The invitees are two Chinese women who were sacrificed
during dynastic changes, and two French revolutionary martyrs: Charlotte Corday (1768-1793),
who assassinated Jacobin leader Jean-Paul Marat, and Madame Roland. Their presence is a
reminder that Qiu’s performance is worth the attention and approval of Chinese and Western
heroines. In another play, Qiu’s ghost becomes a goddess and supervises a trial against Ban Zhao
for writing the Precepts for Women (Nü jie 女戒), which has been used to deprive women of
their liberty and reduce them to slaves (Beiqiu “Shui zhi zui”). Sophia Perovskaya, who has
traveled from abroad to observe her trial, tells Qiu that Madame Roland is going to hold a
conference on equal rights, and invites goddesses over the world who have the same beliefs to

See, for example, Guyue yingzong jinü 古越嬴宗季女, “Liuyue shuang” 六月霜 (Snow in
June), in A Ying, ed., Wan Qing wenxue congchao, chuanqi zaju juan, vol. 1, 150, and Xiaoshan
xianglingzi 蕭山湘靈子 [Han Maotang 韓茂棠], “Xuanting yuan chuanqi” 軒亭冤傳奇
(Injustice at Xuantingkou), in A Ying, ed., Wan Qing wenxue congchao, chuanqi zaju juan, vol.
1, 108.
65
Bao Tianxiao’s unfinished story, “Bixie mu” 碧血幕 (Blood-stained scene), visits the stage
metaphor and topic of theater reform in its beginning, conveying a strong sense of raising the
curtain of East Asia for performance. It was serialized in the Xiaoshuo lin, no. 6, 7, 8, 1907, and
no. 9, 1908.
64
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attend. “Throughout the history of China,” says Sophia to Qiu Jin, “you, my sister, are the only
one [to qualify]” (Beiqiu 141). Given Madame Roland’s role in the French revolution, one might
expect her conference to address equality across classes, but both her reception in China as a
paragon of womanhood and the play’s portrayal of Qiu as a champion of women’s rights imply
that the discussion will focus on equality between men and women. While sisterhood with the
revolutionary women threatens to draw Qiu out as a more radical figure, the differentiation
between “political revolution” and “women’s revolution” for Qiu and the conflation of the same
activities for all the foreign heroines hold Qiu back. Qiu Jin literature is left with an unintentional
paradox due to the ambivalence about to what extent was Qiu equal with her foreign sisters.
Qiu’s case is extreme, but its narrative ambivalence is homologous with that of Chinese
women’s performance in an international context on and off stage, and by extension the
imagining of performing China in the world. Chinese characters claim international recognition
or influence on foreign relations by imitating and establishing connection with external models,
fitting the self into foreign molds in forms of costumes, vocabulary, and action, to the extent that
it blurs the contour of the intended identity of the Chinese performer. But the ultimate viewer and
critic remains the self. The social critics, novelists, and playwrights who launched the ideal
actors and actresses of China on the imagined world stage were themselves the first group of
“foreign” audience to the performance, and they showed no uneasiness about anachronisms or
discursive contradictions.
In this chapter, I studied the metaphor and practice of a “world stage” in the late Qing.
The idea of performing the nation to the world developed as a figurative expression in social
reformist discussions before it entered the discourse of theater reform and the creation of new
plays. In the written plays I examined, the world stage is realized by placing the actors/actresses
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before imagined foreign audiences. Liang Qichao’s pioneering works, “New Rome” and Ban
Chao’s Conquest of the Western Regions, illustrate the key components of performing China,
from the desire to join the Italian heroes on the stage, to taking on the leading role through
foreignization of the Chinese hero. The world stage metaphor was most enthusiastically
embraced in the discussion about women’s position in the wake of feminism, and actresses in
both the figurative and literal senses became a new focus. Views of people like Chen Qubing and
Jin Yi help us understand not only the female characters created, mostly by men, for the xinxi
stage in the last decade of the Qing dynasty, but also the challenges for Chinese actresses—and
by extension, Chinese women—to mount the world stage, with the dominance of actors at home
and the daunting examples of Western and Japanese women abroad. In the plays featuring
Chinese women mobilized to secure foreign connections or international fame, the only way
seems to be imitating the foreign heroines or establishing an international sisterhood, which,
however, often serves to confuse the very outlines of the characterization of the Chinese
heroines. What the transnational fusion realized for the Chinese intellectuals was an assurance,
despite its ambiguities and contradictions, that China was able to stand, equal, with the foreign
nations.
The self-portrayal acutely conscious of the eye of the other continued to present itself
with evolving contours in the Chinese theater. In a spirit of “total Westernization” during the
May Fourth Movement, it took the form of large cohorts of overseas returnees, who viewed
themselves as both participants in world history and physicians who could examine China’s
diseases with Western tools. But an uneasiness about the penetration of foreign capital and its
sinister surveillance in the 30s’ also gave birth to the off-stage, yet omnipresent German doctor
in Cao Yu’s 曹禺 (1910-1996) Thunderstorm (Leiyu 雷雨, 1933), who is outside the Chinese
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family but with access to the most intimate corner, i.e. the mistress’s bedroom, with his medical
aegis to inspect the household from the inside out. When a new upsurge of anti-foreignism in the
60s’ and 70s’ was visualized in the model theater, the Japanese officer Hatoyama 鳩山, a
complete villain in the jingju Red Lantern (Hongdeng ji 紅燈記, 1964), was appalled by the
determination of an unflinchingly patriotic Chinese family. Today, when foreign actors and
actresses are frequently seen on China’s theater stages and screens as foils to Chinese heroism,
and when China’s mainstream media is entrusted with a twofold mission of resisting Western
values on the one hand and promoting Chinese ones to the world on the other, we need only
think of the comedy skit (xiaopin 小品), “Celebrate Together” (Tong xi tong le 同喜同樂), in the
CCTV (China Central Television) Spring Festival Gala televised live to millions across the
nation earlier this year. The skit is set around the China-constructed Mombasa-Nairobi Railway
in Kenya, which is part of China’s Belt and Road initiative. It features Chinese and African
performers, with a black actor in a monkey costume and an African woman played by a Chinese
actress in blackface gushing gratitude to China. Designed to celebrate China as an economic and
cultural benefactor to underdeveloped foreign nations, the skit instead drew global criticism for
its offensive caricatures of African people and unabashed self-aggrandizement. 66 But the show
was, after all, intended for a domestic audience, and the public opinion gatekeepers could easily
censor any negative comments attempting to infiltrate Chinese websites. To the Gala directors,
the African characters were probably less valued as representatives of their culture than as
witnesses to China’s performance. It requires a foreign audience to make a world stage, even
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Criticisms posted on Chinese websites were mostly taken down, but accounts of the backlash
can be found on many English-language websites. See, for example, Salem Solomon, “Chinese
New Year Skit Sparks Backlash Over Relationship with Africa,” on VOA, and Jane Ferlez, “With
Blackface and Monkey Suit, Chinese Gala on African Causes Uproar,” on The New York Times.
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though the true spectator is almost always the self, and the Chinese actors and actresses striving
to be the equals or better of the foreign other are performing under the introspective gaze of the
Chinese.
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CONCLUSION

I began with a question: when and why did late Qing writers engage widely with foreign
views of China in their personal expressions and public discussions. My four chapters explored
the literary sites where transnational views collided, from the nascent modern Chinese press, to
John Fryer’s 1895 fiction contest; from world expos and expo fantasies, to the performative
national identities in the theater reform. I argued that the appropriation of the alien eye in
literature developed into a recognizable and reproducible mode after the examples of Chinese
journalist pioneers like Wang Tao in the 1870s, and served successive writers’ political purposes,
such as cultural and institutional reforms and sexual and racial revolutions. In reexamining China
through foreign lenses, Chinese intellectuals not only gained new understandings for themselves
but also a new discursive power in their voices directed at the public, as they strove to
reconfigure modern Chinese self-images in the world. I identified the effect of the alien eye on
Chinese introspection, describing its role for the Chinese as enabling self-knowledge, selfcriticism, and self-empowerment.
The first two were the most consistent and identifiable themes in modern Chinese literary
portrayal of the nation. The translated, quoted, or reprinted foreign opinions of China formed a
crucial component of this introspective quest, while foreign-originated images of China
circulated via modern publications left their marks on China’s changing self-image. The alien
eye, among other disorienting forces, helped Chinese intellectuals see China anew not as “all
under heaven” or the central kingdom, but as one of the many nations in a decentered or Eurocentered global space. Those recognizing the censorious power in the foreign vision often added
their imagination to forge discursive weapons targeting not only the self, but also the enemy in
the self (i.e. the Manchus in charge of China’s governance). In criticizing Chinese affairs and
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demanding change, the writers would remind their readers what “the foreigner said about us.”
The presence of numerous fictional characters from different cultures offering their views on
China reminds us that the late Qing was a time when transnational visions met and contended to
be heard as China groped its way to modernity.
Intellectuals’ desire to probe China’s problems did not wane after the fall of the empire,
but continued often using the imagery of medicine and illness (see Chapter 1) in literature at a
time (1917–1949) C. T. Hsia has argued was distinguished by an “obsessive concern with China
as a nation afflicted with a spiritual disease” (533). One encounters this language in the Ibsen
Special issued by the Xin qingnian 新青年 (New youth), flagship magazine of the New Culture
Movement (1915–1926) in 1918. Hu Shi 胡適, one of the chief editors, wrote an article,
“Ibsenism” (Yibusheng zhuyi 易蔔生主義), infused with metaphors of disease and remedy. “The
merit of Ibsen,” Hu writes, “is precisely that he tells the truth, that he faithfully portrays society’s
depravity and filthiness to let people observe carefully” (456). This evaluation set the tone for
Ibsen’s reception in China and the social-critical tradition of modern Chinese theater. Years later,
when Xiao Qian 蕭乾 [Hsiao Ch’ien] looked back at China’s enthusiasm for Ibsenique plays, he
writes (in English), “Ibsen is looked upon as a social surgeon rather than as a playwright. … In
those days, China was so hopelessly ill, that she needed a daring doctor capable of prescribing
the most desperate remedies” (16). Ibsen, however, never himself offered any prescriptions for
China; it was the Chinese intellectuals, with their foreign education and experience abroad, who
wielded the foreigner’s tools to scrutinize a diseased China.
It was also a time of unprecedented contact with foreign literatures and cultures, when
more writers had the opportunity to assume an outsider’s view in examining China. This selfalienation encouraged the use of an imaginary persona in fiction which recalls the
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defamiliarization technique adopted by some of the fiction contestants that I analyzed in Chapter
2. Similar techniques had also been employed in late Qing science fantasies, such as Huangjiang
Diaosou’s 荒江釣叟 Tales of the Moon Colony (Yueqiu zhimindi xiaoshuo 月球殖民地小說,
1904-05), which satirizes Chinese society through the description of imaginary cultures. Like
their Qing precedents, satires of China in the Republican era use foreign characters to criticize
the nation, as Shen Congwen’s 沈從文 Alisi Zhongguo youji 阿麗絲中國游記 (Alice in China,
1928) does, or describe a Chinese protagonist’s experience in a fictional society alluding to
China, which is the case in Lao She’s 老舎 Maocheng ji 貓城記 (Cat country, 1933). A review
of Cat Country, in particular, helps elucidate post-Qing fiction’s appropriation of the alien eye
for criticism, when a Chinese writer voluntarily distanced himself from his country and took over
the foreign gaze to cast it on China.
The story unfolds in the narrative of a Chinese national who, having survived a crash
landing on Mars, sojourns with the Martian cat people, who are humanoid animals, and
witnesses the deterioration and eventual demise of their country. The events in cat country are a
transparent allegory for the history and future of China, emaciated by opium and imperiled by
Japanese aggression around 1932, for which reason the novel has often been read either as a
utopian satire (like Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels) or a dystopia (like Aldous Huxley’s
Brave New World). I do not concern myself with the novel’s taxonomic category, but one scholar
has made this observation with which I agree: the narrative resembles that of colonial literature.
“The narrator,” writes Nathaniel Isaacson, “adopts a colonial attitude toward the people of Cat
Country, understanding them in terms that mark their entire society as primitive and barbaric”
(131).
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This colonial attitude is partly the result of the writer’s alienation from his home culture.
Lao She was born to a poor Manchu family in Beijing, and left for England in 1924 to teach
Chinese at the University of London for five years. While in London, he began to publish novels,
and continued to write after returning to China in 1930. During most of China’s momentous
events in the early twentieth century, Lao She remained, in Cyril Birch’s words, “a mere
onlooker” (47). Although he afterwards claimed to have been under the influence of the May
Fourth Movement in 1919 on his way to becoming a writer (“Wusi geile wo shenme” 346), he
did not ride its literary high tides. He was absent during the Kuomintang Revolution of 1926–27,
and “Even the last great upheaval of the Communist conquest of the mainland between 1947 and
1949 had subsided by the time Lao She returned from a two-year visit to the United States”
(Birch 47). Birch associates Lao She’s physical displacement with his removed viewpoint in
writing: “His five years’ residence in London, his visit thereafter to Paris and the protracted
journey back via Singapore where he taught school for six months to earn the rest of his passage:
these experiences gave him that distant view of his countrymen which lent, if not enchantment,
at least clarity of focus” (47). Ian Johnson also notices the distant viewpoint, and attributes it to
Lao She’s position of being a Manchu (ix).
To this distant view was added the perspective of the foreign observer, which is the cause
of much frustration and indignation for the protagonists in Lao She’s earlier novel, Mr. Ma and
Son (二馬 Er ma, 1927), a narrative about a Chinese father and his son’s experience in London.
It is in Cat Country, however, that the alienated view on China develops a scathing focus,
penetrating all the weaknesses of the Chinese “national character” with little mercy and much
dark humor. In Mr. Ma and Son, Lao She explores the humiliation and indignation of the
Chinese under the patronizing gaze of the English, and in Cat Country he assumes that colonial
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gaze for his reader. In Mr. Ma and Son there is an English clergyman, Pastor Evans, who has
spent twenty years in China and who loves China so much that he prays to God to let China be
colonized by England: “with burning tears in his eyes, he beseeched the Lord: if the Chinese
don’t let the British take over, then all those masses of yellow-faced, black-haired souls will
never make it to heaven!” (Mr. Ma and Son 12). Cat Country echoes the missionary tone as the
narrator wonders “which God had been responsible for this bunch of inferior creatures”
(Maocheng Ji 131), 1 fights his impulse to kill some cat people himself, and bemoans the soul of
this extinguished civilization, which “could only go to hell, for her record in life was nothing but
a dark and dirty spot on the pages of history” (Cat Country 208). Despite the narrator’s repeated
declaration of sympathy towards the cat people, the story cannot but be read as a condemnation
of the country from an unresolvable distance. No wonder the novel was considered “Lao She’s
most horrible revelation of Chinese reality” (David Wang, Fictional Realism 139), “the most
savage indictment of China ever penned by a Chinese” (Hsia 546), and suffered relentless
criticism in Maoist China with the author accused of counter-revolutionary tendencies (Chen
Zhenwen 59–60). In fact, Cat Country is not much more critical of China than many grotesque
social satires of the late Qing are, but unlike the novels of exposure which can provoke laughter
or anger, it conveys a self-loathing despair from a condescending viewpoint, which is only
possible when an author steps outside of his country and looks back in.
Not all writers were as pessimistic as Lao She, but throughout the twentieth century the
Chinese people displayed different degrees of anxiety over the possibility of China’s sorry image
being exposed to the other. The alien eye featured in China’s “face problem” (mianzi wenti 面子
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Quotations from Lyell’s English translation will be marked as Cat Country followed by a page
number, and when my own translation is used (if Lyell’s translation does not convey the precise
meaning of the original), it is marked as Maocheng ji plus page number(s).
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問題), “image project” (xingxiang gongcheng 形象工程), and various other discussions of the
nation’s international image, and was especially valued, as it had been in the late Qing, in selfcriticism. Wang Xiaobo 王小波 (1952–1997), writing on China’s disregard for individual
dignity, reaffirms the vantage point of the alienated viewer. “All who have pointed out this
problem,” Wang says, “are either foreigners or have returned after living abroad. Chinese with
no such experience are totally unaware of it. I myself have lived overseas for four years, without
which experience, I’m afraid, I would not have been able to make this observation” (271). This
remark is reminiscent of many episodes I discussed, such as the instances in the fiction
contestant Zhu Zhifei’s story which remind us that the Chinese can be blind to what they see
every day. It should be added, however, that in a globalized age like this, when differentiation
between “foreign” and “Chinese” is slippery except in some highly politicized areas such as
nationality and territorial division, it is usually less a matter of knowing that the foreigners can
see China’s weaknesses than identifying the disapproving alien eye with somewhat paranoid
expressions like “the Chinese have been made a laughing stock in front of foreigners again.”
Besides self-knowledge and self-criticism, late Qing writers also appropriated the alien
eye for self-empowerment. Literary works envisioning a victorious China or heroic Chinese in
the international spotlight were intended to invoke patriotism and national pride in the Chinese
audience, and tied in with the authors’ political agendas, such as institutional reform, promotion
of women’s status, etc. More broadly, the literary and visual representations of the nation and its
people as globally respected accorded with the desire to position China with honor in the world,
and if possible, at the center of the world stage. Such representations inspired the authors’ spatial
imagination and a modern national identity construction in literature. As I indicated in the
conclusions to Chapters 3 and 4, similar representations of today often stream from pro-state or
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government-sponsored channels. Official TV news and newspapers cite copiously foreign
comments, promoting China’s image as an empowered and peace-loving nation, whose
unassailable international standing is confirmed by the other nations’ respect or enmity. The
widely circulated Reference News (Cankao xiaoxi 參考消息), one of the two Chinese
newspapers authorized to reprint articles from foreign news agencies and news journals (the
other being Global Times 環球時報), devotes its first page to carefully selected and translated
articles concerning China, generally bringing the state’s positive profile to the spotlight.
Of course, not all state-approved media are formulated the same way. Entertainment and
educational programs appear more tolerant of contrasting views as long as they are not too
provocative. The Phoenix Television Broadcasting Company ran a daily program titled The
World Views China (Shijie kan zhongguo 世界看中國), from 2013 to 2014, presenting foreign
opinions on various aspects of China from its talent selection to its challenges for transnational
enterprises. Individual publications bearing the title “China in the eyes of the foreigner” or the
like can be more diverse and less self-congratulatory. The “father of Chinese pinyin phonetics,”
Zhou Youguang 周有光 (1906–2017), published an essay collection under the title, Seeing
China from the World (Cong shijie kan zhongguo 從世界看中國, 2015), reiterating a viewpoint
which he has again and again emphasized in his life career as a linguist. As the most inclusive
public forum to succeed the print press, the internet has allowed foreigners’ observations
derogatory both to the Chinese people and the government to go viral until they are censored by
official network administrators. With China’s internet crackdown intensified since 2017, the
online situation often recalls the difficulties of the press one and a half centuries ago, though
unlike the decrepit Qing, today’s Chinese state is strong enough to have most foreign criticisms
of the Party and government blocked out with its “Great Firewall.”
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My focus on the self should not preclude attention to the moments when Chinese writers
and artists attempted to address the external observer directly. Efforts to confront or
communicate with foreign viewers of China crystalized in Zeng Jize’s English article on China’s
asleep and awakening, and the launching of the Xin bao in Shanghai in 1874 as a bilingual paper
by scholar officials including Feng Junguang to influence foreigners’ opinions on China (Chapter
1); in the occasional questions participants in Fryer’s fiction contest addressed to the organizer
(Chapter 2); in Chinese students’ protests against foreign exhibitions for exhibiting China’s
“shames” (Chapter 3); and in Mei Lanfang’s tours abroad to introduce jingju as China’s national
theater (Chapter 4). Similar efforts ran through the past century in forms corresponding with
China’s changing foreign policies regarding diplomatic strategies and cultural exchanges, and
were especially conspicuous, for example, in the frantic propagation of Maoist socialist values to
foreign countries during the Cultural Revolution (Ma Jisen 131–151), the Chinese film industry’s
international successes in the 1990s, 2 and the government-sponsored global promotion of
Chinese culture through mass media and educational agencies like the Confucius Institute today.
Often the outward projection returns like the image on the back of the big screen and reinforces
the image construction intended to congratulate and empower the Chinese.
In a word, China can hardly portray its self-image without incorporating the brushstrokes
offered by the rest of the world, notwithstanding all sorts of resistance to foreign values. This
statement may seem a cliché now, but invites inquiry when read as a conclusion of developments

Luo Hui argues that the film, Farewell My Concubine (Bawang bie ji 霸王別姬), achieved
international success at a time of rising sentiment of new nationalism in China. “Actively
seeking greater visibility in the international arena,” writes Hui, “the Chinese government now
began to cautiously woo and win over its internationally successful, albeit politically suspect,
cultural luminaries” (128).

2
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since the late Qing, where the intriguing stimuli, hesitant ventures, and conflicting agendas of
contact with the alien eye can be located, some of which are discussed in this project.
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